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- PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. ' PROMPT DELIVERIES' FRIENDLY SERVICE'
LARGE S.A.E.. 30D STAMPED FOR CURRENT LIST.

* !Ir\-T. I:V * SrEET CHASSIS * ELECTFONIC SPEED CON-
iFO- rA i 1: :T 4,iI PTrCH CONTROL * HIGH TORQUE SEFVO
]q"B:C U:-I * -}}SfiSCFEWS r IZDIECASTP|_ATTEB *
\:}. S-}; T }-EFI=D M].WEIGHT * REMOVABTE HEAO

S'1i- * ' 7 - ;-6; :I}iGS * CUE LEVEB * PoWEB 20240V
i]E]F. T I], , :I5T * S.D ED II TH MOUNTING CUT.OIJT

-tlP--
PR|CE 859.99 + e3.50 P&P.

STANTON ALsM GOLDRING G85O
PPICE !15 99 - 5& P&P PniCE !6-gt - sOD P&P

Supplied Eady bui[ and tesH.
OMP POWER AMPLIFIER iIODULES lbn enpy a wodd-wde lepdabn ln qualrty, reliabilrty and

p€rlomane al a reallsfc p@ Four models availaue to suil th€ needs ol the p.olesimal and hobby roilei, I e, lMusfiy

Leisure, lndrurental and Hi-Fr elc when @f,prirE prices, TJOTE all models irclude Torcidal power supply, lntegral heal srnk,

Glas fibre P C B , and Drive ci.diB lo poreI @mpatiue Vu reter O[€n and shd orcuft pr@l

THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASEO BY PROFESSIONAL USERS

0MP100 ltlk 11 Bi-Pola? Output power 1'10 watts
R M S into 4 ohms, Frequency Hesponse 15Hz -
30KHz -3dB,T H.D.0.01 %, S.N.R. -1 18d8, Sens.for
Max. output 500mV at 10K, Size 355 x 115x65mm
PRTCE t33.99 + 83.00 P&P.

NEW SERIES II MOS-FET MODULES

0 watts R.M.S.
Hz - 100KHz
RAIE 45V/US,

500mV, S.N.R.

PRTCE t39.99 + 83.00 P&P.

OilPruF2oo Mos-Fet Output power 200 wans R.M S
into 4 ohms, Frequency Response'1Hz -'l00KHz
-3dB, Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 50V/uS,
T.H.D..Typical 0.001 %, lnput Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R
-130dB. Size 300 x 155 x 'l00mm.

PRICE e62.!t9 + t3.50 P&P.

olrlP/IrlF30o Mos-Fet Output power 300 watts R M S
into 4 ohms, Frequency Besponse 1Hz - 100KHz

-3d8, Damping Factor >300, Slew Hate 60V/uS,
T.H.D. Typical 00008%, lnput Sensitivity 500mV,
S N H -130d8 Size 330 x '175 x 100mm
PRTCE 079.9S + 84.50 P&P.

NOIE:- MoS-FEI ITODULES AflE AVAILABLE lN TWO VEHSlor.lS STANDffiD - INPUT SENS, 500mv BND wloTH 100KHz

PEC {PFOFESSIONI EOUIPMENT COMPATABLE) - INPUT SENS, u5mv, UND WIDTH 50KH2, oREF STANDARD OF PEC

, Vu IIETER ComD E amurate visual
F display employind 4 on/otf indimtor.
i Sophisticaled logic se rculded plastic

Eh €s with tinted acrylic front Size 84 x 27 x 45mm€s, with tinted acrylic front Size 84 x 27 x 45mm
PRICE e8.9, + 50p P&P.

USED THE WORLD OVER I[ CLUBS, PUBS, Cf,CIAS DGCG fiC
SIZES:- l,lXF 200 WlYxHil%' (zu), Dl1'

MxF 4OO W19'xl+5v.'(Ar. Dlz
MXF 600 wl9',ts'j (3rl . D1t

IXF?m 917135
PRIGES: uF1{I) r.,ea B5

uFEm Fr,u)
sEcuRrcofi >_'.E=. :-z:r: 

=a.:-

NEW MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
THREE MODELS:- MXF200 (100w + 10@r)

MXF400 (200w + 200w) MXF600 (300w + 30Ow)
All power ratings R M S into 4 ohro

FEATURES:*lndependentpowersupplieswilhtwoTorokjalTnrsbrrer-rr-ll ,--teErBotary
indended level controls t llluminaled on/off switch i XLR cffne@s , S=.cec -:- ' ro-: r 3!en and short

circuil prool * Latest Mos-Fels lor slres tree power delruery nb fl--aI 3 r r'4 i -q ser ?e r Very lolv

drstortion t Aluminium cases r MXF600 Fan Cooied xth D.C. :-r:sr:+ T\: --E-a >l€rcn.

LARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALIST LOUDSPEAKERS
AVAILABLE, INCLUDING CABINET FITTINGS, SPEAKER
GRILLES, CROS$OVERS AND HIGH POWER, HIGH FRE.
OUENCY BULLETS AND HORNS, LARGE S.A.E. (3OP
STAMPED) FOR COMPLETE LIST.

GPiI LEAD GUITAR, EXCELLENT MID.. DISCO.
BEO, SENS,99d8.......................PR|CEe29.30+t2.00P&P
OOGP ORGAN, KEYBOABD, DISCO, EXCELLENT MID,

BES, FH RESP, TO 6KHz. SENS, ............ PRICE t35.58 + E2.50 P&P
1T MO GUITAB, KEYBOARD, ENT HIGH POWEB MID,
BES, FR RESP, TO 7KHz. SENS, ............ PFICE t4a.67 + [2.s0 P&P
1T fiO HIGH POWER GEN, P GUITAR, DISCO.
RES, FREO, 4sHz. FBEO, RESP, ...... PRICE !37.59 + E3.so PtP
1Z loo WArT C12100TC TWIN NSE, P.A., VOICE, DISCO.
BES, FREQ,45Hz. FREO, RESP, PPICE E3E.58 + e3.50 P&P
lZ'mOWArt C122008 HIGH P P.A.
RES, FBEQ,4oHz. FBEO, RESP,TOTKHZ Ee65.79 + 83.50 P&P
IZ 3OO WATT CI23OOGP HIGH POWER DISCO, ETC,
RES,FBEO,45Hz.FREO,BESP,TOSKHz EE87'51 +E350P&P
15' IOO WATT Cl51OOBS BASS GUITAB,
BES,FREO40HzFREORESP,TOSKHZSENS,98dB PR|CEe55.05+14.00P&P
15'2OO WAIT CIS2OOBS VERY HIGH POWER BASS
BES,FREQ,4oHzFREO,RESP,TO4KHzSENS,99dB PH|CEE75.10+E4.0oP&P
15'250 WATT C1525OBS VERY HIGH POWER BASS.
HES,FREO,4OHz.FREO.RESP,TO4KHz.SENS,99dB.....................,.-PR|CEE82.54+E450P&P
15" ir(,o WATT Cl540085 VERY HIGH POWER, LOW FREOUENCY BASS
RES, FREO,4OHz. FREO, BESP, TO 4KHz. SENS, 1 02dS. ....... PRICE E96.47 + €4.50 P&P
18'/OO WAIT C184048S EXTREMELY HIGH POWER, LOW FREOUENCY BASS.
BES,FHEO,2THzFREQ,RESP,TO3KHzSENS,99dB PR|CEE172.06+es.00P&P

EBIGS,A whrch arc dual mpedence lapped (i 4 & I ohn )
BASS, SINGLE CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED FOAM SURROUND
8'50 WATT EB&sO DTJAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS HI.FI IN-CAR
RES,FREQ,40HzFREO,RESP,TOTKHZSENS,gTdB PR|CEe8.90+C2.00P&P
IO'50 WATT EB'IO-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS, HI.FI, IN-CAB
RES,FBEQ,40HZFREO,RESP,TOsKHzSENS,99dB PR|CEtl200+e2.50P&P
'to' 100 WATT EBto-100 SASS, Hr-Fr, STUDtO
RES,FREQ,3SHzFREO,RESP,TO3KHzSENS,gftB PF|CEe27.76+E350P&P
1Z'60 WATT EBl2-60 BASS, HI-FI, STUDIO
RES,FREQ,28Hz FREO,RESP,TO3KHz SENS,92dB PR|CEe2l 00+13.00P&P
12' .IOO WATT EBl2NOO BASS, STUDIO, HI-FI, EXCELLENT DISCO
RES, FREQ, 26H2. FREO, BESP, TO 3KHz SENS, 93dB PRICE !38.75 + E3.50 P&P

FULL FANGE TWIN CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SUBROUND
5r'50 warT EB5-50TC (TWIN CONE) Hl-Fl, MULTI-ARRAY DISCO ETC
BES, FBEO, 63H2. FREO, RESP, TO 20KHz. SENS, 92d8. ...... PRICE 19.99 + e1.50 P&P
6%'60 WATT EB6-6OTC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MULTI.ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES, FREO, 38H2. FREO, RESP, TO 20KHz. SENS, 94d8. ....... ........... .... .. PRICE El 0.99 + C1.50 P&P
8" 60 WATT EB&5oTC (TW|N CONE) Hl-Fr, MULT|-ABRAY D|SCO ETC.
RES, FREQ,40Hz. FREO, RESP, TQ 1 8KHz. SENS, 89d8. ... PRICE el 2.99 + El 50 P&P
ro'50 WATT EB10-60TC (TW|N CONE) Hr-Fr, iIULT|-ARRAY DISCO ETC.
BES.FBEO,35Hz.FREO,BESP.TO12KHz.SENS,86dB........................PR|CEE1649+E2.00P&P
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PIEZO ELECTBIC TWEETERS _ IOTOfiOI
JoinlhePezorevoluton Tneio*cia-c-s r 4G rr lr:a re rcr t.tmrilgl
Iesponse wrth a lower drstortm'€vd ra. m E-, l,-ar':'ry: r: : ::-:S:E t E .# fE rG 6
be added lo existing speaker s,steru oi Jp [ ' :f t: -,T. - 2\- r vE --€ 

=tPJrt6lFt -Eff,-EIS
SUPPLIED wlrH EACH TWEETER wpE A (KSN2r]36Ai j =.1: -r r*-ff T!

mcqh Ldral ir-\. aff<<-=- 1l?:1-l

t"?
rYPE B \J

{\",/?:1-\,{ \\iUir
TYPE E

silver hnrsh :rr SJEU +i iW ffi -Prie ElS edr - 5t =!;
LEVEI- @XTHO. l're 7 E E a-.,-ri-t
plate e'= =|.m ft aro 'lr al ir:ie:
85l B5.r PriEt 
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STEREO DISCO MIXER with 2 / 5 bat - 1 =

tor Pan Pot L & R Masls C,cu =rcOutput 775mV Srze 350.H, Tff E
220-24Ov

Price 8134.99 - t4 m P&P

PROVEN TRANSMITTEB DESIGNS INCLUDING GLASS FIBBE
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOABD AND HIGH OUALITY COMPONENTS

COMPLETE WITH CIRCUIT AND INSTRUCTIONS

3lV Ft IBAI{SilrER 80.108MH2, VARICAP CoNTFoLLED PRoFESSIoNAL PEF.
FOFMANCE, BANGE UP TO 3 MILES, SIZE 38 X 18mm, SUPPLY 12V @ O 5AMP

PFrcE e14.49 + fl.m P&P

Flt XICRo IRANSTIIIER (BUG) 100t08MHz VAFICAP TIJNED CoMPLETE WITH

VEHY SENS FET MlC, RANGE 100.300m, SIZE 56 x 46mm, SUPPLY 9V BATI, PnOE

3 walt FM
f ransmitter

POSTAL CHABGES PEC OB N/MUM OFFICIAL OFDEBS WE-COME FqOM IEETtrEt
scHoolscoLLEGEsAGovr j;ir"r3J!:li3llE3ly']ISALESCoUNTER ilEl



TEnFONlx4T5DuslTraceruMHZDslaySre€p l5S
TEnFONIX 6Oualnacs 1@MHZDslay Sre6p t400
GOULD OS1100 Dual T6ce SMHZ ru Trig tlu
COSSOB C0U1S Dual Traco35MHzD6aly
Swp [omt100-!150

TELEOUIPMENTm CuryeTracsr tl75
MAFCONI TFM3 RFMilIfulfttET 50KHZ]5GHZi
ImVSFSD t75

MAFCONI TF2€0 Digital Frq Count€r 10HZ-80MHZ eil
MARCON|AFtowerMslsrTFSgil2ffZ-SKHZrrcmvlow e20
MARCONI RF towerMeterTFrl52l OC-5mMHZ0s'25W
sohn 125

lorSyslom lHZloMHZSingle/Double C40
md€r Dual Chan 10HZ-500KHZl

300uvlmv t75
SOUffiBONmS Mullim€16r4 5 digil LED m ranges

(P&P E4 r95
AVO I MullimeteG wirh aareil€s 6 L€ads irom 135
AVOfr46TranEislorAnalyE€r MP Suilcasesryl€ Wilh
Bansriss&oFGlionln$ruclions E20

UBEAF COLOUR &RGilEFATOR _ XG1 8

F[€rns(PEPE4) onlyE25

LEVELLTM3B rc Micruoltmd€r IHZ-3MHZ| suv-smv e&
LEVELLTM3BACMicrwillmd€r1HZ-3MHZ:suv-smv C&
LEVELLO*ilabrrels23HZSKHZSin€/Sq komE55
LEVELLkillalorTGlSMl5HZtsoKUSinswav€ e20
EVELLO$ilerTG1SDMl5UiSKHZ SidSOWEv6 125
LEVEU D@de O$ reSA 0 2V-1 zMHZ bw
Di$don romms

FARNELLTMERFMilltoolhdersKUl5GHZ| 1mV{00V tm
LOGIC PFOBE tyF 3?tr4 nLr'Cms (PEP 13) 110
MNY MOFEITEMSAT RIDICULOUS PRICES- Lislavailabl€

IEffiMNX
odrywffi manual, prob$, hnl @ve4

FUd onlyt$o

8650

t{25gs
Er0
8400
tm
e75
e75
e1il
tl&tls
c1il

(PtP 17) .

uBdEAR CROSSHATCH GENEMrcR TyF Cffi ffi i
Bdsr Mainsor
PEP M)
lmKHzSMHz

2WiF2ryoulWA Csdwithl€ade
13mp@h ... .. .. (Pf

VARIACS2amF loDU{PeP!5)8amps
vARlouS BENCH PSUs - Plos6 EnquLo

MMEG OSILLOSCOPE HM1@s Triple Trac€ ImMHZ D6lay
ImlM t726
MMEG OSCILLOSCOPE HM & Dua Tace mMHz Delay
Swp t575
UMEG OSILLOSCOPE HM2036 Dual Trac€20MHZ
hFnslTdv t3l4
HAMEG OSCIUOSCOPE H M205 3 DLa Trace 20M hZ Dig El
Slory : 1575
Alder Mets avallSlo - all osc lloscopes supplled wilh 2 prcbes

EUCK$AF EOUIPMENT(PEPdl uni615)
ArcLLO 10 - ImMHZ Co!nlerTimer Faio/Periodffime lnleila
* 1222
APOLLO I m - ImMHZ (k above wiih more luncnons) !295
MflEOR 1M FREOUENCY COUNTEB I@MHZ CIOg
MNEOR ffi FBEOUENCY COUNTER MOMHZ E135
MflEOF 1M FBEOUENCY COUNTEE 1GHZ T178
JUPIIOF ffiFUNfrION GENERAMF O lHZ.sOOKHZ
Sindsqfri .. !110
ORION COLOUB MB GENERATOA fuIfrVruids !209
All olhsBlack Star EquipmBnl availSlB

BUNG CHANG DMM rc30 3% dig t Hand hsld26Gngss including
lmmpAc/Do0.l%toc (PtPe4)C39.50
tutu60MMm100.25%kc .. ..e33.50
Carryingcas€brabove E3

FI STEWARTS OF READING A..-- TTOWYKEHAMROAD,READING,BERKSRG6lPL 

-Tel: fi3468041. Fax: 0734 35'1696 Callers welcome 9am-5.30pm Mon-Fri (until 8pm Thurs)

^-'J$$fil,- 
1990 t?il'Js.',H

. ONE OF THE LARGEST RANGES OF COMPONENTS IN THE UK

O FAST AND EFFICIENT SAME DAY PERSONAL SERVICE

. VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES; QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

. DISCOUNT VOUCHERS INCLUDED

. NO MINIMUM ORDER

FILL IN THE COUPON AND POST IT WITH YOUR CHEQUE, PO ETC
FOR fI.5O TO RECEIVE YOUR 1990 CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS
CATAI.,OGUE
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SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER "SBC.I"
A computer doesn't have to look like you'd expect a computer to look.
It doesn't have to have a keyboard and a screen and floppy disks and
so on,

The SBC-1 has the bare minimum of chips a 280 computer can have
and still be a computer: A 4MHz Z8oA-CPU chip, an EPBOM chip (up
to 32K), a static RAM chip (up to 32K) and a pair of 8255A UO (input
output) chips giving 48 individual lines to waggle up and down. Thors
are one or two additional "glue" chips included, but these are simpla
"74LS" or "HC" parts.

A star featuro is that no special or custom chips (ie PALs, ULAs, ASICs
etc) are used - and thus there are no socrets The Z80A is the lastest
and best established of all the 8-bit microprocessors - possibly the
cheapest too!

Although no sorial interlace is included, it is easy lor a Z80A to waggle
one bit up or down at the appropriate rate - the cost is a lew penca
worth of code in the program: why buy hardware when softwarewilldo?
Applications already identified include: Magnetic Card reader, mini
printer interface, printer buffer, push button keypad, LCD alphanumeric
panel interface, 40-zone security system, modem interfacs tor auto
sending of security alarms, code converter (eg IBM PC keyboard
codes to regular ASCII), real time clock (with plug in module),
automatic horticultural irrigation controller.

By disabling the on-board Z8oA-CPU this card will plug into our
lnterak I CP/M Plus disk-based devslopment systems, so if you
don't fancy hand-assembling 280 machine code you don't have to!
The idea is (if you are a manulacturer) you buy just one
development system and then turn out the cheap SBC-I
systems by the hundred. lf you are really lazy we can write
the program lor you and assemble the SBC-I cards 9o
you can get on with manulacturing your product,
leaving all your control problems to us.

Greenbank
For more details write or phone us:
Greenbank Electronics, Dept, (T08E), 460 New Chester Road,
Rock Ferry, Birkenhead, Merseyside lA22AE. Tel:051-645 3391.
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Power Frcm The
Sea
Will tidal power let us wave
goodbye to pollution? Paul
Freeman explains the environ-
mental and fi nancial diffi culties.

32
Electric Eye
'[bchnology can now give blind
people easier access to written
information. Helen Oughton
reports.

l8
Modern Diode
Gircuits 3
Ray Marston's series continues
with a look at zener diodes.

sY77
Music Synthesis
Mike Barnes introduces
Yamaha's SY77 synthesiser,
and explains its capabilities.

FM Generator
This reliable and accurate pro-
ject from L Boullart will allow
you to allign your FM tuner
without problems.
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TODAY INTERNATIONAL
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Temperature
Gontrcller
If the summer heatistoo much
for you, try this project from
Geoffrey Heys.

26
Constant
Current Sources
Need a source of constant cur-
rent? David Nightingale sug-
gests some circuit ideas.
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Stereo Decoder
Update
John Linsley Hood updatesthe
'sample and hold' stereo de-
coder, featured in ETI in 1987

What A Messe
Danin Williamson reports from
the Frankfurt Musik Messe
1990.

Testing, Testing
Mike Barwise helps you locate
the problem on thatlaulty amp.
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Millivoltmeter
Steve Bateson constructs this
high performance meter.
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New Supplier For TweetersA
1 am particularly interested in
Ibuilding your Micro Monitor
Speakers featured in Top Projects
1989, but I am having difficulty in
haci4g the supplier of the tweeters
used. The supplier quoted is
Electromail, and the part number
is 249-435, but I can find no
address for this company. I would
very much appreciate it if you
could tell me where I may obtain
these tweeters.

Alternatively, what other
tweeters would be suitable for this
application, and are available
from another supplier (eg. Map-
lin). The quoted characteristics of
the tweeters used are a flat
response from 3-20kHz, ampli-
tude variations kept within a few
dB, and good sensitivity along

with wide dispersion capability.
RA Phimister

Wigan, Lancashire.

Electromail are the mail order
outlet for RS Components. You
can contact them at PO Box 33,
Corby, Northants, NN17 9EL.
Tblephone 0536 204555.
However...

U nfortun ate ly, Electromail
no longer supply the tweeters
used in the Micro Monitor
Speakers project.

The tweeters can instead be
obtained from Maplin Electronics,
PO Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex, 556
8LR. Telephone 0702 554161.
The part number for the tweeters
is FD94C.

Non-Howling Mike
f,or months now. I have been
I - hunting through magazines
and library books for information
on Public Address Systems which
will give me some idea as to how
'Howl Back' can be eliminated

When I wentto the Adelphi
Theatre to see Starlight Express
the sound output must have been
hundreds of watts (for me it was
unbearable) and yet there was no
'Howl Back'. The performers ap-
peared to be wearing radio mikes
and yet those mikes seemed not
to pick up any of the sound which
filled the building.

How is it done?
I wondered if a bucket-

brigade delay line in the circuit
would put the sound so out-of-
phase that the trouble would be

overcome. Is this a way out?
I would be most grateful for

somebody to be able to tell me
how to do it. I am sure a good
many of your readers are con-
cerned with amateur opera
groups, dance bands, clubs and
the like, where a non-howling
mike is a long-felt want.

ET Metherell
Longport, Somerset.

Has anyone out there managed
to overcome this problem? We
are always happy to receive good
project ideas

Does Nanny Know Best?
t lr K Wilson (Read,/Write ETI
[Yl.lrn" 90) castigates you for
publishing information on sur-
veillance gadgets. Of course
sensible people will not heed him,
but still it is worrying that such
'nanny knows best' attitudes
persist.

Please maintain ETI's ex-
cellent record by continuing to
give us practical details about the
wide range of electronic topics
which interest and intrigue us.
Give particular coverage to those
which people like Mr Wilson
might decide we have no need of!
More seriously, please do your
best within the law to keep us
informed on techniques and
equipment which the authorities

might prefer us to be ignorant of.
D Herguson

Basingstoke, Hants.

fre item in Read/Write, ETI
JfJrn" 90 Invasion of privacy.
concerning the publication and
advertising of electronic sur-
veillance equipment.

Mr Wilson seems to lose his
otherwise logical train of argu-
ment when it is stated that no one
who has a'legitimate need for the
said equipment would have 'the
slightest difficutty in obtaining iti

I would like to ask the
following:

i) Who can say who has a

'legitimate' purpose for using
these devices? Is it antisocial for
users to find out if they are being
systematically cheated or robbed
by someone else? Is it only legit-
imate for enforcement agencies
or governments to use these
devices?

ii) Why shouldn't ETI ad-
vertisers of surveillance equip-
ment be allowed to do so? If they
didn't, where would the 'legit-
imate' users of surveillance de-
vices get to know about it?

In all fairness to Mr Wilson,
however, it is a sad reflection on
today's society that the use of bugs
is so widespread, but on the other
hand, it is also a reflection that
they are infaclneeded It may be

safe to say that if everyone had
been brought up by someone like
Mr Wilson and were taught the
hue values of life, then I myself
would be out of business! I have
been selling surveillance devices
in both kit and built form for three
years, with an assortment of
customers from every walk in life,
and with every reason to pur-
chase such items.

The comment that this
magazine is not fulfilling any real
public need could be classed as
invalid, since whenever I have
had an advert in for devices, the
response has been more than
acceptable, proving my point.

P Benton
AC Electronics

6

eaders may find my ex-
periences with the Flatmate

speaker of some interest (ETI May
90).

In the first place, the output
hansistors specified are not strictly
speaking a matched pair, so I
ended up using BDV64 and
BDV65s. These types are actually
TO218 cases which are wider
than the TOZ2Os for which the

circuit board was designed
On first powering up the

system through a variac, it was
found that if the voltage out of the
bridge rectifier was increased
beyond 13V the outputbecame
noisy and unstable. This was
cured by fitting 100n capacitors
on the regulator IC outputs to
ground.

Having brought about the

emissiori of music, it was imme-
diately apparent that there was
something drastically wrong with
the tonal balance. There was
hardly anything coming out of the
lweeter, except at very high fre-
quency, and the bass drivers were
producing well into the high fre-
quency range instead of rolling
off.

This kind of circuit is an ideal

candidate for the Number One
Systems Analyser program on
the BBC computer. Plugging in
the values confirmed what I was
hearing, the low pass filter started
rolling off at about 3kHz but was
only 5dB down at 20kHz. Simi-
larly, the high pass rolled off fairly
steadify from2}kHzto -16dB at
3kHz and -87dB at 100H2.

Comparing this circuitry with
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Barry Porters' Active 8 design
from earlier years showed two
things.

7l The 4k7 feedback resis-
tors in both filters (R10, R12, R15
and R18) should be pieces of wire
(0 ohms).

2) In the high pass filter, R9,
R8 and R11, R19 should both be
the opposite way round.

This then gives basically the
correct response. As a refinement
to give the correct theoretical
response, the following changes

are also required which give a

crossover point of 3.1kHz:
C4 and C6 should be 4n4

(2x2n2).
R9, R11, R13, R14, R16 and

R17 should be 16k5 (2x33 in
parallel).

The system then sounds
quite good!

One question remains, how-
ever, though not specifically
concerning this design.

As I understand it, the re-
quirements at the crossover point

are:
1) The drive units are in

phase.
2) Each unit is 3dB down

(half power) so the total output is
at 0dB.

With the 4th order filter, a
phase change of 1800 occurs in
each drive unit so they are in
phase at crossover and also with-
in the pass band. With this cas-
caded design though, the two
second order filters are each 3dB
down at the crossover point and

so the overall result is correct
phasing but at a -6dB point.
Surely this is wrong!

'Maybe somebody out there
can comment on this point and
advise whether it is possible to
devise a circuit which fills these
requirements.

J Lodge
Yardley Hastings, Northants.

We're sure that other readers
working on the Flatmate project
will find these hints helpful.

Waterhole Won'tRun Dry
1 am writing in the hope that you
Ican help me with a problem
that I have with the Waterhole
Project ETI March 90. I am hav-
ing difficulty in adjusting the gain
or sensitivity of the active filter.
When I insert the probes (which
are 4 5in. lengths of silver solder
with leads soldered onto them),
into the soil to their full depth, I

cannot achieve a situation where
the comparator indicates that the
soilrequires water. The soilin the
pot is at the moistness I require
and contains a little of the 'grow
bag'type of compost but it is hot
excessively wet.

I have tried your suggestion
of changing the values of R4 and
R5 but to no avail, I have to

actually short out R4 to get the
comparator to operate. I have
checked the approximate resis-
tance of the probes whilst in the
soil, the reading I got with the
probes in to their full depth was
approx 1k3, with the probes in
about 7zin. the resistance is
approx 7k. With the probes fully
in the soil I am reading the follow-
ing voltages on IC1b, pin 5, 3.85V
DC; pin 6,4.74 DC: also on pin
5, Iamgetting5VAC; pin7, 10V
DC. Finally as a point of obser-
vation, I had to replace R18
(100k) with a 53kto getthe safety
feature down to approximately 2
hours.

I would be grateful if you
could help with my problem.

Thanking you in anticipation.
VP Fitzgerald

Wirral, Merseyside

Edward Barrow replies:
When altering the values of

either R4 or R5 a useful tip is to
try values in the range o{ R(soil)/3
to R(soil), where R(soil) is the
measured value of the soil resis-
tance. This sets the smoothed
output voltage within the range of
the comparator.

In the mentioned case with a
soil resistance of 1.3K a suitable
value for R5 should be around
330R to 680R, which is electronic
terms is not too far off a short
circuit. Another alternative is, if

space permits, is to place the
probes further apart, logically if
the distance apart if doubled the
so too willthe soil resistance. The
same is true if the length of the
probes is shortened as you
noticed In passing the safety
{eature time is only approximate
and was not set accurately to two
hours, this problem is made
worse by the compulsory use o{
electrolytic or tantalum bead
capacitors which have a large
spread of leakage currents and
are quoted at x 25%, thus giving
a 50% error margin (even higher
if it was once a member of a large
bargain pack of seconds). I hope
my answer has been of some
assistance to your plight.

Oops!
11 7e have read with great
W interest Marc Masson's
article on European Patents
published in your May issue. May
we draw your attention to two
updatings:

The European Patent Or-
ganisation currently consists of 14

- and not 13 - Member States,
as Denmark has joined the Or-
ganisation on January 1, 1990.
Accordingly, it is possible to apply
for patent that is valid in 14
different European states.

Our CD-ROMs, holding
patent applications, contain
approximately. 650 Mbytes -
less than a Gbyte - of in-
formation.

Please note that also the
spelling of our address in Munich
is not correct: It should read
'Erhardtshasse instead of Erhard-
strasse. The name of this refers
the Lord Mayor who died in 1888
and not the former German
Chancellor Ludwig Erhard.

Rainer Osterwalder
Press and Public Relations

Department
European Patent Office

Fine Tuning!
r have built vour FM Tuner
ldesign (February, March, April
87) via the Hart kit and after a few
teething troubles it is all working
pertectly and indeed does sound
wonderful. The selectivity and
sensitivity are unbelievably good
with a 4 element dipole pointing
towards Wrotham it gives good
reception on the local stations in
the opposite direction! It is very
stable and does not appear to drift
at all - well done. However, I

have a few questions regarding its
operation which Mr Milligan at
Hart was not able to answer.

1. What is the function of the
user controlled AGC? I under-
stand what AGC does but why
shouldn't it be in use all the time?
No other tuner I have seen has an
AGC switch on the control panel
so I am most curious when to
switch it off. Also, relating to
this, when the AGC is switched
on, the tuning meter does not
change from full scale to 80% as
stated in ETI April 1987. It stays
as before - fullscale. Hart set up
the VCO PPL board so it should
be right When I set it up at first,

with only a multimeter, it reacted
in the same way.

2. The tuning meter acts
more as an off/on switch reading
from 3 (no station) to 6 (any
station). Radio 3 from Wrotham

- 25O kW and 48 miles meas-
ures the same on the meter as
Radio 3 from Oxford which is the
same distance, only 46kW and
about 90o from the maximum
gain of the aerial. Is the meter
supposed to read this way or can
it be related to signAl strength in
a more linear fashion? Is this a
function of the FM IC - in my
case the HA11225? Havethetwo
other modifications to the circuit
since the publication of the
original articles, namely, joining
pins 6 & 7 of lC3 (HA11225) and
the deletion oL 2 of. the ceramic
filters from the IF amplifier
affected the operation of the
meter: The meter at present does
not show relative signal strengths
or faults in the aerial system and
therefore not very useful.

3. Would you kindly list the
components and values in the
stereo decoder board necessary

for a 75prs de-emphasis? I am
from the US and although I plan
to remain here one never knows
the future; such infoimation
would be valuable. I assume that
the original article was in error as
I believe the de-emphasis for
Britain is 50ps and not 75prs as
stated.

FW Ohlendorf
Stevenage, Hertfordshire.

John Linsley Hood replies: I am
glad that you are so well pleased
with your FM tuner. I think that
the basic design is a sound one,
though it lacks some of the frills
and facilities of the best of the
commercial units, and Hart have
done quite a good job on the kit.

It is always gratifying to a
designer if some kit supplier
adopts a design, and especially,
as in this case, iI they make a good
job of it - their kit design works
better than my own prototype, as
well as being tidier, so lve built
one of their kits myself. Though
this is about the MK6 PPL tuner
design of mine, over the past 75
years, I think it is the best I've so
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far done, and severalof my Hi-Fi
friends compare it favourably, in
sound quality and signal-to-noise
ratio, with their most up-market
commercial tuners.

With regard to your queries.
The effect of the AGC is to reduce
the sensitivity of. the tuner on
strong signals, to avoid over-
loading, but it also will reduce
the sensitivity on weak signals,
though not by so much. In fringe
areas, or when 'DX'ing with the
mute'off switching off the AGC
will give just a little extra
sensitivity.

The tuning meter sensitivity
on your set seems a bit high. This
is controlled by RV2, which also
controls the AGC output voltage
setting. I did the prototype version
using the RCA 3189, for which
the HA11225 is a pin-for-pin
replacement. The Hitachi IC is
slightly different in characteristics
to the 3189, and this alters a few
of the DC output levels slightly
You can trim the tuning meter
response by altering the values of
R71 and R74 say to 33k and 3k3,
in my Figure 111 (March 1987).

The modifications which I

had made to the circuit did not
affect the AGC or tuning meter
settings. The deletion of CR2 and
CR4, because Hart had some
rather better ladder filters than I
had originally proposed will in-
crease the sensitivity a little, but
this is generally a good thing,
since the max. ou@ut is still below
the level at which the capture ratio
decreases.

To adapt the tuner de-
emphasis, to 75ps, in the most
recent decoder circuit, which uses
a FET/bipolar output pair as
Q14/Q15 and Q11/Q12, in-

crease the values of R77 and R2S
and 3K3 to 5K0: ie , two 10Ks in
parallel Hart do now have a new
decoder PCB, I think

An update to the FM Tuner
project is included in this monthb
issue of ETI.

tt nice to be able to report someone actually
reads this column! A few months back, I wrotl
a fairly severe criticism about junk mail and all
its trickeries. To be truthful I can't say I was

negative feedback was not to be. Within days of the
magazine coming onto news-stands I had received a
letter from Kay Beckett; chief executive of the Mailing
Preference Service (MPS).

Kay brought to my attention two facts. First
many non-me-bers of t-he service use lists which are
cleaned against MPS lists as they pass through list
brokers and computer bureaux. Thus, more lists are
cleaned than would be thought.

Second, although over quarter of a million
names have been removed, this does not correspond
to over quarter of a million people - as any one
person might have been direct mailed under a varietv
of misspellings. So, the number of people ."-ou"i
from lists is somewhat lower than quarter of a million.

Neither of these facts were made clear in the
MPS brochure, so I thank Kay for her clarification.

house The service also says that
higher receive significantly greater
volum unk. These 2 billiondirect
mailed items meant over f650 million were spent on
sustaining the industry

Land Mobiles
It looks as though all land mobile services over satellite
links are to be undertaken over the international
maritime satellite system, Inmarsat.

Inmarsat currently operates a satellite communi_
cations system coveringthe worl fax
and data servjces between 900 oil
rigs. Now Inmarsat is to provide lite
services, too, between cars and trucks on the earth,s
surface and head offices. worldwide

resent a signi n
Inm cations capabil y
by it on of commun o
and from air-borne aircraft. Makes you wonder what
it's going to do next, doesn't it?

Laying The Foundations
In just a couple of months BT switches on its trial of
an optical fibre-based network providing TV, radio,
telephone (and so on) services to 400 homes and
businesses in Bishop's Stortford.

The system has been developed at BT,s Martle-
sham Heath research laboratories, in collaboration
with BICC Cables, Fulcrum Communications, and
GPT. Itt an interesting trial, this one, as it could well
show the way satellite services are to be provided to
individual homes in the long-term future.

If you th although a short-term
solution to rec television programmes
is a dish (two o receive BSB's trans-
missions, too), not everyone wants their home spoiled
by such additions. Although there will always bssome

are, though, non-interactive and, in the end, optical
fibre networks have to be the optimum,

pipe-laying
be time of writi
go tart. We will
in ments.

Finally, has anyone seen a squarial yet?
Ketth Brindley

Banking On Satellite
National Westminster, high-street bankers, are taking
to the air in a high-technology data and .o-.;rni-
cations network. In a 10-site pilot study, NatWBst
banks willbe networked via satellite to allow one-way
data transmissions at up to 64k bits per second ani
real-time video transmissions.

BSB Datavision is the network provider, using
piggy-backed services ln the BSB television satellite]
The main function of the pilot network is to distribute
training videos and software to branches.

If the pilot is successful, NatWest intends to
expand the network to cover all its 3000 + banks in
the country.



Mx'J',1?H'.""";::[X1";",',":
weather monitoring sYstem which
accurately measures wind direc-
tion and speed from your home
or workplace. The project is in
two halves, an outside unit which
gathers data on wind speed and
direction and an indoor unit
which displays the data gathered.

An analogue meter shows the
wind speed in mph and knots,
and a 16 point LED compass dis-
play shows the wind direction.
Additionally, an optional digital
temperature module gives a

readout of inside and outside
temperatures.

For rnore information, contact
Maplin on 0702 554161.

,Fo warn of rising water levels,
I Bri.tol Water Company is

using a new type of portable data
logger and alarm monitor from
Stonefield Systems of Horsham.
The logger will check digital and
analogue values such as water
pressures and water levels at
Bristol Water's remote sites, and
will transmit values and alarms
over a Racal-Vodafone network.

The logger can start sending
status information to the central
station immediately after connec-
tion to the point to be logged,
without the need to install
telephone lines.

The central controlstation is a

portable PC, so water board
engineers anywhere in the Bristol
area can obtain up-to-date re-
ports on localsites and deal with
emergency or fault conditions as

soon as possible.
Commander, an industrial

control system board from
Stonefield Systems, is being used
for monitoring and control func-
tions within the outstation. The
outstation's enclosure contains
the Commander Board, Vodata
CDLC modem and handset,
power supply and rechargeable
battery.

It is programmed to monitor
analogue points and digital
inputs, compare values against
pre-set high or low limits, and
automatically dial up and report
to the central control stations
whenever values go over the limit
or changes of state occur.

WEATHER
WISE

series of live satellite
television programmes have

been used to give interactive
training in advanced manufac-
turing technology.

The programmes were broad-
cast from the Polytechnic South
West in Plymouth, and used
material produced by the Insti-
tution of Production Engineers
and Engineering Industry Train-
ing Board for their own ad-
vanced manu{acturing tech-
nology (AMT) courses, and can
lead to the award of their certifi-
cate in AMT awareness.

The project was funded by the

Tiaining Agency, with time on the
Olympus 1 Satellite donated free
of charge by the European Space
Agency.

Viewers in further education
institutions and other training
schemes were given the oPPor-
tunity to add to each prograrxme
as it developed, by adding
questions and comments.

Non-interactive recordin gs of
the programmes willbe rePeated
throughout July and August.
Further information is available
from Brian Lewis, telephone 081
579 9477.

I

I

I

I

he extreme conditions of
space present particular

problems to experts in the
lubrication and wear of mechani-
cal parts. In the case of the
Hubble Space Telescope, lubrica-
tion is critical because of the
telescope's mechanical com-
plexity. The solar arrays which
provide all the telescope's power
are deployed by a unique and
complex set of mechanisms
designed by the European Space
Agency, ESA. The North
American Space Agency NASA
described them as a "tech-
nological miracle'.

Tribology is the study of
friction, wear and lubrication. The
European Space TribologY
Laboratory (ESTL), part of the
AEA Technology at RisleY, was

asked to advise on how the
mechanisms of the solar arraY
would behave and how they
should be lubricated to cope with
the space environment.

ESTL proposed the use of
their ion-plated lead {ilm as the
lubricant for several of ihe array
mechanism bearings, as conven-
tional lubricants are inappropriate
in extreme temperatures and

vacuum conditions.
Using vacuum chambers to

simulate space conditions, ESTL
also rigorously ground-tested the
solar array drives which are re-
sponsible for slewing the arays to
face the sun, independent of
where the telescope is actually
pointing.

The Hubble telescope was
launched in Aprilthis year, and is

now a free-flying, self-powered
spacecraft. It is a 2.4 metre
diameter reflecting telescope of
great pow€r and accuracy. Its 350
mile orbit, free from the distortion
of the earth's atmosphere, will
allow astronomers to see further
back in time, to around 15 billion
years, which cosmologists believe
will reveal the origins of the Big
Bang.

It carries a special camera,
called the Faint Object Camera,
which can detect celestial objects
50 times fainter than can be
achieved on Earth. For example,
the camera could detect the light
of a candle on the moon. Again,
the camera's vital optical
mechanisms are lubricated by
ion-plated lead.
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f he Orkney Islands are to have
I a cellular telephone trans-

mitter, bringing the service for the
first tirne to the area and its
surroundings.

The site, located at Keelylang
Hill on mainland Orkney, willgive
extensive coverage to Orkney it-
self and will also partly cover the
islands of Burray, South
Ronaldsay, Rousay, Eday and
Shapinsay, and the east side of
Hoy. Partial coverage also ex-
tends to the islands of Westray.
Sanday and Stronsay. As the site
covers large areas of coastal
waters around the islands,
extending to the Scottish
mainland, it will be of particular
interest to the fishing industry
Coverage of sea areas includes
the Pentland Firth from
Duncansby Head across to main-
land Orkney, and partial
coverage as far as Sinclairs Bay
on the north-east coast mainland.

Coverage is also extensive well
into the Atlantic Ocean and the
North Sea.

The Vodafone service has
over 500,000 subscribers, and is
extending its service throughout
the UK. One of the areas yet to
receive any significant coverage is
the north-west coast of the
Scottish mainland, mainly due to
the topography of the land and
the number of potential users.
Vodaphone has now identified a
number of future sites, and will
eventually offer coverage to these
more remote areas of Scotland.

As the network operator,
Vodafone is prohibited under its
licence to sell equipment or air-
time to the end user. There are
however a number of cellular
service providers and dealers
throughout Scotland who can
offer the full range of equipment
and services on the Vodafone
network

pngineering students from
l-rRobert Gordon's institute of
Technology, Aberdeen, are to
have a project sent into orbit on
a NASA Space Shuttle.

The group are the winners of
the Space Shuttle Competition
organised by the Institute of Elec-
trical Engineers and British Sugar.
The project is to test the strength
of gravitational fields at altitude.

Pupils at Elrick School,
Aberdeen, who collaborated with
the winning team, developed a
second, experiment which will

also be carried on the Shuttle, to
monitor the effects of space flight
on particular types of seed.

The nationwide competition
was launched in 1988, for engin-
eering students to design and
build a small self-contained
payload to be carried on NASAs
Space Shuttle 4060. Space on
the Shuttle was bought from
NASA by British Sugar and
donated to the Institution.

The winning team now have
one year to build their project
ready for launch in late 1991.

SHUTTLE SPACE
FOR STUDENTS

POCKET NEWSFLASH
lf ercurv Paqinq and the BBC
IYI hur" 

-lu*ichZd 
th" *orld s

first -Pocket Newsflash" service,
which allows paging customers to
receive BBC Newsflashes on their
raiopager! display screen

The service is offered to new
customers for Mercury's latest
executive-class message pager.
Messenger One It adds about
50p per week to the cost of
normal personal paging.

Using this service, customers
still receive personal messages,
but can also keep in touch with
world events. The average num-
ber of newsflashes is 12 per day,
covering national and inter-
national news. The service
operates 365 days a year, upda!
ing automatically as news situa-
tions develop. News gathering
and full editorial responsibility
rests with the BBC.

Newsflash broadcasts to the
pagers are automatically triggered

as soon as the news is entered into
the BBC Ceefax Teletext compu-
ter. Tiansmissions are then routed
through the Mercury Data Net-
work to Mercury Paging's trans-
mitter sites throughout the UK.

For f urther information
contact Mercury Communica-
tions, telephone 077 528 20OO.

,1ASE Communications has
lUunnorn."d a device which
connects two local area networks
(LANs) without any physical
cabling. The device is called the
MegaBeam, and it uses secure,
infra-red lasers to connect LANs
in different buildings at distances
up to 1km. Full speed operation
(10 Mbpsfor Ethernet LANs and
4 or 16Mbps for Token Ring

LANs) eliminates the potential
bottleneck of telecommunica-
tions links, as well as the cost of
bridges and leased lines.

The full speed operation of
MegaBeam makes it particularly
suited to installations where the
LANs are used for traffic between
processors. Because fu ansmission
is non-electrical, it is ideal for
hazardous environments such as

chemical plants, oil refineries and
gas storage installations. The end
units themselves use DC power
transferred via a composite cable.
Installation is easy, the laser heads
being provided with telescopic
sights for line-up and both a signal
meter and a plug in phone for
testing the laser link channel.

The 10mW lasers use infra-red
light wiih a wavelength of about
810m. According to CASE, the
low power means that there is no
risk to safety - you would have

to stare directly into the laser for
a considerable time in order to do
your eyes any damage.

Because the link is maintained
even when 98% of the light is
lost, the laser is unlikely to be
affected by poor weather condi-
tions, such as fog. On a very
foggy morning, the chance of
signal loss is about 0.01%. In high
winds, CASE believe that the
their units are more secure than
telephone lines.

Contact: 0923 58000.
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MAKING SENSE OF
VEHICLE CONTROL

ride-height control and rotarY

actuator position feedback. These

non-contact sensors use an ln-
ductive circuit which incorporates
sensing coils, driven bY a high
frequency oscillator, with a con-
ductive .spoiler". Movement of the

spoiler changes the amount of
eddy current damPing in Propor-
tion to the engagement oI the coil

and spoiler The resulting induc-
tance change Provides a sensor

output proportional to disPlace-

ment. The "Digital AutoPlex"
interface IC is used to Provide an

output signalsuited to automotive
system use.

Speed sensors can be made in

different technologies dePending
on the application. Lucas manu-
factures a variable reluctance

speed sensor used in crankshaft
speedlposition applications; this

unit may be adaPted for use in

advanced braking sYstems. The

newly develoPed magneto-
resistive wheel sPeed sensor
provides a use{ul signal at near-

zero wheel sPeed, with aPPlica-

tion in traction control and anti-

skid braking. During the Past two

under a wide range of climatic

conditions for the measurement
of absolute vehicle sPeed.

The introduction of accelero-
meters will give rise to the greatest

r ucas Automative Ltd has

Lcreated a new business unitto
supply high+echnologY sensors

to the automotive industrY, as

part of a move into the market for

Llectronically controlled vehicle

suspension, braking and chassis

systems.
Vehicle control sYstems are

made up of three elements -
sensors, electronic control units
(ECUs) and actuators. ManY

vehicles will have uP to six

separate ECUs to control
separate functions.

Chassis sYstem control covers

the steering, susPension and

braking control units, with sensors

measuring Position, sPeed or
acceleraiion An active susPen-

sion assemblY at each corner will
probably require uP to five
sensors - bodY accelerometer,
height sensor, hub accelerometer,

hydraulic servo-valve feedback

sensor and load cell There maY

be additional accelerometer and

vaw rate sensors on the chassis

Sophisticated electronic
control needs rugged and accu-

rate position sensors, both linear

and rotational The Lucas linear

sensor operates in stroke lengths

of 5mm to 500mm and can be

used to control ride height, sus-

pension, transmission, steering,
tlutch and seat Position. The
rotational sensor oPerates over a

range o{ more than 100" and can

be applied to steering Position,

innovation in control of vehicle

suspensions. The silicon
accelerometer sensing element
consists of a micromachined
silicon mass susPended bY

multiple beams from an external

silicon frame. Stress-sensitive
Piezo-resistors within the beams

change their resistance as the

motion of the suspended mass

changes the stress in the beams.
The associated circuitry processes

this signalinto that required by the

vehicle's ECU system
Micromachined silicon tech-
nology provides the most ver-

satile approach to low cost
accelerometers.

f t's not just big comPanies that
I make outstanding technologi-
cal acheivements. EM Elec-

tronics, a three Person organisa-

tion, received a Queen's Award

for TechnologY this Year
The companY was formed in

1979 as a design consultancY,
specialising in measurement of
extremely Iow DC voltages'
Following three Years of research,

EM Electronics develoPed a

nanovoltmeter.
SubsequentlY the National

Physical LaboratorY required
even lower levels of voltage

measurement in for more
accurate determination of the

basic unit of electrical current' and

so the first EM DC Picovoltmeter
was produced. Later Projects
included the conversion oI AC to
DC for an ampli{ier which would
detect very low levels and Provide
a high degree of linearitY. EM

measuring techniques can also be

applied to the quantized Hall
effect for accurate determination
of basic resistance.

EM Electronics now Produce
a range of instruments which
include detection down to a few
picovolts, linearity to better than
one part per million and a nano-
voltmeter which, whilst remaining
at room temPerature, can effi-

ciently measure a source at crYo-

genic temperatures.
For f urther information

contact EM Electronics,
telephone 0590 22934.
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BYPS HOP INTO
MASS MARKET

DYPS Communications, the
lJBarclays. Philips and Shell
Telepoint consortium, are to
market their Telepoint service
under the brand name .Rabbit'.

As a result of market research,
BYPS decided that marketing
Telepoint on the basis of
inaccessible technical brand
names was more likely to close
the door on the mass market.

John Dodds, Communica-
tions Manager at BYPS says "The
business man, family or individual
considering a'Iblepoint purchase
wants simplicity, not jargon -
hence Rabbit." BYPS believe that
the new name will give them an
edge over the jargon-ridden
competition.

The findings of BYPS's market
research are published in a report
'Tomorrow Calling Today." The
research predicts that 11 million
people in Britain will be using
some form of portable communi-
cations by 1995.

Until now portable communi-
cations have been used almost
exclusively as a business tool and
each of the services such as
cellular have been marketed as
such. According to "Tomorrow
Calling Today", the report
published by BYPS, the Telepoint
phone will be the first portable
phone to be accessible to the
wider mass market.

The report shows that there
will be a massive expansion in the
entire portable communications

,/

field. The business sector will be
the first to adopt new technology
such as Telepoint but also predicts
that changing lifestyles combined
with reduced cost of the new
technology will make Telepoint
attractive to the consumer, pro-
ducing the first mass market for
portable phones.

Cellular and PCN will be
higher cost and utility forms of
portable communications. Tele-
point will not compete with these,
but will serve the mass market.
BYPS intends to have 7,000 base
stations in the UK by the end of
this year.

BYPS believes that in the long
term, the consumer rather than
the business market will account
Ior 75Vo of Telepoint users By
1995, portable communications
handset costs for Telepoint may
fallto as little as a quarter of their
current level

People are now more active in
their leisure time and communi-
cating with their friends and
family much more often. Cord-
less phones are increasingly
popular for people performing
additional activities both within
and away from the home. Tele-
phones will increasingly become
the property of individuals rather
than one number referring to a
particular household. In the in-
creasingly mobile 1990s, families
will want to check up, receive re-
assurance, request services and
make domestic arrangements

using a portable telephone
Flexibility and reliability o1

communications will play a key
role for women returning to work,
but requiring personal communi-
cations tools to remain in touch
with family and friends without
disrupting work. Concern about
personal security may also lead to
a greater use of portable phones
by women.

By 1995, there will be more
than 3 5 million self-employed,

who will continue to be prime
users of portable communica-
tions. Also, 53% of the popu-
lation would like to work for some
of the time from home. By 1995,
around 390,000 full-time and 12
million part-time workers could
be working from home. Improved
information technology and com-
munications will be key to this
development.

fhe MD1210 Fuzzy-Set Com-
I parator is a low-cost inte-

grated circuit incorporating a
digital hardware neural network
optimised for pattern recognition.
The device can be taught to
recognise new patterns without
the use of application specific
programs. It is intended for real
time application in vision systems;
voice radar, telecoms and sensory
signal processing; robotics,
security and surveillance systems.

A single chip can simul-
taneously compare eight un-
known serial data streams with
one known, or one unkown with
up to eight known. Data is learnt
or compared at rates ol 20 MHz

and results are processed by the
neural network in five clock
cycles. An in-built expansion
capability lets you network as
many as 32 chips allowing
comparision of 256 stored data
patterns.

An FSC Evaluation Kit is

available for the MD1210. It
comprises a PC plug in card,
evaluation software running
under MS Windows and a users
manual with board schematics.
The board contains an MD1210,
a low cost frame grabber and the
necessary PC interface.

The kit costs 1499, and is
available {rom Tubb Research,
Petersfield. For more information contact Ian Collins on 0730 60256
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ANNI

SPECIAL OFFERS

Analogue MM 27 Ranoes
cAP/ Hte/Temp/1 0A AC/ DC
etc. was (f39.95) [29.95
ALL PRICES INCLUOE VAT

I lools/Service Aids

I TU' Uideo 0istribution

'tiTlfJ"Tiilli[ffiii;il iiicessories

' FB-EE can paRxlnc-
w0_ulr parks (Beil and Church Stiiers)

Present your trc'ket wt r. prr.-rriitiio ji|
, gel one hour as discounl. _

Have

ELECTRONICS
TODAY INTERNATIONAL

delivered to your
door FREE!*

w[,.nNot
7 \

comPanigs, all in'house dsigned
kits come fully documented wilh
d all components. All transmitleE
radio or tuned high€r lor greatel

i/f,fxMicro-minialureaudiolransmitter 17mmx17mm gVoperalion l000mrange C12.95

WsOOHi-poweraudiolransmrlter 250mW0utpul.20mmx40mm.9-l2VopeIation 2-3000m

range ..... .. .. .. c15'95
VOXT5Vorceactivatedtransmrtter.Variablesensilivity 30mmx40mm 9VopeIatlon.1000m
range...... ....... e1895

CTX9OO Sub-carier scrambled audio transmitter Cannot be monitored withoul decodel titled

to radio 30mm x 40mm 9V operation 1000m range c21.95

DSX900 Sub-carner decoder unit lor monitoring CTX900 Connects to radio earphone socket

Provides outpul for headphones 35mm x 50mm 9-12V operation e21'95

HVX4OO l\rains powered audio kansmitler Connects directly 10 240v AC supply 30mm x 35

mm 500m range El 8.95

XT89 Crystal controlled audio transmitlel High performance. 100mW output Supplied with

xtal lor iOSNIHZ. Olhers available to 116MHz.85mm x 28mm.9V operation.2-3000m
range 836.95

TKX9OO Tracker/Bleeper transmitler. Transmits continuous stream ol audio pulses. Variable

toneandrate.Powerlul20OmWoutpul 63mmx25mm.9Voperalion 2-3000mrange C21.95

ATB2 Micro size telephone recording interlace. Connecls belween lelephone lines(anywhele)
and cassette recorder. Tape swilches aulomalically with use ol phone. All conversations

recorded. Powered lrom line. lomm x 35mm ... .. ... . . . C12.95

TLXTOO Mrcro miniature telephone transmitter. Connects lo line (anywhere) switches on and

o,l with phone use. All conversations lransmiited. 20mm x 20mm. Powered kom line. 1 0O0m

range El 2'95
XML9OO RF bug detector Variable sensiiivity Triggers LED and bleeper when in presence ol
RF,ield Detects MTX 15-20 teet 55mm x 55mm 9V operalion 826.95
XLTOOO Prolessional bug detector/locator. Variab D

readout ol signal strenglh wlth variable rale bl [,
distinguishes between localised bug transmission a s,

I
I

It

That's right, if you take out a year's subscription to ETI
we will make sure that it is delivered to your door each

month at no extra charge*. Just fill in the coupon below and
send it to the address given with a cheque, money order or

credit card instructions to cover the cost of the subscription.
We'll do the rest.

UK: f19.20; EUROPE: f24.10; MIDDLE EAST: f24.40;
FAR EAST: f26.80; REST OF THE WORLD: €25.85

or USA: $45.00
Airmail Rates on Request.

+Overseas subscription rates include posta8e.

| - ;r";.nl*, ,r*.,r,,"*" r-r*nn * - |

| ;;";r",;;;;;, :::: :::T::ffi[il: I

ARGUS SPECIALIST PUBLICATIONStl' No.

r Valid from ............................. to ............... 
I| ,,rnu,u..

I llll;: : I

Postcode

I

t-

Send this form with your remittance to: I

SELECT SUBSCRIPTIONS LID., 5 River Park Estate, I

Billet I-ane, BERKHAMSTED, Herts. HP4 lHL, I
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one of the best burglar deterrents is a
guard dog and this kit provides the
barking without the bitel Can be con-
nected to a doorbell, pressure mat or
any other intruder detector and pro-
duces random threatening barks.
lncludes mains supply and horn
speaker.
xK125 t24.95

before the alarm is triggered is selected by you. Further entries will

xK131 f19.95

PROGRAMMABLE ELECTRONIC LOGK KIT
Keys could be a thing of
the past with this new high
security lock. Secure
doors to sheds, garages,
even your home or pre-
ventthe unauthorised use
of computers, burglar
alarms or cars. 0ne
4-digit sequence will op-
erate the lock while incor-
rect entries will sound an
alarm The number of in-
correct entries allowed

ng built-
dard FM
depend-
9V PPS

ce, baby
t6.35

SUPER-SENSITIVE
MICROBUG

R O€a R€srsr (ro . .o[tl

DL8000K 8-way sequencer kit with
built-in opto-isolated sound to
light input 0nly requires a box and
control knob to complete .... 839.95
DL1000K 4-way chaser features
bi-directional sequence and
dimming'lkW per channel ..f23.95
DLZl000K Uni-directional version,
ol the above. Zero switching to
reduce interference ...........t13.95
DtM(for DL & DLZ1000K)
Optional op-to input allowing audio
'beavlight response ..............95p
DL3000X 3-rhannel sound to light
kit, zero voltage switching,
automatic level control and built-in
mic. 1kW per channel ........919.55

POWEB STROBE KIT

Pro
lisll
vafl
of1
lncl
PCB, components,
connectors, sws strobe tube and
assembly instructions Supply:
240V ac Size: 80x50x45
XK124 STROBOSCOPE KIT T17.25

DISCO LIGHTING KITS REMOTE CONTROL
DIMMER KIT

lmagrne controling the brightness ol your lights
or *ilching theh on or oll from the comtoil of
your arfrchair! This kit contains all lhe
comFDnents from front panel to the last scrow
boable )ou to do jud thd od tit the shdtMd
wall boxes- Mar p@r 3OOW (not fluorescents).
xK132....,.,,,,,....,.,.........................t19.95

IR TRANSMITTER
KIT

Designed ld u* with lhe
XK132 and comes
complete with a pre-
drilled box A PP3I rclt
baflery is required
ilk 6 .... . ..,.,,,..... .......... . .. c4,95

xK136 TOUCH DTMMEB KtT........ .e12.96

VERSATILE REMOTE
CONTROL SYSTEM

These kits can swilch up to t6 pieces ot
equipment on and ofl or control ,6 tunctions
depending on the keyboard setected fo. lhe
MKl8 lransmi[er I\,4Ki2 rec€lver has t6 logic
oulpu ts and operates fio m 12lo 24V dc. ot 2{OV

ansformer supplied. The l\,lK'|8
baftery and keyboard. Great for
hts, TVs, garage doors etc.

MK12 lR Receiver,........................ C19.55
MK10 TEnsmltter .... .,C8.95M ,,,.,,.............-t2.7s
M ....................t295
60'1 133 Box ior t6n€miite...... .Q2,95

SIMPLE KITS FOR BEGINNERS
Especially aimed at the beginner Have iun with your project even after you
have built it and als0 learn a little lrom building it These kits include high
quality solder resist printed circuit boards, all electronic components
(including speaker where used) and full construction instructions with
circuit description

@@
sKl D00BCHtMEplaysatunewhen xK118 TEN EXCITING PRoJECTS FoR
activated by a pushbutton f4.50 BEGTNNEHS

SK2 WHISTLE SWITCH switches a
relay on and off in response to whistle
command 94.50

p.P,p' iilil'r'ili, 
o,YlsiJil

inctudins i;;'i"eii,l[ffi
ine siren A;iioffid,nLi;t{'50 ;ffi pdd;t-iiidiiiithe 

besinner r0 buird
the circuits with confidence .....117.25

Kit contains a single chip microproc-
essor. PCB, displays and all electron-
ics to produce a diglital LED readout
of weight in Kgs or Sts/Lbs A PCB
link selects the scale-bathroom/two
types of kitchen scales A low cost
digital ruler could also be made.
ES1 88.25

ELECTRONIC WEIGHING
vorcaPnocEssoB

Size .. 76 x 60 x lsmm
Message time. 1-5 secs normal speed,2-10 secs slow speed

xK129 825.95

VOICE RECORD/
PLAYBACK KIT
This simple to construct and even sim-
pler to operate kit will record and play-
back short messages or tunes lt has
many uses - seatbelt or light reminder
in the car, welcome messages to visi-
tors at home or at work, warning mes-

PR0P0BTl0l'lAL TEMPERATURE

CO]'ITROLLER KIT

incubators, wine
making, etc

d 3kw (240v AC).
range up to 90"d.

Size MX4......f8.95

TK ELECTRONICS
13 Boston Road
London W7 3SJ
Tel: 081-567 8910
Fax: 081-566 1916

ORDERS: 081-567 8910
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Delta 60 t279 90

tP2n x:tull H-x7{I

levox 877 Mkll

Demonslralion room lacilily

xchanoe lacililv

lnstanl Credil lacilitv

ilar parking ar reat

luad
trlusical Fidelilv

lohason

/amaha

BUYING HI.FI EQUIPMENT FOR SCHOOLS OR
COLLEGES?

Call and ask about the great dealwe offer
ed u cati o n al establ ish me nts !

Please send me the lollowing

I enclose cheque 0 Access/Barclaycard ltlo

Name

Address

15

T{#j

EXP0RT El{0UlR|ES WELC0lulE
Caniaoe is only E6 oer order and FREE il total exceeds t300 (UK

mainlanil). A[ gbods'ard insured againsl loss or damage in transit

Please allow 28 days lor delivery
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sod(ets. B€arr0ful hlgh contresl scrE€n and alirectv€ ces€ ulth
carMno ledoe. Perlocl as a maln or bad$o mor{to. and lor
qla;'ilti us€El t39.95 each 1oy or 5'for El85tel

@E@
Brand new and boxed Amdek
AOA-20O analog to dgNtat and
.{.Jlal t6 An.lad 

^^hFda. 
h-&-oeft ;" d.""t"si;il;i;;-pt:

ed full ol loatJDs: lntErta€s to
most popular pc's; 2 channel
lnF.li & outprrt by sotlwarE seksc-
tlon; lnbgral lrpuuoutpti llllelsBrandrpwandbo,€do4keypcD(rryp€rsyb*,os'n$.jr."q IBL',YS.'trJ.i'JBg#i:T.iS,X13l,',,i"#.ff'lr'ffi,J

IBM gley.wlth very atlractve.molil€d f,r{sh arld'dlclry'soll_d leel bxpandon avaltauilty .no mire. iforr rei.r zsmv iJ sov fpk€ys. lotuncilonkoysonskb.Engllshlayoutandedgn.grE?n Max.samptlngf]€grLrrcyls44khz'ardinputgatnvanaUbio
LEt)s lor CaPo, scroll E Nrm lods. EaeJs (B) 5/8t35 (Df 200 tmesl De-sign€d toi us uaitr atmosr'anvErs;J ;m-

NEW 5% lnch tom El9.95l
ilasslve purchases 9l gF4datd 574'drlyes enebles us lowaynoooncabte dedgeconn€ctortogololhecomputerand
presenl pdme prduc-t at lnd.rstry beatng low pd€sl All unlts
(unless dated) are omoved frcm otien 6rand'new equlpnnntand wlth ri S0 davand wlth riglJa standr
endtnd lnpui arld d€

f:p.95(c!

lto0{ocHRoilE

wlth elched norFglaB scrE€n plus swllcl}
aHe hlgMow lmpodan€ lrputand ouFJl
ront conlmls and 6 al rEar. S:tandad BNC

THE',IOII}:H'SSPECTAL'
Theo has nevsrbeen adeal llke ti{s on€l
Brurd aganldng n.u & bor€d mortlor€
fmm NEC, normally solllng sl aboul€ltlol
These are over-englne€red lor ultre
mllaUllty. 9' gcen scrB€n conpoCte lipul
wlth elched norFglaB scrE€n plus swllcl}

lordalsy-chalrlng,3 lront conlmls and 6 al r€ar.
sod(ets. B€arr0ful hloh contresl scrE€n and atirs

CALL FOR IISCOINIS qI HGHEN OUAITI',;IES'
ZcdlhalEl2t{}EA brard rlew & box€d 12' amber llet scrB€n
wtth opllonsl slvlv€l and tlll bas€. Sunfex fllter wlth dart tlnt.
Standad TTL PC corpatlue. 1 I mhz bandvvldih. V€ry attractve
"stete ot th€ arf taporod glEy case. Standard I pln D plug
(supplled) on I m€trs cod and malns cord t€ilrlnaH wlth IEC
conneclor.2.O volE complsto wlth op€rallorc manual. An aE
solul€ gltt at E50 (D) lOEflX, (G). St €Utlr b.E Gtl,ee
Very hlgh remlston, fully cas€d 14'green or amber 8cr€€n
morrlor wlth noF.glar€ base. The rcrylalesttechnologyalthe compatue and
plug corpatluq wlth all tsM PCs and clorEs fltH wlth a hlgh
l€s Herqrles or eqJhralent cadl Enaues guFrb grapHca end
rEsoluton, ell at a glv€ ayray pd€. llag many €xtra leat rEs
lndudngeux+5& 12vDC outsutstopoweratleest 2dlskddv6,
It your PC pouer supply ls gBttng hotl Supplled BBANO NEVV
end boxed. Slab whether amber or gr€en scr€en Eqrlr€d.

H!-DEFTilTION COLOUR lrOlilTORS

10",22" and 26" AV SPECIAUT

20"....8155 22*....t170 26"....8185 (q

f:p.95(cl
sr.e5(c)
e4e.05(c)80T g7s.qr(c)

oNEr o9e.oo(c'uNEW D9C.Q(C
3,! ITICH BMND NEW AT SI9.95II

Nev€
lo be
lreck
toa....

cttoosE YouB s tNcHt
s|50.00(El
Elgs.oolEl

had orson s€.iors. BRAND NEW E250.(l(l(E)
SPEqALOFFERSII

had orsolt s€.iors. BRAND NEW
SPEqALOFFERSII

ac. trajtncx
AC ETRI sllmlln€.Onlv 1" thlck
AC l lO/20v .l12'tH6k.
AC 11,2'rhld(
Round.3tre lhlck. Botmn 1 t0v
DC 1' thld<.No.81 2 br A12v.81 4 21v.
DC l2v. 18 mm tHck.
DCl2v. lzwtr?"tt{d(
DC 24v 8w. 1'ttdck.

youl monltor Into e
OUAUTY COLOUR TVII

Belllng{cctp. tZlZT 3 amp mdrc BFI lllt€rs. Has a blrllt ln
malne ceble (Englleh codng), and e thr€€ pln rdriaturE non-rB.malne ceble (Englleh codng), and e thr€€ pln rdriaturE non-rB.
wrgue sod(et a,rd a ma0ng plug, lo go to lhe €qulpm€nl. ld€al
lor thos€ who arE hrgg€d by RF lnterletEnc€. Very compact,
Dlm3 3-ll8' x 2.5' x 1.5'...............-gl,95.dr d S lor C10 (A)

d* g rr.h
3r/2 lnc*t

8. 85 , !!9I

t[ lncrr
4 lnch

connedlon. Ouallty maruladur€d lo BS 613 saindarb. Dlrls

Sedal and parall€l orrtputs, lull expangon port 6tll( ram ard
oady to runl€ady to rui
and Baslc.
guarEnlee a

ea-rat tt! .t Ia aa 
- 

mt tt. tt
-a.-a

wipmfnim eor* orir e25. C.rbge dEgps ( )42.m. (B)-e4.80
c.rd.dCqrdimof Srbardrlcldwhc dardglsnL.dbrq,&F,
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THE ilE MONITOR II
100 WATT SPEAKEB KIT f60.00 +f3.50 P&P (pair)
RESP0NSE:55H2-20kHz

BASS POLYIUER CONE D: 22cm

D0ME MEETER: 'l4mm

OVERALT SIZE
(HWD):382,252,204mm

RECOM I\iIENDED AI'iIP POWER :

l0-,]00 watts per channel
The performance stan-
dard achieved in this
compact design is distinc-
tively superior to any-
thing else available at the
price The drive units
used are of sophisticated
desion and have been
careiully integrated with a Complex Crossover.
Stereo performance is exceptionally good with a
well focussed sound stage and sharp resolution

Da

30+30 WATT AMPLIFIER KIT

An easy to build amplifier with a good specifica-
tion. Ail the components are mounted on the
single P.C.B. which is already punched and
backprinted.
! 30Wx2 (DlN 4 ohm)
r CD/Aux, tape l, tape ll, tuner and phono

inputs.
t Separate treble and bass
r Headphone jack
Size (H W.D.) 75x400x195mm
Kit enclosed: case, P.C 8., all components, scale
and knobs f36.80. post f3.50
(Featured project in Everyday Electronics April
1989 issue). Reprint Free with kit.

Oty. por pack

1 30W dome tweeter. Size 90x66m11 JAPAN made
6 2200pI can type El V d.c. computer

orade made in UK
3 i3ooopf 16V d.c. e gh quality

compuler grade U
Z, 20 ceramic lrimmers
4 Tuning capacitors,2 gang dielectric a.m. type

10 3 posiiion, S tag slide swilch 3 amp rated
125V ac made in USA

5 Push-button switches, push on push off, 2 pole

6
2

4

4
30 Mixed control knobs
6 Stereo rotary potentiometers
2 10k wire wound double precision

potentiometers U( made
6 Single 100k multitune pots, ideal for varicap

tuners UK made by PHILIPS
4 UHF varicap tuner heads, unboxed and

$lesled UK made by PHILIPS
Bm:Il 2 FM stereo decoder modules with diagram

UK
Bru33A 4 6'x tod. UK made
BP034 3 Ai/l mPHlLlPSUKnade

No.

BPOl5B
Bml6

BPOl7

BPO19
Bm20
Bm21

g?0n

Bma
BPO24

BP!6

BPO26
Bm27
Bma
Bmg)

BPO3l

Bm32

oI oelall. ulslortlon tlltougllout tlle llequelluy
range is low even at quite high power input and
this glves a grebt sense of dynamic range and
openness especially when used in bi-wired
mode
Supplied with:- 2 READY CUT BAFFLES, ALL
CROSSOVER COMPONENTS. 2 BASS MID.
RANGE, 2 DOME TWEETERS, HOOK UP WIRE,
GBILLE CLOTH, SCREW TERMINALS AND
SCREWS

AMPHONTC 125+125 POWER AMPLIFIER

125 lifier
with onal
19" r nfor

Sensitivity.....
Protection....

l25WRMSmax perchannel
4 to 16 ohms

(max. power into 4 ohms)
.. ........ 450V at 22K ohms

Electronic short-circuit and fuses
Power 220-240V a c.50Hz
Chassis dim ... . ......., 435x125x280mm

f142 *et.oopap

extra reliability.
Output power
Output impedance

ROSS MULTITESTER
As new condition but have
been returned by customers or
shops so they may need some
attention. Hence the price of
f3.50 each plus f 1.60 P&P.
Order five and get the sixth
one free. Postage f5.40.

AM-IM tuner head mooules ux maoe Dy Muilato
Hi-Fi stereo pre-amp module inputs for CD, tuner
tape, magnetic canridge with diagram
UK made by MULURD
All metal co-axial aerial plugs
Fuse holders, panel mounting 20mm type
ln line fuse holders 20mm type
UK nade by BULGIN
5 pin din, 180" chassis socket
Double phono sockets, Paxolin mounted
2.8m lengths of 3 core 5 amp mains flex
Large VU meters JAPAIV made
4V miniature bulbs, wire ended, new untested
Sonotone stereo crystal cartridge with 78 and
lP styli JAPAN nade
Mono Cassette Record and plav heads
606 Mains transformers, PCB mounting.
Size 42x33x35
24V 0 3VA mains power supply Brand new boxed
UK nade by MULUBD
25V DC 150mA mains adaptor in black plastic case
with flying input and output leads new units made
for famous sound mixer manufacturer.
Size 80x55x47
OC44 transistors Eemove paint from top and it
becomes a photo€lectric cell (0RP 12)
UK made by MULURD
Low signal transistors n p n., p.n p types
14 watt output transistors 3
complimentary pai6 in T066 case

lldeal rcplaemenl fot ADl6l and 162s)
Tape deck pre-amp lC with record/replay
switching No LM l818 with diagram
5 wan audio lcs. No TBA800 r/AIEZI
Motor sped control lcs, as used with most
€ssette and record player motors

.bY PLESSEY
taoram
red)

A$orted carbon resistors
Power supply PCB with 30V 4V/A transformer
MC7818CT lC & bridge rectifier: Size 4'x2tn"
6 35mm lilono jack plugs
6 35mm slereo switched iack sockets
Coax chassis mount sockets
3mtr Euro-mains lead with chassis socket

BM34B

BPO46A
BFO45A

BPMT

BP(B9 10

8PO52A

Bm35 6
8P035 6
8P037 6

BP038 20
BPOS' 6
8P041 3
BP042 2
BP043 30
BPU4 2

BPO53 5
8P054 10

8P055 1

8P056 4
BPO57 8
8P058 2m
8P059 r

BP061 5
BP06t 5
8F064 12
BPOGS 1

8P050 30
8P051 6

LCD DIGITAL MULTI TEST METER ac oc
Volts resistance and DC Amps Most of these units are
new but have been returned or reiected bv the store
and sold with all faults at €11 00 each Postage €1 00
(Made by P ,ss Electronics) STEREO MIXER

5-channel stereo disco mixer in racking case which can
handle u 10 phono, line and mic inputs,
switchab el. Twin s-band graphic equaliz-
er with switch. Cross fader between
channels channel with low Cut filter and

ROSS PUSH BUTTON RA
Mains and banery operated.
High quality VHF/FM,
Medium and Long Wave , i
receplion

SHURE HIFI STEREO MAGNETIC CAR.
TRIDGE Fitted with an elliptical diamond stylus
supplied with fitring kit and instructions A good quality
unit made to sell fbr well over twenty pounds due io
scooo are able to offe n ol
tne m price. All units and
boxed lf you order in You
get on e f 1.30 (Made i

Outpui for amp, tape and headphones

Phono... 2.5mv50Kohms

Headphone .......50mV@7sohms
Equalizer control frequencies ...... 60, 250, 1 k,3.5k, 1 2kHz
E^..61i-6-^^^ir^l r-^^6 +lriRh^^ct^r.'rt

€118.90 + rs.8o P&P

B ELT- D RIVE
OUICKSTART VARISPEED

DISCO TU RNTABLE
* Ouick start ideal for scratching
* Pitch control
* Pop-up target lamp
* Strobe lamp

KOSS STEREO HEADPHONES Hish qualitv
lioht weioht stereo fifted
ataptor t6 6.4mm ja Hrf i or
madetosellfornine pricef
Postage 60p

MULTIBAND RADIO
VHF 54-176 MHz * AM CB BANDS 1-80

Listen to: AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL,
AIRCRAFT, RADAR

f 1 7.95'orro'o%%lc'tiltrl'fi 3
PS5TAGE MANYMANYMORE

€2.85 SOUELCH CONTROL
,,RUBBER DUCK AEBIAL"

ln the cut-throat world of consumer electronics,
on de
de ne
by ?"
on tie

parts including
er, PCB with lC's,

build the unit
and scale.

f11.50 + f2.30 P&P
case es illustrated f6.90 + €2.00 P&P

HAND HELD WALKIE TALKIES
ldeal for sports or any outdoor
activities. Builtin call bufton and
separate volume control. Range
1.2km maximum. 49MHz crystal
control superhet cirtuit with built-
in condenser mic. and speaker
Unit supplied with vinyl carrying
case and personal earphone.

C32.90 a pail
+ c2.60 P&P

headshell
* Full manual control
* Remote start/stop
i 7.5k9

f 112.00
+ f7.00 P&P

28.0.28V 4 AMP MAINS TRANSFORMERS
Wirh a 5.5V at 0.5A mains input 1 10-240. Size 90 x 105 x
75 fitt e band; made for famous
HlFl C .80. lt's weight is 2.7 Kg !

Brand u on.
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Helen Oughton
reports on new
technology to
provide blind
people with easier
access to written
hformation.

or most people, access to information has
never been easier than today. We take for
granted many forms of written information
such as books, magazines, newspapers
and letters, yet it is hard to imagine life

without them. (No ETI each month, for a start!).
But for someone who is blind or partially sighted,

written information is much less accessible There are
nearly quarter of a million adults registered blind or
partially sighted in the UK, and it is estimated that
nearly a million are eligible for registration Oiten, the
only answer is to ask family or friends to read aloud
to them. At best, this reduces the person's inde-
pendence. At worst, it becomes an intrusion into
privacy Who wants their friends to read all their
personal correspondence? Many major banks now
offer statements printed in Braille, but this is Jhe
exception rather than the rule.

Some blind people are also deaf, denying them
the media contact afforded by listening to television
and radio. For these people, access to all types of in-
formation is very difficult

However, things are getting better. Over recent
years, developments in information technology, text
processing and data communications have rev-
olutionised media and business environments. Digital
communications, scanners and character recognition

software are now symbols of the high-tech, high-flying
business world.

Now the thoughtful application of the same tech-
nology could bring a further revolution, giving easier
access to newspapers and other written information
for those who are blind or partially sighted.

Newspaper Over The Air
Technology - albeit rather old technology - already
provides blind people with a newspaper service - in
the form of weekly extracts on cassette tapes. More
immediate information of individual interest can be
obtained only by asking friends to read the paper
aloud

But now a new system willallow daily newspaper
to be transmitted over the air, and stored on the
recepient's computer disk. Items of interest can be
picked out and made available in a way which suits
the user

In a pilot scheme, currently running for six
months. the text of The Guardian is broadcast
nationally over the independant television network
by AirCall Teletext Ltd. It is transmitted on the day of
publication, and is received in the blind persons home
using a decoder card in a personal computer, 'Read

"Reading" a digital newspaper.
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and Search' software, developed by the RNIB
Technical Development Department, allows the user
to read the paper using a speech synthesiser, Braille
printer or a transient Braille display.

The cost to the user is likely to be about €1200
for the PC, decoder, voice synthesiser or printer. It is

hoped that the information will be provided free by
several newspapers, as The Guardian is currently
doing.

This system has several advantages over listening
to news on TV, radio or cassette. Firstly, it allows the
user to obtain information in the same way that a

reader of a newspaper would do, that is, by scanning
through headlines to see what is interesting, by
selecting those items which catch their eye, and by
reading items at leisure. Secondly, it allows people
who are both deaf and blind to obtain this information
by means of a Braille display or printer.

The pilot scheme with The Guardian newspaper
started in mid-March and will run for six months. If
it is successful, the project may be extended to three
or four national newspapers. So far, the reaction has
been favourable.

Digital Newspaper Technology
Most newspapers now use computers for compo-

sition, and many convert the articles to a database
Iormat. It is this format which is used for digital
distribution. The Guardian's text is sorted into five
sections - home news, foreign news, financial news,
features and sport. The sorting process also strips out
the formatting and graphics characters and special
indicators (eg for headlines) are inserted. At this stage,

symbol characters like 2/s are converted to pronounc-
able words ('two-thirds') for use by voice synthesisers.

The files are sent to AirCall Teletext using packet
switchstream, a data communication network.

The data is then transmitted by Aircall tletext
over the television network. This uses similar
technology to other forms of teletext, with the data
being transmitted alongside video information
However, the data is available only to subscribers, and
is encrypted. The data is not in a suitable form for
display on a television screen, but for processing by
the PC. A typical issue of The Guardian is 100,000
words and takes about an hour to broadcast

The Screen Electronics decoder card, installed
in the user's PC, performs several functions. It is a
tuner which demodulates the signal and decodes then
encrypted data. It is connected to the TV aerial and,
on receipt of a start signal, begins data capture and
stores the text as separate files on the hard disk of the
user's terminal.

The special software Ior the service has been
written by the RNIB Technical Development
Department. There is a screen display for sighted
people, but all screen output can be directed to a voice

synthesiser or Braille display. For partially sighted
users, the screen displays extra large characters. The
software allows the user to skim through the
headlines, select an article to read, and move easily
between articles. As well as the reading facility there
is a comprehensive searching capability. It is possible

to search the whole paper for up to ten keywords in
under four minutes - far quicker than a sighted
person could do it. The system is designed to be easy
to use. A blind person with only limited experience
of a keyboard should be able to learn to use the system
in under two hours.

Braille Displays
A Braille display can be thought of as the Braille
equivalent of text on a computer screen. The display
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consists of plastic pins, which are raised to form a line
of up to 80 Braille characters. As some Braille charac-
ters represent whole words, a line of 80 characters
may contain quite a lot of information.

When the user has finished reading the line, he
or she presses a refresh button. The previous line is

erased, and a different arrangement of pins is raised
to form the next line of characters. Cursor keys allow
the user to scroll through a document or message.

Though very high quality voice synthesisers are
now available, many users may prefer a Braille display
as they are fast to read, and can be used by people
who are both deaf and blind. However, Braille displays
are still very expensive.

Blind I-eading The Sighted
Several newspapers were approached by the RNIB
regarding this project, but The Guardian was the most
enthusiastic and also has its information stored in files
of a structure appropriate to the project At present,
The Guardian is giving this service free, and hopes
to continue this free contribution if the pilot is

successful.
lan Wright, managing editor of The Guardian,

gives two reasons for their involvement in the work.
Firstly, they are glad 'to be able to co-operate with
competent people on a project that will improve the
situation of others. We're pleased it's gone as well as

it has. We've been enthused by the enthusiasm of the
technical department at the RNIBI

Secondly, this new technology may have further
applications in the future, as a method for transmitting
and distributing written information to allreaders. This
method has certain advantages over convential
newspaper diskibution. A reader could print out only
those pages which he or she wanted to read, and
scanning the paper for items of interest is actually far
quicker than with a convential paper. For example a

reader could request all stories covering events in
Eastern Europe. This technology could be
advantageous to the sighted as well as the blind.
Wright describes it as 'the blind leading the sightedl

There is considerable interest from other
European countries in this project; a number o{ other
countries are now working on similar lines. The first
digital newspaper was in Sweden, using very different
technology from that used'jn the UK system. The EEC
Concerted Action on Technology and Blindness has
set up a project to co-ordinate these activities, and
RNIB Technical Development Department has been
given the responsibility of leading this project.

Document Readers
Digital distribution may be an answer for newspapers
and other widely distributed material, but blind people
also need access to other types of document.

Adhoc Reading System
with Braille Display.
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Kurzweil Personal Reader
with Flatbed and Hand
Scanners,

The combination of three newly established tech-
nologies enables a personal computer to read aloud
from any printed material The printed page is first
scanned and converted to a digital image. Advanced
character recognition software is then used to read the
page into text information. The text is then output to
a high-quality voice synthesiser. The text could also
be sent to a Braille display or printer.

With the voice synthesiser, such a system is useful
not only to the visually handicapped, but to people
with other sorts ol reading difficulties, such as dyslexia.

Several organisations now supply the hardware
and software for these reading systems One supplier
is Arkenstone, a non-profit organisation dedicated to
providing technical solutions to charitable needs.
Arkenstone aims to supply the hardware and software
at significantly Iess than retail prices. Similar systems
include the Xerox/KurzweilPC/KPR, and the Ad
Hoc Reader from Alphavision, of which about 20 to
30 systems are being used daily by blind people in
employment

The Arkenstone Reader uses the Truescan
scanner recognition card {rom Calera Recognitions
Systems. Tiuescan is able to read a very broad range
of everyday documents (though no recognition
product can read everything - yet).

The card is inserted into a PC-Af or PS/2 (or
compatible), and converts the images scanned by an
image scanner into text information. This information
is typically transferred to the PC as a file: either in
ASCII or in formats suitable for about forty PC
applications, such as WordPerfect, Microsoft Word or
t-otus 1-2-3.

Tiuescan allows the user to capture all the in-
formation on a page in one pass, regardless of the
page's complexity. Early character recognition soft-
ware was only really effective on single column, typed
pages. However, recent recognition software provides
much more than character recognition, and is often
described as document recognition This includes
automatic decolumnization of complex pages, and
preserving layout information like paragraph breaks,
tables, columns and lists.

Early character recognition software required
new fonts or typefaces to be taught to it before it can
recognise them. However, the intelligent character
recognition software in the Arkenstone reader teaches
itself new fonts

A document can be placed in the scanner in a
landscape or portrait orientation. A blind person can
often tell which way up a document should be by the

position of staple holes, etc. However, if the document
is inserted upside down in the scanner, the user will
soon know because there is no output. An optional
extra provides a speech sythesised message to warn
the user if the paper is in an unrecognisable
orientation.

These document readers can be set up to meet
individual needs. Within recommended configura-
tions, the user can choose the Personal Computer, the
speech synthesiser, Braille display or printer, appli-
cation software and image scanner, that best meets
his or her needs and budget.

The charitable organisation, Arkenstone, has a
discount on the Truescan as long as it is for disabled
or for similar charitable purposes. They can also sell
scanners at a discount, and are customising software
for the needs of the visually impaired. The
organisation is extended to the UK and Europe,
making use of suppliers with high standards of
technical expertise who are prepared to offer
technology at affordable prices.

Personal Readers
Though a PC-based reader provides a flexible
approach to document reading, some users may
preler a more compact dedicated unit such as the
Kurzweil Personal Reader Like the PC readers, it
scans and reads single sheets or bound documents.

Output is through a speech synthesiser: a
DECtalk model is used. The Personal Reader may be
used with a flatbed scanner or hand scanner. With the
hand scanner, ihe surface is certainly easier to move
around than a PC based system, though at over 20
lbs, 'luggable'seems a more appropriate description
than'portablel

The Writing On The Wall
Will such systems ever be able to recognise
handwriting? David Sullivan, of the RNIB,s
Employment Development and Technology
Department, thinks that such an achievement is some
way off.

Some work is currently go ising
handwriting. Current software very
neat, clear handwriting, provide s are
not joined up. It may be possible to extend this to
teaching software to recognise one person's
handwriting - that ind person!
family might be usef nise a range
of handwriting may s away.

However, developing new technology is only
part of the story. At present, the technology described
here will be beyond the pockets of most individuals,
and is more likely to be used in schools, libraries and
institutlons. It is equally important to ensure that
existing technology is applied in the right way, and can
be afforded by those who need it. And that will only
happen if more high-tech companies stop turning a
blind eye.

Addresses:
Royal National Institute for the Blind, 224 Great
Portland Street, London, W1N 6A,{. Telephone: 071
388 1266.
Arkenstone, Inc, 540 Weddell Drive, Suite 1,
Sunnyvale, CA 94089, USA. UK Supplier: Sensory
Vision Aid, Cameron House, 12 Castlehaven Road,
London NW1 8QU Telephone: 081-485 4485.
Kurzweil products are available from: Sight and
Sound Technology Ltd, Qantel House, Anglia Way,
Moulton Park, Northampton, NN3 1WD Telephone:
0604 790969
Ad Hoc products are available from: Alpha Vision,
Seymore House, Copyground Lane, High Wycombe,
Bucks, HP12 3HE. Telephone0494 30555.
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t ETI (complete in block capitals): I

Month Year ................ Page (if known) ......... I

ITitle ............ 
I

Month Year ................ Page (if known) ......... I

Titte ............ I

Month Year ................ Page (if known) ......... j

Title ............ 
I

I enclose a cheque/postal order made out to ASP Ltd. to I
the value of f1.50 per photocopy ordered. 

I

Total remittance f ........ Date ............ I

IName .......... 
iAddress 
I

,;;;" i

1. The Manager

to: I

I

I

I

-J

Send the completed form and your remittance I ooo,"..

INSTRUCTIONS TO YOUR BANK TO PAY DIRECT DEBITS
Please complete Parts 1 to 5 to instruct your Bank to make
payments direetly from your account.
originator ldentification Number El-tlrlTllTT-l

ETI Photocopy Service
Argus House

Boundary Way
Hemel Hempstead

Herts HP2 7ST

. Bank plc

lFull addressoryour Bank Branch)

Banks may refuse to accept instructions to pay Direct Debits from some types ol accounls

2 Name of Acount Holder ,,

3A""ountffi,,.0",t , , , , ,-T-Tl 3::'ltl-T]EE
5 Your instructions to the bank and signature,
O I instruct you to p8y Direct Debits from my account at the request of Argus Specialist

Publications in respect of my Subscription Advice.

a The amounts are variable and may be debited on various dates

O I undeGtand that Argus Specialist Publications may change the amounts and dates
only afler giving me prior notice

a I will inform the bank in writing if I wish to cancel this instruction
O I understand that if any Direct Debit is paid which breaks the terms of this instruction,

the baFk will make a refund

Signature(s)..,,....... Date....,,..

Title Mr/Mrs/lvliss

I

' Return this form to;Select Subscriptions Ltd., 5 River Park Estate,

Ei'let l-ane: BgKry=D, ,"'ts, PjjL _ErlDD/3jt_

I wish to subscribe to ETI at the annual rate of f 19.20.
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BD2

BD9

BDl1

BD13

ONE POUND BARGAIN PACKS
Allpacks Notelheftgureontheextremeleftisthepackreln henexlliguresislhequantilyolitemsin
the pack, rt descnption.

5 134 sDurs provide a lused outlet lo a ring main where device
such as aclock nust nol be switched ofl2 6v. 1A mains trans,ormers upright mounting wrth fixing
clamps

1 6 et ideal for extensions, lakes your
s + 50p.

12 3 s, it's surprising whatyou can make

2 Plaslic boxes approx. 3" cube wi th square hole through top
so ideal for intetrupted beam swttch

10 Motors for model aeroplanes, sprn lo slan so needs no
switch

6 Microphone inserts - magnetic 490 ohm also acl as

ELECTBONIC SPACESHIP.
Sound and impacl controlled, responds to
clapsand shoutsand reverses when rt hjls
ani{hi really delailed inslruc.
lions. nt for budding young
electri gster should be able to
assemble bulyou mayhave to helpwith the

POPULAR ITEMS _ MANY NEW THIS MONTH
1990 CATALOGUE now avaitabte - phone for copy

YUASA LEAD ACID RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES.
1.gAH 12v, Q6.00eachi 10AH 6v el2.OOeach.

JOYSTICKS tor BBC, Atari, Dragon, Commodore, etc Ail t5each Ail
brand new, state which requfed.

classrearmounting
ubberconlacls wilh

'fl';B?9r'l!""0"
SUB-MlN PUSH SWITCHES Not much biooer rhan a otasric
lransistor butdouble pole. PCB mounting. Three forCt--Our ret BDb8B.

AACFI LS, Probablythemostpoputarof rherechargeabteN|CADtypes
4 fol t4. Our ref4P44

M SPEAKERWiIh buiitin Meeter Beailyweil made
owerandrhequatilylo,hi-fi 612rno,a.prcet5 Ourref
El40n.

MlNl RADIO MO atandsotiddiatunerwithownknob. batteryand
would drive a crystal he

heold faithful 3pin

[iB'rXtb'J,",?E

MICROPHONE. Low cost hand hetd microphone with on/otf switch
in hildle, leadierminatesinone 35 plugandone2.Splug. 0nlyCl. Ref BO7l.l.

UO-SEETS F RS AND HIGH
CURBENT D vHrucrri.lvalriorein
H pack Bel2SJ99

TIME AND TEMPERATURE
clmk, aCeiciusand Fahrenheitthermom
alarm. Approx 50 x 20mm with 12.7mm di
a few srlches. Comes complele with lull
refgP

HEMOTE TEMPERATURE pROBE FOR ABOVE. 13
Our ref3P60.

lD MAINS HEATER. smailcoit
ds. Will nol corode, lasts foryears, coil
alelo.easyfixing 4rndia.pr(et3.Rel

EX_EQULPMENT SwtrcHED MoDE POWER
SUPPLIES. Various makes and spem tut gener.try -S, .12u,-ideii
bench supp y On y t8. Our rei 8P3A

ACORN DATA RECORDER. Made tor Etectron o, BBCcomouter
but sL,lable lor olhers. rcrLdes ma.ns adaplor, leads and book. fl2. Fef
12P15.

PTFE COATED SILVER PLATED CABLE. rg strands oi
carry up to 30Aand is virtuall
u arprice isovertl20 perreel,
1 ol each fort35. Bel35p2.

NEW PIF SENSORS. intrared movementsensorswiil switch upto
1000W mains. tJK made. 12 months manutactures waraniv tS-ZOm ri,ioe
witha 0-10nin t mer, ad,Jstaole wa,, brac(el, dayl ght sens'or Only e2a.0i0.
Ael24P4.

GEIGER COUNTER KlT. tnctuoes rube, pCB and alrcomoonenrs
to build a 9V ope,ation geiger counter 0nty t39. Ret 39p1.

X. Add sound to yourSpectrum with thls
peake( volume control and nicely boxed.

BBC JOYSTICK INTEBFACE. Converrs a BBC jotstick port io
an Atari type port. Price t2.Ov rcl2p261.

TE SION LEAD. sU pnone extension teadwith the other Whi te. price tA. Our ref OPTO or 10
lead

LCD DISPLAY.4 ?indigitssupptiedwithconnect,ondalat3 Ret3p/7
or 5 lor 110 Bel 10r/8.

C ERNETWORK.Sorrm3-wayforrweetermidranoe
an lycasedwithconnectionsmarked.Onlv12.Ourrel2p2S5
or 5P32.

BASE M . Top quality uni-directionatelectretc 60 itivtty 1&18(Hz -68db built
in chime, m 5, Ref'15p28.

MICROPHONE STAND. Verv heawchromed mrc stand. maonelrc
base.4in h,gh. C3ilorderedwithaboi,e m c. Ourret3pB0.

SOLAR POWERED Nl-CAD CHARGER. 4Nrcadllbateru
chargercharges 4 ba[eries in 8 hours. Price t6. Our ref6p3.

MAINS SOLDERING IRON. price13 ourrei3p65

SOLDERING IBON STAND. pricee3 Ourrer3p66

PRINTER. r printer originaily
ers but may be r olher mac-hines.
etc. Price el6.

KIT to converl the above Pr nter lo Centronics parallel t4 Rel 4p5Z

CAR IONIZER KlT. tmprovethe airin yourcar ctearssmokeand hetos
p,event tatique. Case .eq. Pice f12. 0ur ret 12p8.

NEW FM BUG KlT. New desion with pCB embedoeo cort 9v
oDeration. Priced al t5 O!r ref 5P158

NEW PANEL METERS, 50UA movementwith threeditferentscates
thatarebroughlinloviewwitha ever PrlceonlyE3.Fef 3p81.

G ndard Ed son screw lighl fiil ng 24Ovav green,complelew4hsockel.prcetlo
(st

ELECTRIC SPEED CONTROL KlT. Suitabtetorconrroilino
0ur powerlul 12v motors. Price !17 Ref 17P3 (heatsink required).

O HAD|FFERENCE.rtislaton
ng t,dy. 4 core, sui tabte for alarms. phones
on el 5P153.

METAL PROTECT BOX. tdeattor balrery charoer, power suDDtv
etc.,sprayed grey. size8" x d x 412', louvredlorventilaiion Pricef3. Arjr'
3P75.

BD22 2
BD3O 2

BD32 2

BD42 5

in water tanks
BD103A 1 6vT50MApMrsupply, nicelyc6edwithinputandoutpul

leads
8D120 2 Sllrpperboardseachcontarnsa4OOv2Ao,idqerectifier

and '14 other dio6es and 'ectiliers as well as-dozens ol
condenserselc

solderin90llhecomponentson thepcb Comptete kitfi 0 0ur ref tOp81

8D132

80134

80139

8D148 4
speakers
Reed relay kitsyou get l6reedsitchesand4coilsetswith

nquisitive

h lens
costdisco

panel- needcableclips
[,4ains solenoid very powedul has 1" pull or coutd push it
modified
Keyboardswitches - made lorcomputers bul have many
other applications
Electrrcdmk mainsoperaled putlhisinaboxandyou need
neverbe late
12v alarms make a noise about as loud as a car horn
Slightlysolid butOK
Panoslal, controlsoutputol boiling ring lrom simmer to boil
Leads with push on v4" tags - a musl for hook ups -marns connectt0ns elc

8D149 6

80180 6
8D193 6

80199 1

BD20r 8

80211 1

80221 5

8D263

80268

2 0blong push switches for bell or chimes, these can mains
could beiootswitch if Iitted into pattress

1 lot record pt ayer Wi I I also ch ange speed
molor

1 Tubular dynamic mic with optional lable rest
2 l\,4rn aturedriverlranslormers. RelLT44. 20k to 1k, centre

lapped
80548 2 3.5 volt relays, each with two parrschangeover conlacts
80667 2 4.7u,, non-'polarrsed block c;pacitors, 

-pcb 
mounting

TheE acmr 1,000 items inourcatalogue.ll you ffinl acomplete copy
please request lhis whenordering.

PERSONAL STEREOS Again customerreturnsbutcompteteand
with stereo head phones. A bargain at only Q3 each. Our ref 3p83.

D MICROWAV
H SWITCHESThi
youtputs, l lorpowera
rtsof timer control appl

EOUIPMENT WALL MOU NT. [/utli,adjuslable metatbracker
for speak, etc. 2 1or 15. 0ur ret 5P'152.

STABILISED POWER SUPPLY KlT. +-+/V2 0A contains
PCB lEnsformeranoatl componentsexctud,ngcase, etc OurpriceisC20
Rel 20P25.

KEYBOABDS. Brand new uncased with 84 keys plus pCB with
several lCs.0nly t3. Rel 3P89.

SUB-MlN TOGGLE SWITCH. Body size Smmx4mmxTmm
SBDTwithchromedollyfixingnuts.3forCl.oraerref B0649.

COPPER CLAD
longxS%in w de Doubl
(about 1/'l6in)sthisrcul
lorm achassis to hold a m

POWERFUL IONISER
Generales approx 10 limes more loNS than the ETI and stmi ar
circu,ls.Will.efreshyourhome office, workroomelc. l\ra^esvou leet
betler a1d work haroer - a complele mains operated kit, case
included. Cl8. Our rej 18P2

screen,
supply.
L input.

COMPOSITE VIDEO KITS. ttreseconwncomoosirevideo into
separate h-sync, v-sync and video. Price t8. OurrefSp3d

37zin FLOPPY DRIVES. Westitl haverwomodetsin srmkrsingie
sided, 80track, byChinon. This is in lhe manufacturers metal casewith tejds
and IDC connectors. Price t40, relerence 40Pi. Also a double sided, 80
kack, byNECThisisuncasd.PriceC59S0, relerence60p2. Botharebrand
new lnsured deliveryt3on each or both

SINCLAIR C5 WHEELS
lubes and tyres. 13" and 16" diameler spoked
heelsfinished in black 0nly t6each. 13, rel6p20.

PHILIPS LASER
This is helrum-neon and has a pm
so long as you do not lookdirectly i

could result. Brand new, lull spec;C
lorthislube givesBkvslrikino and 1

kitwilhcasefl5.

ORGAN MASTER is a three octave musicat kevboard. li is
beauli,ullymade, hasfull size(pianosize) keys. has gold ptited conlacts
and is complele with ribbon ca6le and edge ionnect6r Cei be Jsd with
manycomputers, re-questinformation sheel Erand new onlyfi 5 plus[3
postage. 0ur ref 15P15.

en prices
NTS. You

willsend

MlNl MONO AMP on p.c.b. s ze 4"
Fitled Volume control. The amplrfier
has three lransistors and weeslimale
the outputto be 2W rms lvlore
technical data will be included

new, perfecl
the very low
or l3lor!12.

NEW MAINS MOTORS. 25 wart 3o0o rpm made by Framco
approx 6" x4" x3" priced at only t4. Rel 4P54

. Approx 3" square ava lable in 24V
tputshaft and2iixing botts. prjce is

M MOTORS. Comptete withwe e varied lhe cooking 1 me. ldealfor 65.

SURFACE MOUNT KlT. Vares a super h gh ga,1 snoop,ng
amplifier on a PCB less lhan an inch squarel t7 Rei 7F15.

INDUCTIVE PHOXIMI
lhese unilsare brand newand
oftheir normal price. 10-36V 0

BULL ELECTRICAL
Dept. ETl,250 PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE,

BRIGHTON, SUSSEX BN3 5QT.
MAI OServ C
com

Phone (0273) 203500 Fax 2g0Z

80252 1

80259 50

BD305
80653
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MODERI{DIODE
CIRCT]ITS

he first two episodes of this mini-series
looked at the basic characteristics oI the
junction diode and associated devices
(zeners, varicaps, photodiodes, LEDs, and
then showed a whole range of practical

applications of ordinary diodes and rectifiers This
part looks at practical applications of one of the
'associated' devices mentioned above, the zener
diode.

Tener Diode Circuits
If a silicon diode is increasingly reverse biased, a point
is eventually reached where its reverse current
suddenly starts to increase, and any further increase
in V, causes a sharp rise in I,. The voltage at which
this action occurs is known as the avalanch or'zPner'
value o{ the device, and is very sharply defined.
Zener junction diodes are specially manufactured to
exploit this effect, and are of great value as'teference
voltage' generators.

Fig 1. Basic zener voltage reference circuit.

Figure 1 shows how azenet diode can be used
to generate a fixed voltage by passing a modest
current through it from the supply line via limiting
resistor R1. The zener output voltage is not greatly
influenced by sensible variations in the zener current
value (caused by variations in supply voltage or R1
value), and the output thus acts as a stable reference
voltage. The R1 value is found from the formula:

R1 : (VrN -V,) /1,.
In most applications I, should be set at about 5mA.

Figure 2 shows how the above circuit can be
modified to act as a simple voltage regulator supply-
ing output currents of a few tens of milliamps to an
external load. Here, the R1 value is selected so that
it passes the maximum desired output current plus
5mA. So when the specified maximum output load
current is being drawn, the zener passes only 5mA
When no load current is drawn, l6e zener passes all
the cunent and thus dissipates maximum power. The
zener's power rating mustnotbe exceeded under this
'no load' condition.

Practical zener diodes are readily available in a
variety of voltage values (ranging in steps from 2.7V
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to about 100V) and power ratings (typically 500mW,
1.3W, 5W, and 20W), and usually have a basic
voltage tolerance within t5% of their specified value.
Other important parameters of a zener code is its
temperature coefficient (indicating the effects of
thermal variations on output voltage) and its dynamic
impedance (indicating the effects of zener current
variations on output voltage) Figure 3 shows the
typical parameter values of 500mW zeners with
standard voltages in the 2.7 to 16V range

Figures 4-7 show some practical
variations of. the zB,ner voltage reference
circuit with performance details based
on the parameters listed in Figure 3.

Figure 4 is a basic 10V reference
circuit, using a single zener diode and
powered from a 15 to 20V input. R1
is given a value of 1k5, to setthe zener
current at 5 mA at an average supply
value of 17.5V. The zener has a 5%
tolerance, so the actual output voltage
will be between 9.5 and 10.5V Varia-
tions on supply voltage (15-20V) cause
the zener current to vary by +1.6mA
and, since the 10V zener has a dynamic impedance
of.25R makes the zener output voltage vary by an
additional -r40mV (the supply rejection factor). Since
this zener has a temperature coefficient of
+7mV/"C, the output will vary by an additional
+140mV when the temperature is varied by -r20oC
about a +20oC room temperature value.

Figure 5 indicates how the above circuits
thermal regulation can be improved by using two
series-con nected zcners with opposing temperature
coefficients, to act as a tomposite' zener with a
nominal value ol 10.1V (giving an actual voltage in
the range 9.4-10.5V) and a temperature coefficient
of only 0.6mV/oC (a variation of only +12mV over
the +20"C range). This 2ener' has a dynamic
impedance of l27R and ihus gives a supply rejection
factor of +203mV

Regulation of the above circuit can be improved
by fitting it with a pre-regulating zener stage (Figure
6 ZDI) , this holds the R1-R2 junction within +265mV
of a nominal 13V value over the full span of supply-
voltage variations, thus giving a final supply rejection
factor of +53mV and a thermal rejection factor ol
-+12mV over the full temperature range. R2's value
is chosen to give a 'l0V zener'current of about 5mA,
and R2's value will supply a current greater than this

J.

I

Fig 2. Basic zener voltage regulator circuit.

R1 = .Yi!:-v!
lL+5mA

,.t
OV

J,"iw
R2
620R

+

{9V4-10V6t

SUPPLY REJECTION = i53mv
TEMP REJECTION (2OoC t20oc) = t12mV

Fig 5. Thermally-compensated 10 volt zener
reference with pre-regulator stage.
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Fig 9. 12 volt regulator incorporating an op-amp in its series_pass
network.
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Miscellaneous T:,ner Circuits
To complete this look atthe zener diode, Figures 14
to 18 show a miscellaneous collection of useful
application circuits.

Figure 14 demonstrates holv a 6.8 volt zener can
be used as a voltage dropper to enable a 1000p 6V
electrolytic capacitor to be used with a 12V DC
supply. The zener must have a large enough power
(V x I) rating to handle C1's ripple currents; a 5W
rating is adequate for most purposes.

A 5 6V zener can be used as a voltage dropper
to enable a 6V relay to be used with a 12V DC
supply (Figure 15). This circuit also help improve the
relay's effective on/off ratio. Suppose the basic relay
normally turns on at 5V and off at 2.5V giving a

2:l on/off ratio; This circuit will turn on at 10.6V
and off at 8.1V, giving a 1:3:1 on,/off ratio.

Figure 16 shows how a resistor and zener diode
can be used as a half-wave limiter in an AC circuit.
The positive halves of the waveforrn limit at ZDls
rated voltage value, and the negative halves. its 600
mV junction diode' value.

Figure 17 indicates how a resistor and two
inversely series-connectedzener diodes can be used
as a full-wave limiter in an AC circuit In this case.
the positive halves of the waveform are limited by
the sum of ZD1's voltage value and ZD2s 600 mV
diode'value, and the negative halves by the sum
of ZDZ's voltage value and ZD1's 600 mV Uiode'
value

Finally, Figure 18 demonstrates how a zener,
a multiplier resistor (R1) and a 1mA FSD moving
coil meter can be used to made a suppressed-zero
meter, that spans the range 10-15 volts The zener
sets the minimum voltage reading of the meter
(10V), and R1 is given a value of 1000RlV to set
lts span of 5V and thus its FSD value of 15V

Fig 13. Zenervohage dropper
used with elearol6ic
capacitor.

Fig 17. Suppressed-zero
(10-15 vohl
meter.

Fig 14. Zener voltage dropper used

Fig 15. Half-wave zener limiter.

Fig 16. Full-wave zenei limiter.
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Geoffrey Heys builds
this project for
keeping you cool when
it's hot, and warm
when it's cold!

his versatile temperature controller unit
was originally designed to control
inductive loads, such as mains operated
fans or heaters over a temperature range
of 0 - 40o Centigrade. It can be used to

switch either inductive loads of 5A at 240V AC or
non-inductive loads of 13A at 240V AC. These
include fans, heating elements and lamps used for
heating purposes. With modifications, the unit can
also be used to control lower voltage devices.

The temperature sensors are thermistors which
are arranged in a bridge circuit. The bridge is balanced
by a lO-turn potentiometer attached to a 10-turn dial.
The potentiometer arrangement is accurate and easy
to use. You could substitute the potentiometer for a
standard type of the same resistance if lower accuracy
temperature setting would be acceptable.

The controlled device can be switched either on
or off at a pre-set temperature, for example, heating
devices switched off or cooling devices switched on.
This depends on which arm of the bridge the
thermistor is positioned. Devices can also be turned
on or off by a difference in temperature existing
between two thermisiors. In this case, a difference in
temperature between them can be detected over a
very wide range of temperatures, far wider than the
temperature range possible using a single thermistor,

Terminals are provided on the front panel which
connect across the relay coil. 12V appears across
these terminals when the relay is actuated, and this
voltage could be used for event recording if "the
instrument is being used in conjunction with a chart
recorder or data logger. An LED is also turned on
when the relay actuates.

The bridge can be unbalanced and the relay
actuated by switch SW1 without altering the setting
of the bridge balance control. You can turn off the
controlled device without switching the unit off, by
using a switch on the 13A output socket.

If the device you want to control is not mains
operated, the unit may be modified by using a smaller

relay and suitable output connection. Some alterirtion
to the relay wiring will also be necessary. If a different
relay is used, make sure that it operates on 12V DC
and that it has contacts of a sufficient rating to control
the load used.

Capacitors C2 and C3 are included to dampen
arcing across the relay contacts. (This can be
particularly troublesome when inductive loads are
being switched on and off and can lead to erosion of
the contacts.)

A multi-purpose sr,vitch on the front panel allows
you to vary the hold-on period of the relay after
actuation or hold-off after turning off. Hold-on time
is shortest when the switch is in the open circuit
position.

Resistances R2 and R3 are included to reduce
the current in the thermistors and so minimise self-
heating effects.

Construction
The PCB is simple and should present little problem
to constructors. The points to be careful about are
wiring the bridge balance potentiometer and relay
correctly.

The unit was made in a plastic case with a sloping
aluminium front panel. This panel takes all the
components mounted on the outside of the case and
must be large enough to accommodate a 13A socket.
Earth the front panel using a tag soldered to mains
earth. Position the PCB at the back of the case. The
wire connecting the relay contacts and the 13A socket
should be capable of carrying 13A at 240V AC.
Again, 13A cable should be used for a mains
connection. L-ead this through the case with a
grommet or cable gland.

Cut the thermistor leads to about 5mm and
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solder them onto wires of the required length. If the
unit needs to be waterproof, surround the soldered
joints and ends of the thermistors with Araldite and
cover them with healshrink sleeving.

Calibration And Use
The thermistors used are RS Components type
GL23, a small, glass bead encapsulated, negative
temperature coefficient type which has a resistance
at room temperature of about 2k. If only one

thermistor is used in the bridge the other arm should
have a resistor of value about 1k8 placed between the
terminals. This resistance should be a 1% tolerance
type with a low temperature coefficient.

The unit has a linear operation of dial setting
against temperature, a function of the temperature
against resistance characteristic of the thermistors
used. The range of temperatures over which the unit
will work depends on the value oI resistances R2 and
R3, Iower values resulting in a wider range. The

Fig. 2 Temperature Controller Component Overlay

sK5 0-
R9

1k0

LEOl

sre 5-
7
\6

F5
47 0k
R6
330k
R;
180k

A \Jwr B

SK2 D SK3ro loe

N OTE:
lC1 = 741
01 = T|P31A
D1'3 = 1N4001
FS1 = 05AFUSE

BBIDGE
BALANCE

R3
t2k

AC MAINS
240V

TH1 R1

CAN BE TRANSPOSED
SEE TEXT

Fig. 1 Temperature Controller Circuit Diagram
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NOTE: CONNECT MAINS
EARTH DIRECT TO 13 AMP
SOCKET ANO CONNECT
TO FBONT PANEL AND PCB

Fig. 3 Connections To Relay

AB
BELAY COIL

BUYLINES

temperatures between which the unit operates also
depends on the value of the resistance substituted for
a thermistor in the bridge, a lower value resulting in
lower temperature operation. To calibrate the unit, use
heated water placed in a vacuum flask and determine
its temperature with an accurate mercury-in-glass
thermometer. Immerse the thermistor in the water and
rotate the dial to find the position where the relay
actuates. Do this for about six different temperatures
and draw a graph of dial-setting against temperature.
The unit should be able to control temperature to
within about half a degree Centigrade.

If two thermistors are used in the bridge, the unit
will operate as a result of a difference in temperature
between the thermistors for a wide range of ambient
temperatures, the bridge having been balanced with
the two thermistors at the same temperature The unit
will turn the relay on or off depending on the initial
setting of the bridge balance control and the thermistor
which is heated. For example, if both thermistors at
the same temperature and the bridge is balanced so
that the relay is just turned o{f, heating the thermistor
in arm B-B will turn the relay on If the bridge is
balanced so that the relay is just turned on, heating
the thermistor in arm A-A will turn the relay off

HOw' IT WORKS

Fig. 4 Connections To Potentiometer

Cooling the opposite thermistors will produce the
same effect.

Figure 2 is shown at90% of actual size and is a
guide for positioning components only.

PARTS
RESIST0RS {all

B1

R2,3

R4

B4

R5

B6

R7

R8

R9

R10

The circuit consists of a bridge containing thermistors astemperalure

sensing elements. The bridge isfd into anoperational amplifierwhich

has positive feedback applied. With positive feedback or with the

feedback loop in open circuil the amptiiier is very sensitiveto changes

of voltage polarity at its input, A slight change in input potarity wiJl

cause the output voltage to swing from full output ol one polarlty to
full output ol the other. The circuit has been arranged so that t
negati\/e voltage at the amplilier input will cause a power transistor

to conductas 0 resultof a positive voltage appearing at its base, thus

actualing a relay.

lf a thermistor is placed in the bridge arm B-B in thO circurt

diagram, a rise in temperatur0 will lowei its resistance and piesent

a negative voltage atthe input ol the operational amplifier. This means

the relay is actuated as a resultof a rise in t€mperature. However, il
a thermistor is placed in arm A-A, a rise in temperature will present

a positive voltdge at the input of the amplifier and the relay will turn
off. The tem which these events occur depends onthe
setting 0f balance control, which is a ten-turn
potentiometer, fitted with a dlal sothatthe iequired temperature for
Iela s

ina

grving some control of the hysteresis shown by the circuit, This hal
the hol ofthe relay after actuation

ing ofl. er is prevented by placing a

acl0ss

%W unless otherwise stated)
'lk8 metal oxide

12k 1% metal oxide

1M0

1M0

470k

3 30k

1 80k

100k

1k 1W

2k2 1Vl

THl, 2 RS Components Type GL23

RVl 20k 10+urn potentiometer, linear

CAPACITOBS

Cl 1000p 25V DC WKG, axial electrolytic

C2,3 10n 250V ACWKG

C4, 5 470011 25V DC WKG, axial electrolytic

SEMICONDUCTOBS

rc1

0
01,2,3

LED1,2

MISCELLANEOUS

T1

RLA

sKl,2,3,4,5,6

SK7

SW]

SW2

SW3

t5t

141

TIP31A

tN400l

red LED

12V 012Y secondary 6VA

12V coil, see text
4mm sockets
'l3A mains socket

miniature single pole, single throw switch

6-position rotary switch

single pole, double throw switch, suitable for

24OV AC

0.5A Slow blow, 20mm iuse

PCB case, 10 tum dial knob lor SW2, mounts for LEDs, heat sink lor 01,
13A eable and 13A plug rubber gommet, 20mm fuseholder, rubber leet,
eathing tag, wire, 48A screws and nuts, socket lor lCl
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COltrSTAl{T CIIRREIYT
CIRCUITS

onstant current circuits (as their name
implies) provide a direct and constant
current that is not related to the im-
pedance or resistance of their load,
though in reality, the current will

vary slightly within the limits of the circuit used.

This article looks at various circuit topologies and
their applications. It should be noted here that for
some low cunent applications constant current diodes

are available. They are selected JFETs with their gate

and source connected. The circuit symbols for a

constant current source or sink are given in Figure 1.

lal (b) (cl

Fig. 1 Constant Current Circuit Symbols

Why Use Constant Current
Circuits?
We can derive a linear response from some circuit
elements only by keeping the current constant rather
than the voltage, and an easily predictable linear

response is often what we require.
For example, we require all the LEDs in a block

to be of equal brightness For the same brightness the
forward voltage drop of one LED varies considerably
from another due to internalresistance. However the
current required by definition is almost equal for all

the LEDs.
When charging batteries such as NiCads, we

require a constant current because the low internal
resistance of the batteries. A constant voltage would
cause destructive initial current to flow.

For timing and comparator applications, for
example generating an output pulse width propor-
tionalto an input voltage, any capacitor used must be

supplied with constant current to generate a linear
voltage across it.

Shunt regulators may be needed to sink current
in situations where the output is off load, and the
voltage has risen above a certain limit. This does not
give as good voltage regulation as a normal voltage
regulator but is more efficient as power dissipation
decreases with an increase in loading of the supply

Now we've discussed some areas whereweneed
a constant current circuit, lett have a look at the cir-
cuits themselves.

Circuit Topologies
The first and simplest circuit is shown in Figure 2(a).
This uses an n-channel JFET with its gate and source

Iinked. With the voltage between gate and source Vgs
at zero and the voltage between gate and source Vds
at a few volts or greater, the drain cunent is reasonably
constant. The saturation drain current Ior.spread is

quite wide, so it is not possible to predict an accurate
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current value. This circuit is also subject to con-
siderable temperature drift (as is the improved version

shown in Figure 2b).
As an example, let's look at the JFET 2N3437 '

For this device, Iorrvaries from 0.8 to 4.0 mA when
Vo. is 20V and Vo, is zero. The output characteristic
cu-r-ve shows thatihe typical I, varies from 1.4 mA
when Vo, is 2V to 1.6mA when Vo, is 14V

The addition to this circuit of a resistor between
the source and gate (at 0V), enables the current to be

adjusted, especially if a potentiometer is used. The
resistor provides feedback, which increases the output

impedance making it a better current source. The Io
against Vo, curves also tend to flatten out as Vo,
becomes more negative.

More advanced circuits are shown in Figure 2(c)

and Figure 2(d). This is a much more accurate and
predictable circuit. To a large extent it is independent
of the transistor characteristics and can be used for
much higher currents. The diode (D1) connected to
the base of the transistor, compensates for the Vu,
temperature drift of Q1. The voltage across R1 is

therefore determined by the voltage of thezener diode
(D2). The bias current for D2 is set by voltage drop
across resistor R2. The two main causes of variation
in this circuit are supply voltage changes and the bias

current and thermal chargcteristics of the zener diode.
The transistor chosen should have a large hr., so

that the base current will be negligible compared to
the zener diode bias current.

For example, suppose we require a constant
current supply of approximately 30mA to operate on
a 15V supply. The circuit can be based on a transistor
of the type BCl82, which has a minimum h., of
200, and for which Io is 15prA when I. is 30mA. Dl
should be a 1N4148 which has a forward bias char-
acteristic similar to that of Q1's Vu., and D2 should
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be a 3.1V zener diode.
To choose R1:

3.1Vl0 03A : 100R.
To choose R2, where SmA is a typical D2 bias cunent:

15V- (0.6V + 3.1V) : 11.3V
11.3Vl5mA :2k2.
In fact this circuit will give 31mA and checks

should be made to ensure that with component
variations the current will be within acceptable limits.

Figure 2(e) shows a transistor circuit with its
reference derived from a voltage regulator, which is

Figure 2(f) shows a circuit using an op-amp. It
is configured as a voltage follower with e1 and R2
inside the feedback loop. This automatically com-
pensates for the characteristic variations of el.

could also be replaced by a potentiometer if
adjustment is required.

Capacitors C1 and C2 are for decoupling. Some
example values are listed here:

R1 1RO
R2 100R
R3 5k1
R4 5k1
C1 100n
C2 100n
Q1 TIP 121
M1 LF358 (dual op-amp, single supply rail
operation)
V+ 5V
Wlth these values, the constant sink current

would be 2.5A.

Circuit Applications
Figure 3 shows some of the many uses for constant
current circuits.

Figure 3(a) shows a constant current circuit as an
electronic load, for example, as a constant current

test equipment. The circuit

:':i::f ::?,ai:,fl :.f i:l:t:
If the power supply voltage

.", also increases in direct
o does the current through

Figure 3(b) shows how a constant current is used

Figure 3(c) shows an LED current sink, which

circuit of Figure 2(b) to replace the emitters, resistor
and to increase the effective resistance, taking the
common mode gain much closer to zero.

Figure 3(e) shows a voltage controlled pulse
generator where the circuit of Figure 2(c) is used to
charge C1. When the voltage across C1 reaches that
of the input voltage (V,,). the output
goes low. C1 is discharg6a Uy a on e2.
Thus the output pulse width is I to the
input volta
peak ramp
width mod
generated,
oscillator.

Figure 3(f) shows a battery charger which again
uses the circuit of Figure 2(c) as the constant curient
sourc ed down by
TR1, as a bridgl
rectifi voltage ap-
pears tto 14.1mA.
D2 compensates for the Vru of Q1, and R1 sets the
bias current for D1. The charge current chosen should
be within the safe continuous charge rating of the
battery, and the battery man ufacturers, recommended
charge time should be observed. Care should also be
taken to ensure that the voltage across e1 collector-
emitter does not, with the charge current, cause
excessive power dissipation in Q1. TR1 should not be
a miniature type as these tend to run hotter than
normal types. In general, as the unit may be left
running unattended for some time, the cooler it runs,
the greater the reliability and safety. Remember that
mains power is dangerous.

I
I

VOLTAGE
FBOM
POWER
SUPPLY

OV

r(t)I
l_

Fig. 3(al Electronic Load Fig. 3(bl Ramp Generator Fig. 3(cl LED current sink

Fig. 3(dl Differential Amplifier Current Sink

NOTE:
lC1 = 1M311
O1 = 8C212
()2 = 8C182
ZDl = 3V1 ZENER

Fig. 3(el 01, 02, Rl, R2 & 01 form a constanr
current circuit. C1 is reset (shorted outl by 02 when
a narrow oscillator pulse is applied to its base. Cl
charges linearly due to the constant current. When
Cl voltage rises above the Vin the output of the
compaiator goes low. Cl and R2 values will depend
on the reset frequency.
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NOTE:

3,]o==',,"*'j&l Fig. 3(f) Batterv Charger.

93,, '!fl?*., This circuit will charse at
Fs1 5oma FUSE 14mA with batteries of upto

6V nominal.

nl+
[!r:l
F<It
l-J.J
E-n

WARNING this circuit is
connected to the mains.

BATTERY
CONNECTORS

Figure 3(g) shows a shunt load If the supply
voltage exceeds lhe zener voltage, the difference
voltage appears across R1, determining the shunt
current Here a current is sunk in proportion to the
difference between +V and the voltage of ZD1 This
is useful where a voltage rail would rise to excessive
limits when off load. but where a continuous resistive
load would exceed the full-load current supply avail-
able or where the excessive power dissipation is to be

avoided.
Now that this article has whetted your appetite

for current sinks and sources, perhaps you will use

them in your own circuits!

NOTE
tc1 =
o'l =
zo1

6

Fig. 3(g) Shunt Load for Output Voltage Regulation.
lf the voltage between +V and 0V exceeds 4.8V
D1 conducts and the difference voltage appears
across R1 and R3 because the op-amp (LF358l is
configured as a voltage follower. Thus the current
sunk by 02, R3 is directly proportional to the
difference voltage.
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Fig. 1 Plan view of barrage.

f you have ever been impressed by the power
of sea waves along the coastline in winter or
wondered at the movement of a huge sea-
going vessel being pushed up and down by
water, then it might seem equally surprising

that this energy has never been harnessed and con
verted into electric power. lt might seem a shrewd
move in the light of today's energy and environment
conscious world, for this untapped power appears to
have no direct pollution effects when used to generate
elechicity. No carbon dioxide, sulphur dioxide, carbon
monoxide nor any dust and dirt comes from the
dynamics of water. What is not so clearly understood
though, is what change a large-scale tidal barrage
would have on the local environment, or indeed on
the ecosystem as a whole. It is even more difficult to
predict any change in the ecosystem from taking
energy from waves.

Many ideas have been put forward over the years
for taking energy from the motion of water. The most
conventional has been from the action of water flow-
ing downhill under gravity. The greater the distance
the water has to fall, the greater potential for changing
its power into another form. Hydro-electric schemes
have been constructed around the world using this
simple idea. The water is allowed to flow through
simple or multl-bladed propellers giving shaft rotation
to electrical generators.

More recently, thoughts have been turned to the
bulk movement of water around the world by tidal
motion and to harnessing the power of the waves.

Tidal Power (The Severn Barrage)
The commercial prospect of damming the tidal shift
of water for electricalpower generation has also been
around for some time. Several areas around Britain
have been suggested (Figure ?) but there are two areas
of particular interest that could support such a project.
These are on the estuaries of the rivers Severn and
Mersey.

The River Severn is well known to the locals for
its large changes in water level between low and high

tide. Studies have shown that the optimum position
for a barrage to be built would be from Cardiff to
Weston-Super-Mare (Figure 3) where tidal changes
can cause a shift in water level of up to 11m. The near
twice daily cycle would produce a maximum period
of generation between ebb and flood tides.

Tidal cycles are determined by the rotation of the
earth and the moon's orbit around the earth and are
not synchronised to the 24 hour ciay. The shift in
generated output means that power is available at
different times each day. This contrasts to our every-
day lifestyle where we habitually use electricity at the
same times of the day.

The mismatch of supply and demand can be
ironed out by using other forms of generated power
such as conventional coal,/oiljired or even wind
power stations.

The Severn Barrage ect, set
up by the government, the Gener-
ating Board and Severn T (a con-
sortium of several big companies) spent f4 million

1987 to in
civil eng

ch the wh
ssed it economically. ex-
effects and reported on

be done before they can
recommend whether to go ahead with the project.

The findings estimate the total construction time
s to com-
five years
financing

Table 1 shows some of the proposed data for the
total potential electrical output per year
lo 7 Vo oI present electricity consumption
and Wales. This would save 8 million

tonnes of coal every year if the electricity was
generated from a coal{ired station and a corres-
ponding amount of carbon dioxide liberated to the
atmosphere would also be saved. The calculated cost
of electricity to the consumer would be comparable
to or below today's prices. This could be from 1.7
pence per kWh to 7.2 per kWh
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How It Works
The outline operation of the Severn Barrage can be

followed from Figure 1. Major shipping and smallcraft
pass through locks seen on either side. Generation

of electricity depends upon the number and size of
turbines used. The turbines need to be located in deep

water and so are situated in mid stream. Studies have

shown that a 9m diameter propeller is practically

possible for the River Severn to maximise the energy

Lxtracted from the waterflow. The turbines are axial

flow types and are similar in
The generator is cased in
(Figure 9). The generators

hours after high tide by lifting a control gate and would
continue running for a period of about five hours
(Figure 4) with the water flowing out to sea.

The design allows the generators to be used as

pumps at times when it could be advantageous to
pump water from the sea into the basin when flow is
small. This occurs around high tide. Generated output
would go via transformers to substations on the
barrage.

By its very nature, a barrage cannot supply a

steady output. The two tides a day give two peaks with
a maximum output of 8000MW. This is typically the
output of four large power stations. During the ebbing

process when water is discharged through the banage,

the head of water continually changes and if not
compensated, the flow rate would change through the

turbines and alter the electrical output. In order to
overcome this and maintain a constant frequency of
output, the water flow is controlled by guide vanes
and/or adjustable runner blades.

Environmental concerns
The project could stand or fall on the environmental
issues that are still to be resolved. Present research has

shown that mean water levels will rise if the project
goes ahead. levels will be higher than existing low tide

values and slightly lower at high tide points upstream
Irom the barrage. According to the development
project, currents in the estuary would change to half
those at present landward of the barrage and there
would also be a slight reiluction on the seaward side.

Sediment is controlled in the basin by natural
water currents and so any change in the cunent would
mean a change in the movement of sediment and
sediment suspension. The report indicates that more

sediment would settle giving clearer water and more
light penetraton making it more biologically produc-
tive. The salinity of the estuary and the concentration
of pollutant is not expected to alter.

Many questions still remain unanswered though

,arro"or"a !

WESTON-S

Cardiff We!
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bridge

LOCATION OF PREFERRED BARBAGE LINE,
SHOWING TIDAL RANGES IN THE SEVERN ESTU

Fig. 3 Preferred barrage line with tidal ranges in Severn E

MINEHEAD Bridgewator
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LamstoneHarbour 33 550 24 53 53
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Fig. 2 Locations of potential barrage schemes.
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about where the sediment will end up and what effect
a higher mean level will have on the ecology of the
estuary. Further studies are required to give a more
accurate picture

Inevitably, even if the majority of factors favour
such an enormous capital projeci, it remains to be
seen whether it is actually built using government
funding, private investment or both If th1 government
funding hoped for by the Severn Tidal power Group
is not forthc_oming, then private contractors will surely
go to a smaller cheaper alternative, an obvious candi_
date being the River Mersey Barrage project

currents.

irrational reason. Environmentally concerned visitors

Acknowledgements
Thanks. to the Energy Technology Support Unit,
Harwell Laboratory, Oxford for the piouision oi
illustrations used in this article.

Wavepower
Interest in using the waves for creat ty has
been up and down, very like the w ju"..
ln 7982 the government abandon ent in

government interest in 1988 has resr,lted in a new
study of wave power, the findings of which will be
published next year.

Table 1

Number of turbine generators

Diameter of turbines

0perating speed of turbines

Turbine generator rating

lnstalled capacity

Number of sluices, various sizes

Total clear area of sluice passages

Average annual output fi 0skWh ='lMh)
0perational mode

Total length of barrage

Area of enclosed basin at mean sea level
Estimated design life

Estimated total capital cost

216

9,0m

50rpm

4OMW

8640MW

166

35000m2

17TWh

Ebb generation with
flood pumping

15,9km

480km2
'120 years

t8280m

Water Ievel
in basin

6 8 101 14 16 18 20 22 24 1

HTTime (hrs) HT

Fig. 4 Water levels and electrical output over the tidal cycle.
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Fig. 5 Tidal energy available from large estuaries.
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Fig. 6 Shoreline device at lslay.

Fig. 7 A Wells Turbine of 1 metre diameter.

Fig. 8 Diagramatic operation of shoreline device.

Fig. 9 Turbine caisson layout.
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f f you can't afford the SY77 synthesiserfrom
IYamaha then perhaps the budger SY22
keyboard suits your pocket. It contains the
now familiar FM tone generation system and
a whole host of sampled sounds with facilities
to bend each sound with allmanner of control
envelopes A joystick, called a vectorcontrol,
allows realtime mixing of the two sound
generating systems. The internal memory

contains 128 preset sampled sounds and 256
preset FM sounds. lnternalRAM gives you 64
user voice positions to store your own created
effects from scratch or by modifying existing
sounds.

Optional plug-in voice memory cards will
store any extra sound that cannot be
accommodated in the internalmemory. The
SY22retails atE799.

R;l3l,t. u il"", lfi f-,t:xl, Ir:
ization in a compact 2U rack-mountable unit.

Specification for the M12E equals thai of
the M16E and M24E,the 16 and 24channel
mtxers.

Each channel contains a sensitivity
control which allows adjustment level from
-60dBm to +4dBm. Apeak,/signalindicator
is also includedforeach channelwhich helps
to prevent overload and distortion. All
channels are equipped with
for precise tonal adjustment
10kHz shelving with arange
low EQ is 100H2 shelving with a range of
15dB.

The M-12Es Master section features a
Peak l-evelMeter and Pre MasterFadersignal
indicator which allows you to monitor levels,
and includes Effect send and Aux controls.
The Aux send can be setto either Pre or post
fader position allowing you to use the Aux to
set an independent monitor mix or as a
second effect send. Two sets ofstereo returns
are included as well. Additionaleffects can be
connected to the Insert jacks which are
provided for channels 1-4.

Bus In jacks allow an additional M-12E to
be connected to the unit to operate both units
as single 24-channel mixer that occupies only
four rack spaces. The M-12 costs f599.

I new British development is now avail-
Jl,able for receiving NiCerr,I Digital Stereo
Television Jiansmissions in the UK - the
SACHS NICAM AD9000 Digital Stereo
Receiver.

Area coverage of digital stereo is being
continually increased and SACHS NICAM
has produced an add-on unit for existing TV
The unit can be connected to a Hi Fi system,
Hi Fi stereo video or video recorder The unit
can record video as well Quality is said to be
tomparable to Compact Disc'.

NICAM Digital Stereo (Near Instant
aneous Companded Audio Multiplex) is
transmitted on a separate 6.552MH2 sub-
carrier. It is modulated using QFSK tech-
niques (quadrature phase shift keying) The

-stereo sound is coded digitally using the
NICAM system. The audio is sampled using
14 bits, then compressed digitally to 10 bits
{or transmission. After being received, it is
expanded back to the original 14 bit format.

Stereo listening on TV is in its infancy in
the UK, whereas in Europe viewers have had
stereo broadcasts for some time. This has
proved useful, as British engineers have been
able to evaluate allsystems. This has resulted
in a higher quality NICAM system, which is
now being adopted in many other countries,
including some European countries, such as
Denmark, Sweden, Norway and Spain.

NICAM stereo is particularly noticeable
when heard with a feature film, where the
sound experience may be compared with that
of a cinema

The recommended retail price of the
4D9000 receiver is f199.95.

ff you thought vocoders. those machines
lvery often heard on early ELO records
are dead and buried, youd be wrong. Vo-
coders are still available from a company
called Electronic Music Studios (EMS) who
originally designed them in the mid 70s.

At a very basic level, the vocoder uses
one sound to manipulate or modulate
another. Withtheinputof speechin oneinput
andthe sounds of musicalinstruments on the
other, the music can take on a speechlike
quality.

The EMS 2000, just one of the range,
uses a bank of 16 analysis filters to sort out the
signal into different frequency bands. The
voltage outputs control the gain of the

synthesis filterbank covering the same
frequency bands. An excitation signal (could
be music) is fed into the synthesis filters, and
speech from the analysis f ilters modulates the

muslc.
The 2U rackmount EMS 2000 version

costs !1200 + VAT. Further information
contact : EMS Tel 07 26 883265
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ln recent yeors, the personol computer hos become on integrol
port of the modern electronics loborotory. The Logic Anolyser is now
os necessory to design, development, test ond mointenonce
deportments os o multimeter or on oscilloscope.

Flight Electronics' ronge of PC bosed Logic Anolysers offers the
odvontoges of low cost ond high specificotion while soving the
bench spoce normolly occupied by stond olone olternotives.

Being PC bosed ollows greotflexibility in permonent storoge of
doto ond set ups, either to disk for recoll ot o loter dote, or for hord
copy.

The Flight Electronics ronge of Logic Anolyser cords hos internol
clock speeds of up to 200MHz ond ore suitoble for use with XT, Al
monochrome ond colour PCs.

Doto ocquisition con be disployed in both timing ond stote
formots. Presentotion of informotion is cleor ond uncluttered.The soft
key controls meon simplicity of operotion. moking the products
porticulorly suitoble for both industriol ond educotionol use.

Flight Electronics offers o choice of five models, ronging from o
unit suiloble for the firsl time student user to the complex
requirements of the design ond development loborotory

We olso supply o ronge of PAUEPROM progrommers for your PC.

Coll our soles office for o free copy of the Flight Electronics cotologue.

FEATURES
I Wide choice of specificotions
f High specificotion ot low cosl
I Up to 200MHz internol clock
I Up to 3 independent clocks with 12 quolifiers
I 24 signol input chonnels
I Up to 16K memory depth
I 16 level sequentioltriggering

(models 21200&21100)
I Pre ond post triggering
I Stote listing in Binory Hex ond ASCII

I Timing disploy of oll chonnels si

I User specified chonnel lobelling
I Auto ond conditionol repeot
I Doto sove to ond lood from disc

We con even supply suitoble PCs. Coll our soles office for o quote.

Flight Electronics Ltd,
Flight House, Ascupart Street
Southampton SO I lLU. U.K
Telephone: Southa mpton
(0703) 227721 (6 lines)
Telex: 477389 FLIGHT G
Fax: (07031 330039

ORDERING INFORMATION (Excl. VAT. P&P 97.00)

Description PoilNo Pilceg

CLK-2450 PC Logic Anolyser 655-001 399.00
CLK-I 2l 00 PC LogicAnolyser 655-002 499.00
CLK-2400 PC Logic Anolyser 655-003 799.00
CLK-27100 PC Logic Anolyser 655-004 999.00
CIK-272OOPCLogicAnolyser 655-005 1599.00

Model Frequency Chonnel Memory lmpedonce
Thresho d

Voltoge

Externo

Clock
Trigger Suolify Mox lnpul

Mox Input
Bondwidth

cLK-21200
200MHz Chonnel 0-5 I 6K
250Hzlo 50MHz Chonnel 0-23 4K

lt/o
<5pF

2 lndependent
settings -B to l4V

3 Chonnels
0.50MHz

1 6 Levels
'0","1","x'

I 2 Chonnels
'o"," t" ,'x"

:150V I 00MHz

cLK 27 I 00
250Hzto l00MHz Chonnel0-5 'l6K

250Hzto50MHz Chonnel0-23 4K
lMo
<5pF

2 Independenl
settings -8to I 4V

3 Chonnels
0-50MHz

1 6 Levels
"0","1","x'

I 2 Chonnels
'0","1',"x"

: r50v I 00MHz

ctK-2400
I 00MHz Chonnel 0-5 4K
25KHzlo25MHz Chonnel0 23 lK

I 2KO
< lSpF

I Selting
-'l0V to I 0V

I Chonnels
0 25MHz

I Chonnel
'1"

:25U 25MHz

cLK-l 21 00
I 00MHz Chonnel 0-l I 2K

25KHzlo 50MHz Chonnel 0-23 1 K

tMo
<5pt TTL 0-50MHz I level'O","1',"x' NO : t0v 50MHz

CLK 2450 2SKHZto 50MHz Chonnel 0-23 I K tMo TTI 0-50[.4H2 lLevel"O" "1" 'x" NO : 10v 50MHz

cALt us Now oN 0703-227721
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SY'77
For some time now the music world
has been waiting for a major new
breakthrough in synthesizer
technology. Now the wait is over.
Yamaha's SY77 Performance
Synthesizer heralds a new direction in

synthesis for the 1 990s.
The SY77's revolutionary new

RCM (Realtime Convolution and
Modulation) tone generation
technology fuses the realism of 16-bit
sampled waveforms with the musical

expressiveness of Advanced
FM Realtime digitalfilters offer

uncompromising control of the tonal
character of each voice, with
resonance and full dynamic
expression. But harnessing this power
is not diff icult thanks to an easy-to-use
editing system and a large backlit LCD.

With 16 independent parts in
Multi mode, plus dynamic voice
allocation and polyphonic pannrng, the
SY77's onboard 16-track sequencer
can produce fully orchestrated
arrangements of spectacular

proportions thanks to the SY77's wide
variety of breathtakingly rich sounds
and sonically pure digital signal
processing. Four individual outputs
provide flexible audio routing and
mixing, whilst the integral 3.5" disk
drive supplies all the backup your
performances will ever need.

The SY77-another classic in the making
For f u rth'er information please write or call:

YAMAHA.KEMBTE
rlustc (u.l() rD.

Mount Avenuc, Bletchlcy, Mitton Xeyn.s, MKt tJE, Engt.nd
Tel.phone: O9O8 371771 Teter: 826991 F.x: O9O8 36;8072



design have been born, lived and died (ARP, Moos,
Sequential, Oberheim) and the Japanese industrial
success story has given us today's manufacturing
giants: Yamaha, Roland, Korg and Kawai. The sophis-
tication of modern electronic instruments has in-
creased exponentially during the 1980s whilst at the
same time, the price for this musical and sonic power
has fallen equally radically. At the start of the 1980s,
an inshument with less than 10% of the features of
the Yamaha SY77 would have cost between f5000
and f10000. For that price, you would have got a

Iairly impotent synthesis capability, certainly no
recording capability, and an onboard digital effects unit
was unheard of! Ticuch sensitivity wasn't guaranteed,
and 8 notes of polyphony (the number of permitted
simultaneously sounding notes) was about the
maximum available, that is if you had money to burn.
Today, the same figure would buy 5 SY77s which
each include probably the worlds most powerful
commercial synthesis engine, and all the peripheral
components required to write, record and mix a piece
of music.

What is the SY77?
In perhaps uncharacteristic measured restraint,
Yamaha has innocuously badged the SY77 as a

'Music Synthesizer'. Since this term could equally
apply to every synthesizgr ever made, it is appropriate,
before discussing the historical details of SY77's birth,
and the technical details of how it actually works, that
we should be clear about what the instument actually
is. Depending on who's trying to sell you the in-
strument, it is an RCM Synthesizer, a Performance
Keyboard, a Workstation, a Complete Production
System, and a very nice modern Piano! Well actually,
it is all those things, but leans towards some of them
more than others. For myself, the whole ethos of the
instuument is about synthesis and manipulating sound
rather than manipulating music. It is a synthesizer first
and foremost, with a reasonably sophisticated musical
sketchpad in the Iorm of an onboard sequencer, and
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enough MIDI facilities to make it a passable Master
Keyboard for controlling other MIDI devices/tone
generators in a MIDI studro.

The SY77 has a 61 note, velocity sensitive
keyboard with channel aftertouch, 128 preset voices
(sounds), 64 user programmable voices, and 4
Megabytes of 16-bit linear waveform data sampled at
32/48kHz. It has twin (16-part multi-timbral) tone
generators using both FM and sampling technology

thraugh the
complexities of the ,

latest in synthesizer

Mike Barnes

The CS Series ( 1977 l98l )

GSI ( FM 2Op )

Th€ GS S.ries ( I98l-1982.)

GSz(FM2op )

DXI ( F[,] 6Op )

DX5(FM6Op)

The DX Serics ( l98l'l9BB ) DXTii ( FMo Op 2nd Generarion )
Synlhesizers ( l98o-1990 )

DX9 ( FM4 Op )

DXll (FM 4 Op )

Dx2l ( FMl op )

FM 6 Op 2nd Generation ) NB

Th€ v series ( t988-1989 )

SY77 ( 6 Op AFM (lrd Oeneralion
FM) & AWMii)

Th€ sY series ( t989-1990 )

sY22 ( 4 Op FM & Awl|l )

Fig. 1 The development of Yamaha professional synthesizer.



(explained later), up to 8 resonant realtime-con-
trollable digitalfilters per voice, and 4 Yamaha digital
signal processing LSIs for 40 different reverb and
modulation effects (So far so good, it's a powerful
synthesizer!) It has two sets of stereo outputs with
dynamic panning control, a l6track 16000 note
sequencer forrecording your music, a 3 5" disk drive
for storing voice and sequence data, and a large
240x64 pixel backlit LCD display for viewing in-
formation. It has 2 external card slots for inputting new
Voice and wave data, 5 rear panel MIDI controller
inputs, and 2 front-panel user-definable wheels for
real-time MIDI control. It costs f1999 (RRP).

If all this music technology jargon doesn't mean
very much yet, hopefully some of it will by the end
of this article. The important point to grasp is that this
is the first time so many powerful facilities have been
put into one musical instrument. (l am excluding
machines like the Synclavier & Fairlight which are
really very expensive computers masquerading as
instrurnents!) However, the technologies involved in
SY77 are not completely new. It is their development
to the point of interaction that is. The technologies
involved have been nurtured through several phases
by Yamaha and represent the state-of-the-art in the
same way as the 68030's and 80486's represent the
latest advances in the computer world. To understand
SY77 means firstly understanding technologies.

The Backqround To SY77 . . .
The Infam--ous DX Series
Any musicians in the readership will know that the
Yamaha DX series really heralded the age of afford-
able, powerful, digital synthesizers which could not
only create a vast palette of traditional weird and
wonderfulspecial effects, but for the first time respond
dynamically to a musician's touch, and moreover
passably mimic both the response and the timbre of
real inshuments Not only that, the DX series were the
{irst series of synthesizers to implement a universal

keyboard communications protocol which has rad-
ically changed forever the way that modern music is
made. This interface was an innocuous set of female
5-pin DIN sockets called the Musical Instrument
Digital Interface. MIDI now graces the rear panel of
all professional keyboards made by any manufacturer
and is truly a universal, international standard.

The DX7, launched in 1983, became (and still
maintains) the title of the world's best-selling
synthesizer. Up until 1983, the'affordable' polyphonic
keyboards such as the SCI Prophet 5 were all var-
iations on Analog' (Subtractive) synthesis where a
crude static waveform such as a sawtooth wave was
filtered using a Low or High Pass Filter to modify the
frequency spectrum of the waveform. The DX series
made a complete departure from this inherently
restrictive synthesis method by adopting a new
technique that had been pioneered on the
(110,000+) Yamaha GS1 and GS2 keyboards of the
early eighties. This technique was economical,
relatively cheap, and otfercd, vast scope for timbral
variation and real-time control. This synthesis
technology, developed over 10 years by Yamaha in
association with Dr. John Chowning (Director of the
Centre for Computer Research and Musical Acoustics
at Stanford University, USA), was known as
Frequency Modulation (FM).

Basic FM Synthesis: A GuidedTour
Dr. Chowning said in 1984: 'lt is a simple way to
control complex sound spectra that evolve over time
. . . one can reduce a complex spectrum to a set of
sinusoids which has some phase drift and some
amplitude changes, and recompose the complex
signal on the basis of those componentsl

Before SY77 synthesis can be investigated in any
meaningful way, it is necessary to appreciate the basic
principle behind the way FM works, and learn some
f undamental terminology. Anyone who understands
FM radio transmission will have an inkling of how this
might relate to the generation of audio spectra by using
signals that are within, rather than ouhide, the human
audio range (20-18000H2 if you're lucky!). Non-radio
enthusiasts read on . . . Classical FM Synthesis (as
implemented in the DX7) involves the tinking of 6
sound generating blocks each containing an oscillator
which generates a sine wave. Each of these sound
generating blocks is called an 'Operator' and the
arrangement and interconnections of the Operators
js called an Algorithmi Algorithms are thus preset
configurations of operators (the DX7 had 32 of them,
SY77 has 45) An example can be seen in Figure 2.

The position of the operators within an Algorithm
is critical since their position defines their function and
consequently the complexity of the resultant sound.
In the above case, there are 3 pairs of operators in
vertical stacks. The upper operators are termed
Modulators and the low operators are termed
Carriers.

Each of these operators is controlled by its own
independent envelope generator which controls the
amplitude of that operator over time. Crudely, this
means that the envelopes of the caniers are effectively
master volume controls, and the envelopes of the
modulators are master spectrum conhols. The carrier
envelopes therefore define whether the resultant
sound willsustain or act only as a short transient and
if carrier amplitude is zero, nothing will be heard. If,
on the other hand, the modulators are turned off, or
have zero level throughout their envelope cycle, then
all that will be heard is the carrier waveform which
is a sine wave. However, if the amplitude of the
modulator is made to rise and fall over time, then the
sound heard from the output o{ the carrier is not a
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simple sine wave but a complex waveform whose
individual frequency components are (a) positioned
according to the frequency relationship of modulator
and carrier, (b) amplified according to the amplitude
(or in Yamaha terminology 'Output L-evel') of the
modulator. In order to imagine how this might sound,
consider the effect of sweeping the output level of a

modulator up and down as being similar to sweeping
the cutoff point of a low pass filter over a sawtooth
oscillator. The lower the modulator output and cutoff,
the fewer the components in the spectrum, the higher
the modulator output and cutoff frequency, the
greater the number of frequency components. It can

be imagined, even at this stage, that if you could
somehow controlthe output of a modulator or series
of modulators using keyboard information and how
hard the keys are being hit (key velocity), it would be
possible to exert control over the final sound spectrum
and make it respond dynamically to a players touch.
Of course, by mapping keyboard velocity to filter
cutoff, a similar effect can be achieved with sub-

stractive synthesis, so where are the advantages of the
FM technique?

The fundamental difference between FM and the

filter analogy, is that in FM, microscopic control can
be exerted over individual spectral components over
a large bandwidth by changing just a few critical
parameters (Carrier Frequency, Modulator Fequency
and Modulator Output L-evel), whereas filtering is a
macroscopic function which merely removes a whole
range of static frequencies according to the slope of
the filter The reason why modulator amplitude
envelopes act as controls over the evolution of spectral
components is important, and is best explained by
resorting to FM theory and showing what occurs in
the frequency domain.

The equation for a frequency modulated wave
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of peak amplitude A (where both carrier and
modulator are sine waves) is:

e:A sin (at + I sin 0t)

where:
e:ihe instantaneous amplitude of the modulated
carner
cr:the carrier frequency in rad/sec.

0:the modulating frequency in rad/sec
t:i/m:the modulation index (the ratio of peak
deviation to the modulation frequency)

When 1:0 (no butput from the modulator), the
frequency deviation must be 0 and there is no
modulation, we hear only the carrier. However, when
1 is greater than 0, new frequencies occur above and
below the carrier frequency at intervals of the mod-
ulating frequency. As / increases above 0 by increasing
modulator output level, energy is removed from the
carrier and distributed amongst an increasing number
of side frequencies call sidebands. The relative
amplitudes of the carrier and sideband components
are determined by Besselfunctions of the first kind and
the nfh order and are denoted as J,(l). The Bessel
functions give amplitude scaling coefficients for the
carrier and sidebands, so that J, scales the carrier, J,
scales the first upper and lower side frequencies etc
. . . As a guide, the total frequency bandwidth is

approximately equalto twice the sum of the frequency
deviation and the modulation frequency:

BW N 2(d+m)

The effect of increasing modulation index can be
represented visually by looking at a frequency domain
plot as shown in Figure 3. However, it is clear that on
the left hand side of the carrier (c) some sideband
components fall in the negative frequency domain of
the spectrum. These components are not lost, and
moreover, it is what actually happens to these com-
ponents that gives FM its richness and timbral range.
The negative components reflect around OHz and
'mix' with the components on the positive side. The
'mixing' process involves inverting the phase of the
negative domain components and adding them to the
positive domain components so that some fre-
quencies cancel and others are boosted (Figure 4).
The ratio of modulator frequency to carrier frequency
determines whether the final 'mixed' spectrum willbe
inharmonic or exharmonic.

From FM to AFM.
from AWM to AWMii
'FM synthesis is an efficient, natural way of packing
a lot of sonic variability in a neat little box. However,
manufacturers' hype notwithstanding, it is only a next

step, not a universal solution to all the problems of
synthesisl (Robert Moog, 1985)

The limitations of conventional FM using sine
wave oscillations were made more apparent by the
introduction of competing products such as the
Roland D50 and Korg M1 which used digital re-
cordings of real instruments ('samples') and then
subtractive synthesis (ie filtering) to modify the sounds.
These newer instruments were not only easier to use
(dispelling the tocket scientist'myth that surrounded
the programming of sounds on the DX7), but were
also able to convey far greater realism, if not dynamic
response from the keyboard since a carbon copy of
the realinstrument was effectively being played back
However, the fundamental synthesis limitations of
both the instruments mentioned above was that the
specha they generated was a static recording and thus

.l
l
.t

c.3m c-2m

0c2c3c4c5c6c
100

Fig. 4 The reflection of FM sidebands around 0Hz



The creation ol new sound

Fig. 5 RCM system diagram.

!.ealtime Convolution and
Modulation (RCM) Synthesis
The terrn RCM is used to highlight the iundamental
parts of the synthesis system. Realtime implies that
allcalculations are made in realtime as ihe user plays
the keyboard, and that the expressive response is
immediate. It also implies that many of the system
parameters can be controlled via MIDI in realtime such
as the filter section 'Convolution' refers to the filter
theory behind the Time variant IIR (lnftnite Impulse
Response) digital filters, and'Modulation'refers to the
Advanced Frequency Modulaiion (AFM) section of
the machine. The system diagram is shown in figure 5.

Next month we continue this article by looking
at the functional architecture of the Sy77could only be varied in amplitude, or by carving ofi

sections of the spechum using a LPF. This in itself was
not always a great problem, since the ease of use and
quality of sounds on these instruments initially far
outweighed the synthesis disadvantages, and in any
case, at the time of their arrival at the market place,
programming your own sounds had become quite an
alien concept after the DX7's introduction of complex
programming parameters and the need to understand
what you were actually doing when changing the
value of the parameter.

Yamaha's reaction to the sampling,/sample play-
back developments made by competing products was
not to throw FM away as being an outdated tech-
nology, but to develop it further (Advanced FM), in
order for it to integrate it within a powerful sound
generating system with sample playback and digital
filtering technology. Moreover, not satisfied with the
12-bit, sampling resolution of the existing yamaha
AWM (Advanced Wave Memory) technology (seen
in Clavinova series of home pianos and TX16W
sampler), the 16-bit M3 chip (AWMii) was developed
in 1987-1988 alongside the OPS3 chip which con-
tained the new FM technology (AFM). The concept
of the SY1 (laterto become SY77) wasborn: it would
integrate the two most powerful sound generating
technologies in a radical new way which would take
advantage of the realism of digital samples and the
expressive power of FM. The specification was laid
down that to run the two sound generating systems
in parallel, or even in series was not enough. They
would be made to really integrate: complete AFM
generated sounds could be treated as samples and
therefore digitally filtered, and samples could be
treated as FM operators within an Algorithm so that
the user was no longer restricted to using only simple
sine waves as carriers or modulators. This specification
permitted six different modes of synthesis that were
to be carried under the umbrella term 'Realtime
Convolution and Modulation' (RCM) synthesis.
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Wilmslow Audio's NEW ranqe of
speaker kits from Peerless."

This new range of lour kits utilise
CC technology drive units
for optimum performance

The kit contains all the cabinet
components (accurately
machined from smooth MDF
for easy assembly).

Pictured here the Force 6,
a large floor standing design.
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* 22ltack Sequencer
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Availa.ble with full Technical Inforrnation.

Supplied in kit form or built by:
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Part Exchanges welcome. Please write or phone for NEW English
brochures and price list 
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Callers by appointment please.

Contact your local agent:
South \ /ales: Scotland:
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66ColcotRoad 9KingswoodRoad
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John Linsley Haod
has revised the
sample and hold
stereo decoder
featured in ETI.

n February 7987, I described a design for a
stereo decoder in ETI, in order to extract the
two stereo channels at a good bit less distortion
than the typical 0.3% given by the con-
ventional '1310'type PLL IC decoder chip

Although I used this circuit description as an intro
duction to a new design of low distortion FM receiver,
it occurred to me that this particular decoder unit
could be added as an improvement to an existing FM
tuner.

The signal to noise ratio of any FM stereo
decoder is improved if there is an effective input low-
pass filter to remove those wide-band noise com-
ponents of the demodulated signal. These lie on either
side o{ the ll4kHz and 190kHz (3rd and Sth) har-
monics of the 38kHz sub-carrier frequency. They will
otherwise be decoded as audible noise, and added
to the AF output signal.

Unfortunately, any input low pass filter of this
type will cause some phase shift in the 23-53kHz part
of the signal spechum which provides the left-minus-
right part of the stereo matrix, and some compromise

is necessary between the requirements of good
signal to noise ratio, and maximum stereo channel
separation.

It is possible to improve the performance of the
input filter I had used. This was described as an
alternative design in a short follow-up article in July
1988.

In the process of constructing an FM tuner/
decoder kit from my design, I spent a bit more time
thinking about other possible improvements to this
circuit. These might be of benefit to other constructors.

The gest con-
cerns the FETs, e8
and Q9. 'have in-
creased to 2M2 and taken to the 15V line rather than
to their sources, as shown in Fig. 1. This gives rather
better switching characteristics.

I have also changed the type,of filter used in the
output buffer stage (Q10/11 , Ql2/13) from a third-
order bootstrap design to a second-order Sallen and
Key layout, with 2N5457 input FETs to reduce the
resistive loading on the sampling circuit. The use of

.l

"r11O0p T
c8
10Op

cr6
47On

NOTE:
O8-10.12 = 2N5457
011,13 = BC214

R13
39k

STEREO C1OO
WIOTH 1O0p

-ovtallll
Fig. 1 Revised switching and output buffer/filter stage for sample and hold stereo decoder.
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Fig. 2 Sample and hold stereo decoder (with revisionsl. |15V DC SUPPLY

c17
lOOu

SIGNAL
INPUT

41Ot

R4
100k

NOTE:
tc1 = Mc1310P
lC2 = CD4013
(}1 = 8C184
42,11 ,13 = 8C214
03 = MPSA-l2
O4.5 = 8C 2r2
06.7 = 8C182
O8,9.1O,12 = 2N5457

the simpler filter circuit allows a more straightforward
output de-emphasis RC system, with a 3k3/15n
combination to give the required 50ps (actually

49.Spsl high frequency roll-off . I have also added, to
correct an original oversight, a pair of output DC
blocking capacitors (C16, C12), to remove the
standing DC potentialotherwise present on the audio
output sockets.

The other small change which I would suggest
to the decoder is a divider network (C74/R98/99],
on the input to Q3, to adjust the DC potential applied
to Q3 base. I have for completeness shown the whole
revised circuit in Figure 2 and Hart Electronic Kits have

made a new PCB for this circuit design to provide a

direct plug-in replacement for the earlier unit.
Three further smallchanges I would recommend

are: the reduction of the values of R79 and R80, in
the 'mute'circuit, from 100kto 33k, the joining o{ pins
6 andT on the CA3189 (lC3 in Figure 9 in ETI March
t987) - a simple blob of solder will do this, since
everything else remains as it is. If one was building the
circuit from scratch, one of the resistors R55/R57
could be omitted and the other reduced in value to
1k8 - and the removal of the capacitot C42, and the
resistor R58 on the AF output of this IC as shown in
Figure 3.

+12V

AGC TO
TUNER

VIA SW5

IF INPUT
FBOM

SELECTIVE
AMPLIFIER

c38
100n

] css
a7R E

c33
10n

Fig. 3 Modifications to demodulator circuit (shown as +).

R58
1k0

c42

lC3 = CA3189/HA11225
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sik Messe 1990

t's with a mixture of both curiosity and dread
that I set foot in one of the world's largest
exhibition complexes for my annual download
of product data from the music business.

Everybody whos anybody either exhibits
or attends Frankfurt. In fact this year there were over
1000 exhibitors from 39 countoies showing their wares
to over 50,000 visitors within 42,000 square metres
of space over six days (phew!) . Needless to say, I was
kept pretty busy during my week's stay.

A plethora of music software was on show with
the lion's share for use with the Atari ST and the Apple
Macintosh, with a respectable showing for the Com-
modore Amiga, and a smattering for the PC. Conspic-
uous by its absence was the Acorn Archimedes, which
promised a lot of good things at last year's show but
this year had a presence of zcro. Obviously not too
fussed about the pro music market after all!

The big development in software this year was
direct to disk recording which, put simply, is a
hardware/software combination that turns your micro
into an enormous 16 bit CD quality stereo sampler
which records the sound straight onto a hard disk
drive. Sample time is governed by the capacity of your
drive. To sample in stereo at CD bandwidth (M.lkHzl,
you need roughly 10 Mbytes of storage per minute
of recording, so a 45 Mbyte hard drive will comfortably
handle a 7" or 72" vinyl version of a song.

Tracks can be hacked about and cue lists can be
set up so that sections of the sample can be looped
and replayed anywhere within the recording. So, a
chorus need only be recorded once and triggered after
each verse thus saving valuable disk space.
Applications for such products spread from straight
recording of your own music to constructing remixes
of existing foacks to incorporate sound effects onto film
or video productions.

San Francisco based software house Digidesign
already have a firm stranglehold on the pro end of the
market with Sound Tools running on Mac II machines
and look set to do the same for Pro Atari users with
24 meg STs. Both versions offer a whole host o{
features including digital EQ, CD mastering, DAT
editing and SMPTE synchronisating.

They will also link up with MIDI sequencers
allowing the user all his sequencer tracks running the
musical instruments, samplers and effects, as well as
having two tracks of audio all within the same
sequence, so you could have your vocals and guitar
licks all stored digitally on your micro

For the Mac version (retailing for about €3000),
Digidesign have gone for Opcode's Vision and on the
ST (about 12000), C-Labs Creator/Notator.

Direct to disk isn't territory solely owned by
Digidesign, or even America for that matter. Cam-
bridge based D2D Systems have come up with ADAC
SE. A similar product in many respects but working
on the cheaper Mac SE micros and costing in the
region of f499, which include free ditect to disk

software!
Support for the Atari shows no signs of letting up,

in fact it must be a continual source of amazement to
the original system engineers as to what can be
achieved with a machine that's rapidly approaching
its fifth birthday!

Steinberg have version 2.0 of Cubase, without
doubt one of the most professional and complete
sequencers on the market. This version offers some
nice scorewriting functions which not only allow you
to edit tracks but also allows you to output your music
to a wide range of printers from the humblest of 9 pin
to the most sophisticated of lasers.

Also included is an Interactive Phrase Synthe-
sizer (lPS) which allows musical phrases to be filtered
and modulated in a number of ways including Scale
Correction, Pitch and Rhythm Modulation. Once a
phrase has been tinkered with, it can be transferred
into a standard Cubase track for MIDI playback.

Cubase has also been cut down in features and
price for those ST owners whose budget doesn't quite
stretch to f550 for a piece of software. Cubeat will
retail for around €250 and includes much of the same
editing flexibility of its big brother but, as one would
expect, fewer bells and whistles.

Steinberg have also wasted no time at all in
releasing a Synthworks editor,/librarian package for
the Yamaha SY-77.

On the ST hardware side there's a 16 bit digital
to analogue converter for use with their Avalon direct
to disk recorder and Midex+ which plugs into the
cartridge port to provide four dongle ports, two MIDI
INs, four MIDI OUG and both SMPTE and EBU
timecode synchronisation Two versions of this
product will be available, one with and without the
timecode sync facilities.

A product for the Amiga is the Fun Lab Music
System in which Steinberg have teamed up with
Kawai to put together a MIDI package for the edu-
cation market based around an 4500 and a Kawai
preset keyboard, speakers, amp and some specially
designed 12 track sequencing software which can be
used for keyboard players as a sequencer or as a
controllable backing band for any other musicians.

Several nice ST products to come from the
Netherlands - such as Son from Mopro. Another
Direct to disk recorder but with the added advantage
of signalprocessing software allowing the user to add
effects such as reverb. echo/delay, and it's even got
a software based vocoder in case you want to try your
hand at some Jeff Lynne or Herbie Hancock
lmpresslons.

Future developments for this system include a
Radio Jingle package for broadcasters to use instead
of the rather antiquated and sometimes unreliable
cartridge systems typically found in studios of this ilk.

Roland (yes, that Roland) has entered the ST
software market with Tentrax; not surprisingly a ten
track sequencer designed with their Desktop Music
System series of sound and utility modules. Tiacks
210 are set up for the CM32L (or the MT32/D110)
with track one open for whatever other sound sources
you have going. Step Edit, Drum Edit and notation
facilities are all there, as well as Mixing Desk page
allowing control of MIDI volume, stereo panning and
reverb modes Roland plan to sellthis both separately
and as a package with the CM32L.

On the software side there are editor packages
for the Yamaha DX/TX range, the Kawai K4 and
Lexicon LXP1 effects processor. On the sound
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libraries side, PCM cards or disks for a number of
synths including the Korg M1, the Waldorf Microwave,
the Yamaha SY77, the Roland D50 and the Ensoniq
VFX,

Disc Samples
Sound Sample libraries were all over the place this
year. All manner of companies had sounds {or you
to load into your sample, be it an 8 bit micro-based
package or a full ftedged 16 bit studio model.

Sounds available cover a wide range of sonic
possibilities and appear on a number of different
formats varying dramatically in price and flexibility.

At one end of the specirum you have audio
Compact Discs which just offer single notes played at
different pitches which you must record and edit
yourself on whatever system you bave

Metra Sound have three discs in their range
covering percussion, acoustic strings and sound
efiects Frohlic have a Sound Sampling Collection
volume 15 which includes a mixture of percussion,
wind instruments, ensemble sounds (choirs etc),
Steinway Grand Pianos and various effects. The BBC
now do an 18 disc set from their effect libraries.
Masterbits have three and are chockJull of popular
synth sounds Sonic lmages have {ive volumes rang-
ing from percussion to multi-layered pad sounds.

At the other end of this sonic spectrum are CD
ROMs. These contain far more samples which are
already edited anci ready to play, but are confined to
professional samplers such as the Akai 51000, the
EMU Emax I and II, the DPX1 and the Emulators II
and III. These all come from InVision Interactive and
although quite good are a bit more expensive

Music Hardware
Now we move swiftly on to the hardware. Plenty of
new stuff there as well

To kick off, Roland had a new flagship synth, the
D70, which aside from having a longer than average
weighted keyboard (just over six octaves) which
transmits velocity and aitertouch information, also
corrects the oversight on the D50 in being multi
timbral Its principal sound source is LA but the system
has the added benefit of DLM (Differential Loop
Modulation), which allows you to mess around with
PCM sounds in a big way, which becomes particularly
useful when the sample cards designed for the
Ull)/220/20 are plugged in

You can have five synth parts plus a rhythm bank
all utilising the 30 note polyphony and the internal
multi-effects processor.

The MV30 is a wonderful little box which is not
only a sequencer but also contains the guts of aU220,
tape sync and multi-effects. Eight parts can be re-
corded internally whilst an additional eight tracks are
free for other MIDI devices Idealfor musicians on the
move or for computer owners who want to use their
micro for things other than just sequencing. Price yet
to be confirmed but should be around the 11500.

On the effects front, Roland's Boss division have
come up with six new rack mounted effect units -
a 31 band graphic EQ, a two channel version of the
same and a two channel 15 band version, a digital
reverb, a digital multi echo and a guitar driver.

Akai's big announcement was their top of the
range sampler the 51100 A front panel and casing
were on show but as yet not guts for the beast. Still,
the specifications look mighty impressive: real time
Digital Signal Processing, built in SMPTE iimecoding
and provision for direct to disk recording and a
staggering 32 Mbytes of onboard RAM. Price around
€3500. Ensoniq were proudly showing the SQ1, a cut
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down VI:X with 16 track on-board sequencer and
effects for about a grand.

Yamaha's big launches were at both ends of the
music market. At the budget end was the SY22, which
is the first Yamaha keyboard to feature Direct Vector
Synthesis which basically means that you have up to
four tones to play with (two AFM and two sampled)
and a joystick which allows you to mix between the
sounds. These mixes can be recorded as macros and
used in performance mode, so big, evolving sounds
can be created very quickly and to great effect. At
around €750 this has got to be this year's hit as far as
the budget keyboard market goes.

For the big studios Yamaha also launched the
DMRS which combines an eight track digital recorder,
digital mixer, effects, time code locator and automated
mixdown all in one neat box not much bigger than a
computer The product is still in its prototype stages
so no price has been fixed; however it does look like
it'll be over t5000.

Korg had some very similar products to show
(not too surprising, as Yamaha own Korg) and the
team who came up with the vector synthesis concept
for the now defunked Sequential Circuits were taken
on by Yamaha and subsequently transferred to Korg

- iti an incestuous business you know!.
Brother (yes the people that make typewriters,

printers, sewing machines, etc) were showing two
budget sequencers. The MDI30 offers a 32K
workspace and features 2 recording tracks with
unlimited merge facilities; so lou can record on track
one bounce it onto track two as many times as you
want. The MDI40 offers identical features but has
twice the memory capacity. The emphasis of both
these products is portability and I would imagine that
sales would be to musicians on the move or those who
need to transfer MIDI data with the minimum hassle
{actor. Its attraction lies far more in its ability to save
thing like system exclusive than as a sequencer

No strangers to the useful little boxes end of the
MIDI market are Birmingham-based XRI Systems
who had several new additions to their range of MIDI
patchbays and SMPTE synchronisers.

XRI also have the Lzmi range of MIDI lighting
controllers which allows you to control an entire light
show from a MIDI sequencer or master keyboard
using the MIDI dimmer packs and control desks.

JL Cooper demonstrated their Magi II mixer
automation system which consists of a 16 into four
remote fader panel, a master unit and however many
VCA units you need for your set up. ST and Mac
software is available to help in the mixing process
which runs on the Mac and now the ST.

For the digitally minded amongst you TOA have
tied up a distribution deal with Saori for the Integrated
Sound Processor (catchy name guys!) which
effectively replaces two 30 band equalisers, two
constant directivity horn compensators, two four band
notch filters, two four way crossovers and eight digital
delays all within the digital domain. As you would
expect, the purchase of such a product will require
most of us to take on a couple of more paper rounds
in order to afford it!

On the loudspeaker front, LA Systems had some
very impressive units on show starting with the
STE3Os - a pair of 30 watt speakers with built in
stereo amp. Ideal for small studios or for live work.

\



s offer 65 watts
the of two satellite s
sub combination re
be equally at home in a mobile disco set up or as apart
of a studio monitoring system.

Finally, LAls flagship speaker system, the STE120

- offering 130 watts of music power and making
them ideal for live foldback PA applications or HiFi
buffs with deaf neighbours.

beams. The nearer the transmitter you are the lower
the pitch. Great for live performances.

Last, but by no means least (to my mind at any
rate) was the most revolutionary product of the show

dist antic by
d Pl tly have
wn

p, the first in a range
networking protocal

Medialink basically allows all manner of different
signals to be sh e optic cable,
which not only of wiring you
need but also and system
reconfiguration headache in

studios. Medialink employs the
concept that is taken for granted
ess computing and applied it to

MIDITap has four MIDI INs and four MIDI OUTS,
all of which ire fully mergeable and furthermore ali
MIDI Channels on all o
addressable by name. So
quite happily have 64
running at any one time. If you need more than that
then you just add more MIDITap. If you wanted you
could have over half a million MIDI channels.

The other nice thing about the unit being fibre
optic based is that you're not losing any speed, in fact
you could have MIDI devices upto two kilometers
away with no timing problems.

The MIDITap also has a serial RS232 port which
will allow you to have computers, modems, printers
etc all on the same network.

ude SMPTETap,
llow eight chan-
nd your system
is coming out of.

It isn't cheap at €2000 per unit, but in terms of
flexibility there'll be nothing to touch it for the
foreseeable future.

CoverPrice:
fl.50

HAM RADIO TODAY caters for
both the experienced user and
newcomer to amateur radio.
With generally informative
features, the latest news and
practical projects this magazine
covers all aspects of this
growing field; an invaluable
complement for any licenced
radio amateu r worldwide.

Published: 1st Friday of each month

Order
your copy

NOW!

Why not subscribe?
Telephon e 044266551 ; Ext 357

for f urther i nformation
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TELEPHONE
ORDERS

may be made on
(o442',)
66551

ACCESS or VISA

Price Price
code (inc.

vAr)c sr.80
D 82.50
E L3.25
F 84.00
G L4.75
H f5.50
J L6.62
K L7.20
L 98.80
M t10.60
N t13.10
o 815.80
P L17.90
a t21.80
R L23.90
s f25.90
T L29.OO
u 832.20
v t35.80
w f,,37.90
x L40.70

ELECTRONICS
TODAY INTERNATIONAL

E8908-2 Intercom slave station
E8908-3 Intercom power mixer
E8908-4 Digital.ioystick-to-mouse conversion
E8909-1 Twin loop Metal l-ocator .

E8909-2 Tiembler movement detector .. .. ..
E8909-3 Field power supply (spec 3)
E8909-4 Micro monitors active filter
E8909-5 Chronoscope auto-reset ..

E8910-1 Multimeter

St

E8910-2 MIDI Mapper .. .... .. ... . ......... M
E8911-1 Smoke Alarm main board F
E89ll-2 Smoke Alarm power supply .... . F
E8911-3 Frequency Meter (3 boards) .............. .... O
E89ll-4 Serial logic .Scope ... . ... . . . . .. L
E8912-7 Mains Failure Alarm ... D
E8972-2 Surveilance PCB . ..... D
E8972-3 Slide,/TapeSynch....... ..... ... ..... E

E8972-4 PedalPower . .. ........ L
E8972-5 Digiial Noise Generator . ....... .. ... . K
E9001-1 20 mefie Receiver ... ..,. .... . J
E9001-2 WavemakerFG....,.......... ...... L
E9001-3 Motorcycle Intercom .. .. F
E9001-4 [.owVoltageAlarm .............C
E9O02-7 EPROMEmulator ... N
E90O2-2 Superscope Mother Board ..... ...... M
E9OO2-3 Superscope CRT Driver Board .. ... ... K
E90O2-4 Superscope Timebase Board .................. K
E9003-1 SuperscopeYlinputboard ... .. ... .... J
E9O03-2 SuperscopeY2inputboard ... .. .... ... J
E9003-3 Superscopeswitchgenerator .. .... ... E
E9003-4 Businesspoweramp board ....... .... .... . L
E9003-5 Businesspowersupplyboard ..... ... ..... . J
E9003-6 Business pre-amplifier board .. . ... . . .. . L
E9003-7 Water hole . G
E9003-8 SuperSiren ........ D
E9003-9 Valsbadge .. .................. F
E9004-1 Bass Amplifier DC Protection ... F

E90O4-2 Bass Amplilier Graphic Equaliser .. L
E9004-3 BassAmplifler Micro ............. ...... . .... N
89004-4 Quad Power Supply ... O
E9005-1 Business Display .. . .... . O
E9005-2 Phone lock and Logger . ............... ... F
E9006-1 DarkRoomTimer. .............G
E9006-2 Telephone Extension Bell ..... .. ... . . C
E9006-3 TelephoneExternalBell .. .... D
E9006-4 FeckoBox..... .... ... G
E9006-5 BugSpotter .......... ..... E

E9007-1 Guitar Practice Amp .. ... .... . ... . . . .. . , G
E9O07-2 Digital Frequency Meter .... M
E9007-3 FootstepAlarm ... .... ,...... E
E90O7-4 TransistorTester .. ... .. ...C
E9007-5 Decision Maker ........ .. ........ J

E9008-1 AC Millivoltmeter ... K
E9008-2 Temperature Controller ......... N
E9008-3 FM Generator ....... L

PCBs for the remaining projects are available from the companies listed in Buylines.

Use the form or a photocopy for your order. Please fill out all parts of the {orm Make sure you use the board reference
numbers. This not only identifies the board but also tells you when the project was published The first two numbers
are the year, the next two are the month.

Terms are strictly payment with order We cannot accept official orders but we can supply a proforma invoice
if required Such orders will not be processed until payment is received.

E8908-1 Intercom master station . .. L
F
E

H
H
D
c
F
C
H

t-
TO: ETI PCB SERVICE, READERS'SERVICES,

ARGUS HOUSE, BOUNDARY WAY
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST

Please supply:
Quantity Ref. no. Price Code Price Total Price

LO.75

g

Post and packing

Total enclosed

Please send my PCBs tc (BrocK cAprrArs pLEAsE)

I

^l

Name

Address.

.... Postcode ...
I CHEQUES SHOULD BE MADE PAYABLE TO ASp Ltd. I
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L Boullart builds
this highly reliable
and accurate FM
generator.

E{
EJ
Erl
Ir-lEE
trr

his project uses more or less conventional
circuitry, but it is very reliable and accurate,
allowing you to align your FM tuner with-
out problems.

Brie{ly, the unit consists of a FET HF
oscillator, tuned by a double capacitance diode, which
in turn is modulated by a lkHz oscillator Another
FEI used as an impedance transformer, connects the
signal to a 50R attenuator. Figure 1 shows a block
diagram of this set-up.

between 5.5 and 10 pH.
The capacitance diode D1 is connected via R10

to RV2, which allows the DC potential to vary be-
tween 0.8V and 9.6V Minimum voltage is adjusted
using RV3. Remember that the scale is only 180o, so
the maximum voltage at the glider of RV2 will be:

* V*u. - 9'6V

A FET Ql is used in a welltried oscillator circuit,
justly reputed for its excellent performance. The
oscillation amplitude is very nearly constant over the
entire frequency range. The output at the drain is of the
order of 2V rms, so a potenttal divider R12, R13 is used
to reduce this to a more reasonable level. The signal is
then passed on to another FEI Q2, through gain conhol
RV4. Q2 is used as a source follower, with a low load
resistance in order to obtain a 50R constant impedance
output.

Taking into account the losses in Q2, the signal level
at the attenuator u,ill be approximately 100mV. The
attenuator SW2 has four successive steps of -1OdB each.
With a maximum output of 100mV it is possible to use
a very loose coupling to the input of an IF amplifier for
alignment purposes.

Alternatively, the 10th harmonic is still strong
enough to allow tracking adjustment of the HF part of
an FM tuner. However, note that the resistors of the
attenuator are mounted directly on SW2, without
separate screening. As a result, the last step of the
attenuator (-40d8) is no longer very accurate, owing to
capacitive and inductive losses. Even so, RV4 will allow
further attenuation if required.

The Modulator
Low frequency modulation at lkHz is provided by the
oscillqtor circuit with IC1. This is a conventionalWien
bridge oscillator, stabilised with a thermistor RA53.
The output waveform is very pure with totalharmonic
distortion well below 0.003%! The dual IC type
NE5532 was chosen because it is readily available, but
you could also use the single type NE5534. In that

The HF Oscillator
ln order to keep the FM generator as simple as pos-
sible only one frequency scale is provided, with
a range from 8.6 to 11.5MH2. The 10th harmonic
will then cover the complete FM band from 87 to
108MHz. Frequency coverage is accomplished by a
double capacitance diode (BB294B or KV1320)
together with coil L1. The capacitance variation
amounts to:

which is well within the possibilities of these diodes.
It is perfectly possible to use a home made coil,

adjustable between 7 and 10 pH. It will take 30 turns
(with a tap at 5 turns) of 30 - 36 SWG wire on a 0.25
inch coil form with dust iron core, or alternatively 39
turns on a 5mm coil form. But it is more convenient
to use a TOKO KANK 3334R coil. With the two
windings in series, the inductance can be adjusted

Fig. 1 FM Generator Block Diagram
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case, the output should be taken from pin 6 instead
of pin 1 and +V must be connected to pin 7 instead
of pin 8.

The signal output is approximately 1.5V which
is far in excess of what we actually need ior a75kHz
deviation. With the HF oscillator at 10.7MH2, a DC
voltage of 240mY will cause a frequency shift of
75kHz, so the modulation level should not exceed
240mV/2.82:85mV rms to avoid overmodulation.
Therefore, R7 and R8 are included to reduce the
output voltage of IC1, R7 and C7 also form a low-pass
filter, which reduces the distortion to less than

0.0018%. With the glider of RV1 in maximum
position, the signal level reaches 160mV The po-
tential divider R9, R10 leaves about 85mV at the
cathode of Dl, as required.

Incidentally, if you are going to adjust a double-
tuned FM discriminator circuit for minimum distortion,
it's best to reduce frequency deviation to no more than
50kHz (two-thirds of RV1). The extremely low dis-
tortion level of the lkHz signal willthen permit a very
accurate adjustment of the secondary coil. Of course,
you should strictly keep to the recommended values
for the complete modulation.

Fig. 3 FM Generator Component Overlay
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Power Supply
The demands of the power supply are very modest:
30mA at 15.5V Voltage stabilisation is achieved by
the I6Y zener diode D2 together with Q3. D2 could
be made up of two 8.2V ze.ners in series; room is
provided on the PCB for this possibility. HF hum
modulation is suppressed by C15, C16.

Construction
Except for the input and output connectors, SW1 and
SW3, allthe components are mounted on a standard
PCB (16 x 10cm) , which is fixed by means of 4 spacers
to a subchassis. This subchassis is then fastened to the
frontplate by means of the switches SW1, SW3, as well
as the connectors for external modulation and the
BNC HF outtet.

As for the drive and scale mechanism, several
solutions are possible. The one used in the prototype
simply consists of a Jackson SMD6 slow-motion drive
for RV2, with its flange bolted to the subchassis. SW2
has a small screening panel, consisting of a folded strip
of tin-plate 25mm high. The screening is soldered to
three soldering tags at the points X, I Z, marked on
the PCB. TR1 is a small printed circuit transformer.

The prototype is housed in a plastic TEKO P4
box. Although HF radiation from the assembly is not
very obtrusive, it would be a wise precaution to pro-
vide internal screening of the box. A metal case would
be suitable, but will be more expensive.

Very little initialadjustment is necessary, except
for the tracking of the frequency scale. This is carried
out by means of L1 and RV3. If a DFM is not available,
the 10th harmonics can easily be haced on an existing
FM tuner.

PARTS LIST

F{
TJ
E]

tcl
a\2
UJ

D1

D2

D3-6

D7

R19

R25

BV1

RV2

RV3

RV4

RESISTORS (all %W 5% unless otherwise stated)

R1,2,11 47k
R3,4 15k91 (15k+90R)

R5 560R 1%

B6 330R 1%

B7 10k

R8 6k8

R9,10 33k

812,2021,22,23 150R

R13,24 820R

R14 2708

R15,16,17,18 100R

68R

3k3

2k2 linear

l0k linear

2k2 preset

500R linear

CAPACITORS

C1,2 10n 170

C3,4 100y 25V electrolytic

C5 33n

Ub
f1

C8

C9

c10

c11,13

c12,15,16

c14

SEMICONDUCTORS

MISCELLANEOUS

L1

SW1

SW2

SW3

TH.I

'10n

470n

22p ceramic

1n ceramic

2n2 ceramic

220y25Y electrolytic

22n ceramic

470y 35V electrolytic

NE5532 (or NE5534)

2SK55 (or 8F256)

8C536 or similar

BB2048 (or KV1320)

16V (2 x 8,2V) Zener

1N4002

LED

5,5- '1OgH ANK 3334R (Toko)

SPDT toggle switch

1-pole 12-way rotary switch

SPST toggle switch

Thermistor RA53

TR1 15V, 1.5VA printed circuittransformer

Sl\4D6 slow motion drive (Jackson)

Case (P4 Teko)

BNC connector
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EASY.PC, SCHEMATIC ANd PCB CAD

Only
898.00

BRITISH

AWARD

Fast Professional Quality Output at an Affordable Price
Write or'Phone for lulldetails:-
Number One Systems Ltd.
REF: ETI, HARDING WAY, SOMERSHAM ROAD,
Telephone: 0480 61778 (6lines)

The CAD Specialists
ST.IVES, HUNTINGDON, CAMBS, PE17 4WR, ENGLAN D.

ACCESS, AMEX, MASTERCARD, VISA Welcome.

C.A.D, SOFTII1ALBE MADE EASY
lSlS SUPERSKETCH -The Easy to Use Schematic Drawing Tool trom 869
Do you need to draw circuit diagrams in the course of your work or hobby? If so, then ISIS Supersketch could
save you much time and effort whilst maintaining or improving the quality of your drawings. This new product is
based around the technology of ils big sister, ISIS, which combines a highly intuitive Graphical User Interface
with a database that understands electrical circuits. The result is incredible ease and speed of use, far
outperforming any general purpose drawing program. For example, a wire can be drawn from one component to
another in just 4 mouse operations: point at first component pin, click, point at second pin, click. The Wire
Autorouter does the rest!

0t

Features Galore...
o Automatic or manual wire placement.
o Auto dot placement.
o Auto name generator.
o Autocomponentfinder.
o Powerful editing facilities.
o Object oriented 2D drawing with symbol library.
o Comprehensive device libraries available
o lntegral device editor - create components on the fly.
o Output to dot matrix, pen plotters, lasers, POSTSCRIPT,

DTP, DXF etc.
o Runs on any PC compatible with 512K + mouse.

Also Available...
We also supply a range of PCB
design software starting with
manual layout aids and going
right up r() fully integratated
schematic t0 PCB design sysrems.
Please write or phone for more
information.

cbcenUe.
Electronic.s

PRICES
Supersketch + basic library . t69
Supersketch + full library C99

Call for Educational and Site
Licence pricing. Dealer enquiries
welcomed.

Call fbr FREE demo
disks - 0274542868.

/4 MarrnerS Dnve, Bradford. 8D94Jf
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Mike Barwise
continues his analysis
of fault finding
techniques, taking a
faulty amplifier as an
example.

E
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TESTII\{G, TESTII{G
n June I left you taking measure-
ments of the working conditions
of our megaphone amplif ier. Let's
recap a little and go over the method
together

ll"oY"tXlh 
suPPlY current

Before you start testing, ground the amplifier input to
prevent 50Hz mains pickup interfering with our DC
measurements. The first test is to work our how much
power the amplifier should draw from the supply
under worst case no-signal (quiescent) conditions,
and check whether it actually draws more than this.

Referring to our circuit diagram (Figure 1), we
can work through from input to output adding up the
currents drawn. Stage one (around Q1) consists of
about 65k and 1k6 in parallel, drawing not more than
11mA total. Stage two (around Q2) is identical, so
that's another 11mA. If QB is fully ON, about 120mA
willflow in R13, so our totalrises to 11l4mA. Assuming
the biassing of the output stage (Q5, Q6), adjusted
by Q3 and VR1, is not grossly inconect, the worst case
current in the output stage willbe only a bit more than
the feedback currentthrough R5, R4 and VR3. The
feedback current is around 10mA, so let's say a total
of 20mA, making the grand total 164mA: less than
200mA. This is quite a crude approximation, but we
are interested in whether the Circuit is drawing amps
or is behaving normally.

very much damage. The reading is taken by keeping
your finger on the power supply on/off switch and
estimating the proportion of the scale swept by the
needle. If full scale equals 5A and the needle moves
about a third of the way across the scale, the current
is about 1.64. Ideally, using a 5A range, you should
see very little movement of the needle (about 1,/25
of the scale) . If you see this, it is probably safe to keep
the power supply on as you change down the meter
current ranges until a good reading can be obtained.
As a precaution, put a finger on the hansistor heat sink
to check that nothing is getting hot. Obviously, if you
get a significant reading on the high current range,
switch off the power immediately. The general setup
for this best is shown in Figure 2.

Why not use a digital meter here? The risky thing
about this measurement is the time during which
excessive currents are flowing; the exact value of
current is much less important. The digital meter
returns a reading about three times a second, and
under fault conditions the excessive current is likely
to change in value. You therefore have to read and
interpret changing digitalinformation, which the brain
is not particularly quick at. The spatial information
provided by the moving needle is far less precise, but
much quicker to assimilate. In fact, it can take as much
as 2.5 times as long to obtain a reading from a
changing digital display as from an analogue meter
needle. In that time, your circuit fault has done more
damage.

+ 72V
NOM

R2
62k

NOTE:
01,2,3 8 = 8C184
O4.5 = 2N3053
06 = T|P31A
07 = T|P32A

Fig. 1 Amplifier Circuit
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The test is best performed quickly (to prevent
damage if massive currents are drawn), so a tough
instrument with a quick response is needed. The
perfect tool is the analogue meter, which should be
set to a scale which will protect it against darpage: if
your power supply can deliver 1,A, set your meter to
its 5A or 10A range. The meter is connected in series
with the supply to the circuit under test before the
power supply is switched on.

When power is applied, there will probably be
an instantaneous surge current higher than predicted
while the capacitors charge up, and the meter needle
will overshoot a bit. However, it should be possible to
take a reading of adequate precision within 1.5
seconds, which is not likely to be longenough to cause

DC Measurements
[-et's assume that in our case the amplifier passes the
supply current test, so we can continue taking
measurements. The next task is to check the bias
adjustment of each stage in turn, comparing the
measured results with our predictions of last month.
The perfect instrument here is the digital voltmeter.
It is precise, practically non-inshusive (10M compared
with less than 65K) and quick enough to use, as the
measured voltages should not be changing at all.
Make no adjustments on the first measurement run.
Just check and record what is going on. Table 1 shows
the recommended sequence of DC measurements
and some results which might be obtained.



Table I
Q1 collector to GND 6.1V
Ql emitter to GND 0 39V
Ql base to GND 1 04V
Q2 collector to GND 5.9V
Q2 emitter to GND 0.41V
Q2 base to GND 1.06V
Q8 emitter to GND 5.25V
Q4 base to GND 0.6V
Q6, Q7 emitter to GND 6.2V
Q5 base to Q7 base 1.1V

Looking at Table 1. we can tell whether the DC
conditions of this amplifier are correct. Note that most
readings have been taken to two significant digits, and
none to more than three Component tolerances
override any greater resolution than this

Note also the logica) progression from input to
output of the amplifier when taking readings This is
a good idea so that you can keep track of your efforts
in case you get distracted.

L-et's see whether these readings make sense.

Remember that we are trying to achieve mid-rail
potential at the collectors of Q1, Q2, and at the
emitters of Q6, Q7 Looking at Table 1, we see that
our readings are 6.1V 5 9V and 6.2V respectively
These are all within 5% of the desired 6.0V, so they
will do. The Q1, Q2 emitter voltages are also within
about 57o of 1,/15 times the collector voltages, so they
too are adequate. The base voltages of Q1, Q2 and
Q4 are all approximately 0 6V more than the emitter
voltages, which is what we would expect of silicon
transistors with functional base-emitter junctions. Q8
being a voltage follower, its emitter voltage should be
V6" less than Q2 collector voltage, and it is The
output stage crossover distortion is controlled by the
differential base bias developed across Q3. This
voltage is a liitle unpredictable, but should be in the
region of two times V6", or just over 1V. Yet again.
it is" So all DC conditions are within limits, which
implies all transistors and resistors are nominally
functional.

AC Measurements
This leaves the AC circuit conditions and AC-only
components - the capacitors. You could take them
all out and test them, using an ammeter and battery
(at least 6V) for short circuit test and a dedicated
capacitance meter to check their values, but it is

simpler to apply a signal to the amplifier (now you
know it won't blow up!) and trace the signal through.
First you need to work out a safe input signal. We
know the amplifier has an overall AC gain in the
region of )1000 (15x15x10, less losses), and the
peak-to-peak output signal will be about a volt in each
direction short of supply rails. An output swing of 9V
peak-to-peak olf a lZV supply would be a good
guess. This would predict a 9mV peak-to-peak signal
for a gain of 1000, so let's be safe and say 5mV peak-
to-peak in.
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It is unlikely that a cheap signal generator will
allow you accurate adjustment down to this level, so
a better bet is to set-up a reliable signal an order larger
(say 100mV peak-to-peak) and reduce it using an
external multi-turn potentiometer. The multi-turn pot
allows accurate adjustment even when you are
reducing by. a factor of 10 or 20. If you are poor, a fixed
resistor and single-turn pot may be wired up together
instead. The alternative rigs are shown in Figure 3

We must now consider the value of this
potentiometer. It must be able to deliver enough
current from its wiper to drive our amplifier input
without its set up point being dragged around by the
load. The general rule is that at least ten times the
output current must flow in the potential divider.

Disregarding any series reactance in the input
capacitor C2 (that is, assuming the input frequency
is well within the flat response area of the amplifier),
the first stage input impedance will effectively amount
to the parallel combination oi R2 and R1+VR2. Why?
R2 is connected between input and positive supply
and R1+VR2 is connected from input to negative
supply. Theoretically, supply rails have zero
impedance to ground, and so both supply rails look
like grounds. R2 and R1 +VR2 are elfectively
connected between the input and ground, so they are
in parallel. The amplifier input impedance can
therefore be considered as 7/(l/lOK+l/62K1 or
about 8K6. The average cheap signal generator has
a standardised audio output impedance of 600R, and
the nearest standard pot value which is not less than
this is 1K, near enough not to matter. So you need
a 1K ten turn pot across the output of your signal
generator, with the wiper supplying your output
signal.

The AC tests all use the oscilloscope as you will
be testing the amplifier in the audio frequency range
(100H2 to around 16kHz). As you are fault finding,
you need to compare what you expect with what
happens. The amplifier under test will be traced from
input to output, making comparisons between what
goes into each stage in turn and what comes out. At
each stage, the output o{ the previous stage is the
referencelor lhe next test. So you will use the 'scope
in dual trace mode with two probes. Channel 1

becomes the input or relerence signal channel, and
channel 2 the unknown signal channel. There are two
display modes when working with dual trace: chop
and alternate Chop mode time-slices two slow seeps
simultaneously, and alternate mode displays trace 1

followed by trace 2. Some 'scopes make the choice
for you according to the setting of the timebase, but
if you can choose, choose chop, so that both traces
appear to be simultaneous at the low scan speeds we
are uslng

How low are these speeds? Audio equipment is

normally tested starting at a standard test frequency
of 1kHz. At one cycle per cm (horizontal division) the
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Fig. 3 Reducing The Signal Generator Output
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trace crosses the screen in 10ms, making 100 retraces
each second (the same as UK television). However,
if you use alternate mode, each trace will refresh 50
times per second, which will result in visible flicker.
Apart from the headache you will get, it will also be
quite difficult to compare the two haces, as they will
fade alternately.

What sort of probe do we need? The general
purpose X10 probe with a 10M input impedance has
a bandwidth stretching to 250MHz or so, which we
don't need. We don't really need 10M either, as the
highest impedance in our circuit is the input
impedance of less than 10K. However the 'scope
needs about 1cm of vertical trace to trigger reliably,
and you need about the same to take any sort of
meaningful voltage reading. The average'scope has
a maximum vertical amplification of SmV/cm. The
X10 probe would require a 50mV peak-to-peak signal
to deliver this to the 'scope input, which you haven't
got at the amplifier input, so use two X1 probes.

Now to make our measurements. First set up the
input signal on your slgnal generator before
connecting it to the amplifier under test. Set up about
100mV at the signal generator output, using your
'scopes as the measuring tool, and using the most
sensitive range you can without losing part of the
track. Use the Y POSITION control to shift the whole
trace up or down until it fits the screen. The normal
'scope screen has eight vertical divisions, so you will
probably use the20mV/cmsetting, displaying a signal
five divlsions high. Make sure that the continuous trim
control (frequently concentric with the main range
knob) is in the calibrated position, otherwise your
readings will be meaningless.

Measuring the 5mV out of the pot may be quite
tricky as you cannot get a display taller than lcm
unless you have a X5 multiplier button on your'scope.
If not, use the ten-turn pot. The large, wire-wound
types cost between 15 and f10 and are very linear,
so you can set up your signal by just counting turns.
The whole pot is across 100mV so one turn makes
a change of 10mV, and your pot wiper willbe set one
half turn from the bottom. If you have to go for the
fixed resistor/single-turn pot setup, the ideal fixed
resistor would be 900R in series with a 100R pot. This
would put your SmV at about the mid-point of the pot.
The real fixed resistor would have to be 820R+82R
in series, and this rig would be a throw-away after the
job was done. Make sure that the output frequency
of your signal generator is in the region of lkHz
(+10% is quite good enough), and that the waveform
is sinusoidal.

Apply power to the amplifier before you input
your signal. Many devices, particularly high speed ICs,
can be destroyed in milliseconds or less by signals in
the absence of power supplies. Destruction is most
often caused by the forward biassing of diode junctions
which are not current limited while the power is off,
leading to burn out, or by 'latch uy' conditions in which
positive feedback locks the circuit into self-destructive
saturation. Slmilarly, in the presence of power, signals
should never swing more positive or negative than the
respective supply rails. In the absence of power, any

signal will exceed, these limitsl
Make

output, the lj'lLZ
signal gene stage
1 at the the signal,
keeping t or switched o
the conn c clip lead or
prevents switch-on transients in cheap signal
generators wrecking the amplifier).

What do we do with the grounding clips of the
probes? For circuits of low gain, one clip would suffice
to refer the probes to ground. However, this is a high
gain circuit, and voltage drops in the ground circuit
could well be amplified to give dodgy results. So
connect the ground clip of each probe to a ground
relerence point on the circuit under test as near as
possible to the measurement point.

look at the two signals. For the best comparison,
set the vertical range of both 'scope channels to the
same figure and then use the verticalposition controls
to superimpose the two traces. If they are indentical,
you should see a single trace. There will, of course be
a very slight attenuation due to the potential divider
to AC formed by C2 and C5, but the effect will be a
reduction of less than 0.5%, so it probably won't show.
There will of course be a small DC offset (quiescent
base potential).

Next, move probe 1 to the base of Ql and probe
2 to the collector of Q1. You will need to change
vertical range on channel 2, because you've got a
stage gain of about x 15. A rough approximation of
stage gain will do: you either have a gain of x 10 to
x 15 which is OK, or you have vastly less. There will
be substantial DC offsets here (virtualground or mean
collector potential is + 6Vl) so use AC coupling at the
'scope input. Supposing this test result is acceptable,
move probe 2to the base of Q2. The presence of a
similar signal minus its large DC offset is proof of
functionality.

Now you can move probe 2 to Q2 collector.
Again the previous considerations apply. Suppose we
see a signal. Move to the output end of R12. Signal
present. The next test point is the base of Q4. NO
SIGNAL!!

Bingol
Where do we go from here? Suspect C3 as open
circuit. This is not very common, but it happens. Turn
off all signals and power, get out the soldering iron,
and remove C3 from circuit. In the process, it leaves
one of its leads stuck in the board. That's it! The lead
must have broken off inside the case. Fit a
replacement capacitor and carry on with your tests,
repeating the test that failed. Now you have a signal
at the base of Q4l

Save yourself some time. As you have found a
fault, assume briefly that it's the only one, so your next
test will be probe 1 at base Q1, probe 2 at emitters Q6,
Q7. You were right! Plenty of signal. Careful
measurement now gives you a figure for the gain of
about 1400, calculating on the basis of peakto-peak
readings.
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Adjusting Crossover
The final task is to operate the amplifier under loaC,
and to adjust the crossover distortion (VR1. Q3) to
a minimum. The absolute amount ol crossover dis-
tortion is determined by the time it takes for the output
transistors to turn on or off compared to the slew rate
of the signal you are trying to reproduce, Tiansistors
appear to operate slower under greater loads, so it
follows that the worst case demonsfuation of crossover
distortion will be under maximum load and high
frequency signal conditions. For now we will ignore
the inductive component of a speaker. and test the
circuit with a purely resistive load The aim of ihe test
and adjustment is to minimise the distortjon by control
of VR1 without causing the output stage to dissipate
too much quiescent current

The principle here is as iollows: if the output stage
transistor pair was not differentially biassed (bases at
same potential), there would be a midpoint range of
signal swing (equal to 2Y6.) over which neither
transistor was conducting. so the resulting output
waveform would look like Figure 4a. Q3 with VR1 acts
as a variable voltage drop which will cause the bases
of Q6, Q7 to stand at different voltages The ideal
quiescent condition is with the Q6 base above virtual
ground by about 0.5V and Q7 base above virtual
ground by the same amount Both transistors willjust
conduct under quiescent conditions, so that at no time
are they both cut off Excessive differentialbias would
cause a large quiescent DC current to flow from V+
to real ground via Q6, Q7, heating them up to no
purpose and wasting power.

Our first step is to set up a signal near to the
maximum frequency the amplifier will pass, and to
check that this signal is siill at 5mV peakto-peak. The
upper frequency limit of the amplifier is effectively
amplifier is effectively set by the parallel capacitor C5
When the reactance of C5 equals the input impend-

ance of stage 1, the signal will be -6dB (50%
amplitude in volts peak-to-peak). The reactance
formula is:

X. : l/(nfC)

where X. is in ohms, f is in Hz and C is in farads.
We can call the input impedance 10k, which

simplifies the calculation The result is 15 9kHz, say
16kHz. Since the capacitor reactance provides a roll
off of 3dB,/octave, a test frequency of SkHz would give
us a good result with about -3d8. The input signal
swing can therefore be increased by a factor of 1.4
(-3dB is 0.7 V1n peak-to-peak), giving 7mV peak-
to-peak in. The amplifier output signal should not be
allowed to clip (Figure 4b). The load for this test will
be a 4R7 resistor (nearesi preferred value over 4R)
with a power rating of at least 10W, so that it will not
get hot during the tests.

Do not connect the resistive load yet. Set VR1
at mid position, connect the 'scope probes to Q4 base
and the emitters of Q6, Q7, switch on the power and
apply ihe input signal. The two 'scope traces should
be adjusted until they are about the same size on the
screen, and the crossover distortion minimised by
adjustment of VR1. Remember that overcompen-
sation will cause excessive output stage quiescent
current, so apply just enough bias to eliminate the
distortion. Having set VR1 by eye, connect the
resistive load to the amplifier output and confirm the
level of distortion. It will have increased slightly, and
a minor readjustment of VR1 may be needed. How-
ever, remembering that this is a public address
megaphone (not for music) a degree of crossover
distortion is acceptable, as it does not reduce clarity
until it is quite bad.

The whole process should have taken about an
hour or so. You have now haced and repaired the fault
and set up the amplifier for your customer.
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Analagtre metefi still
have their place in a
digital world. Steve ,

Bateson provides a
project for a high-
performance AC
tulillivoltmeter.
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Ithough most modern voltmeters have
digital displays and complete modules are
available at a very low piice, the analogue
meter still has an important place in data

(a 
-presentation; 

so much so that some digital
displays now emulate analogue types by being
constructed as'bargraphs'.

Digital displays have obvious advantages when
measuring steady or slowly varying quantities
because they are easy to read, have good resolution
and do not suffer from non-linearity or hysteresis as
do mechanical meters. They are, however, much less
effective at displaying dynamic variables such as
audio signal level (imagine a digital-display VU
meter!) or general trends such as rate of acceleration.
They are also quite unsuitable for indicating null
adjustments in bridge circuits.

In general, an analogue display is easy to
assimilate roughly, but difficutt to read exactly. Within
these guidelines, the display can be chosen to suit
the application.

Frequency Response
Conventionally, AC meters enjoy a'precision rectifier'
configured around an operational amplifier to
remove errors due to diode forward voltage drop
This works very well at low frequencies, but is quite
inadequate at frequencies above a few kHz. For
example, the rectifier of Figure 1(a) reads around
10% low at 60 kHz and 50%low at 200 kHZ This
is mainly due to the limited gain-bandwidth product
of most operational amplifiers, but also in part to
diode and stray capacitance effects Germanium
diodes are often specified for their low forward
voltage drop and low capacitance but are actually
quite unsatisfactory due to their excessive and highly
temperature-dependant reverse leakage. More
sophisticated rectifier circuits employing current
mirrors are used in hue RMS chips and audio circuits
such as the NE570 series.

Meter Overload Protection
Another area generally overlooked in conventional
meter drive circuits is that of meter protection. The
normal implementation is a diode in parallel with the
meter movement (Figure 2) but as many voltmeter
movements are specified with a maximum overload
limit of only 2O0%, it is clear that this arrangement

100uA
METER

Fig. 1 Conventional rectifier (absolute valuel circuits
(a) Current-drive full-wave rectifier
(b) Ground-referenced output rectifier

is adequate. Diodes conduct significantly at forward
voltages well below the norninal 'threshold voltagel
so we are faced with the unsatisfactory choice of
meter non linearity due to diode conduction or
inadequate protection. For this project, good meter
protection is essential so a simple but very eflective
system was devised.



METEF
'1300R
10OuA

Fig. 2 Typical meter overload protection circuit
(parallel diode)

Half-wave, Full wave, RMS, Peak...?
Most meter rectifiers are full-wave arrangements but
I decided against this for two reasons. Firstly, full-
wave arrangements can compromise high frequency
performance, either because the operational ampli-
fier now has two diode forward voltage drops to jump
when crossing zero (Figure 3a) or because propaga-
tion delays cause the two half-waves to shitt out of
phase (Figure 3b). Secondly, full-wave rectification
is only essential for detecting the peak values of
unsymmetrical waves, an important parameter for
compressor-limiters but less relevant for instrumenta-
tion. This meter driver uses a half-wave average-
reading rectifier calibrated for sinewave RMS as
usual

Construction And Testing
The circuit diagram is shown in Figure 4 and the
layout in Figure 5 The PCB was designed for use
with the RS meter movement lype 259-763 but can
easily be modified for use with other movements.

As Figure 5 shows, constructlon is straight-
forward and the board mounts directly onto the
meter terminals. Alternative configurations are
possible and you may wish to rnclude a true RMS
chip such as the AD636 or omit the rectifier for a
protected DC meter. For the most reliable perform-
ance however, this PCB layout is recommended. As
usual, small components should be mounted first,
Pins are convenient but not essential for external
connections.

Assuming a multimeter is available, it is a good
idea to replace the movement with a 910R resistor
while testing, and measure the output voltage of
IC1a. Bridge the module input terminals with a short
wire, set RV1 and RV2 mid-way, check the supply

Fig. 3 High-Frequency limitations of simple rectifier
circuits

(al Slew-limited waveform distortion
(bl Propagationdistortion (phase-shifterror)

wiring and apply power Set the output offset to zero
with RV1. Remove the input short, apply a 50mV
sinewave signal at about lkHz and observe the
output reading (about 50mV). Increase the input
level. At about 150mV output, the LED should light
and the output drop suddenly to less than 10mV
Gradually reduce the input until the protection circuit
resets; the output should now read about 130mV
This confirms circuit operation Remove the test
resistor and install the meter movement.

Calibration
You can calibrate this meter using an ordinary DC
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meter (preferably digital!) The calibration voltage
chosen corrects for both the average/RMS form
factor and the half-wave rectification.

Firstly bridge capacitor C1 with a short wire.
Check that the meter mechanical zero is correct and
apply power. Adjust RVl f.or zero deflection at zero
input. Apply 45mV DC to the input and set RV2
for 100% deflection. Remove the bridge and re-
adjust RV1 to zero the meter again. To overcome
meter hysteresis it is often necessary to tap the case
gently until the reading settles.

Power Supplies
The module consumes relatively little current and
the prototype was powered from two PP9 9V
batteries. As they supply a similar current, the zero
adjustment drifts very little with time. You can of
course run the meter from a mains-derived supply,
using standard regulators, anything between +5V
and +15V will do.

Options
One option which could be included in a mains-
operated version is an AC 'wobble' circuit. A
common limitation of the mechanical meter is
hysteresis due to bearing friction. By adding a suil
able AC component to the meter drive signal, the
armature can be vibrated to equilibrium at each
angular deflection - more elegant than tapping the
meter glass! The technique has been used in com-

RV1
100k

22u

lC1 = LF347 or TL074
01 = J112
Dl,2 = BAR28 or HSCH-1001
D3,4 = 1N914
LED1 = HIGH EFFICI ENCY

RED LED
Ml = 100uA METER

Fig. 4 AC Millivoltmeter Circuit Diagram

{,J

Flg. 5 AC Millivoltmeter component overlay
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m€rcial instruments and published designs. It is easily
implemented here with the circuit of Figure 6 Finally,
it you wish the meter to respond down to DC, simply
replace C1 with a wire link

Dr Bateson is a senior lecturer at the lnstru
mentation and Control Division. school of lnforma-
tion Engineering, Tbesside Polytechnic.

HO\v IT WORKS

SPECIFICATION
Frequency Response 30Hz {or DC) to 300kHz,

-1o/o; lto 600kHz sine,
3dB)

The cireuit diagram of this instrument is shown in Figure 4. tC1 is

a quad BIFET operat'ronal amplifier type 1F347 whlch has a relatively

high slew rate bul needs no compensation.
, , ,-Th glraigh coupled amBlifier with
a.'hiqh i ardmo bout 6: A imall amount

.{ nf applied to offsel the cumulative effects of
stray d op-amp bandwidth, giving an overall

, t:to,3o0kHz: The full,rcale input level is

t greater Sensitivlty is needed a pre6mplilier

stagg should be built sinee incrgasing rhe gain of lC'la will degrade

its frequency response..iC1b 
is configured as a preeision recrifier using Sehottky barler

diodes, These haver a low forwaid voltage drop ess than (400mVl

and low leakage Flowever, atone they are insufficient to ensure good

HF response; stray capacitance and the circuitry around lClc
degrades the iectifled waveform. The rectifier is therefore loaded

with a relatively lolv impedance which shunts capacilive charge to
ground. A low stage gain ensures good bandwidth, while the high

oUtput level, arOund 1V peak, reduces lsw-leyel offset enors.
lClc is the iurrent-mode meter driver. A fult-scale current of

about 120A (average) is partly shunted bythe'sensitivity calibration'
preset, Since the 1F347 has no offset adjustment, a small offset

curreni ls availabte from the 
/set 

zeror trimmer RVt, Current-mode
operation gives fast meter response since the meter movement is

undamped, and a small meter bypass capacitor is fitted. This

quency smoothing but rather

ich would otherwlse require

at high frequencies 
maintain the.meter current

lCld and Ql provide meter protectlon, l0ld is a voltage

c0mparator led from the rectilier stageJhe comparator threshold
and hystermis are set s0 that overload pmtection is trpped at 1500/o

dellection and reset'at.130%.01 has extremely lcw leakage

norrnally but when switched on shunts the meter, reducing tire
sensitivity by about 95%. The meter movement is then protected

and heavily damped, but still responds to trends, LEDl flags the

Read i ng

lnput sensitivity

lnput impedance

Power Consumption
(i) No deflection
(ii) 100% deflection
(iii) 30x overload

Average-reading meter
(ARM) calibrated RMS
stne wave

100mV RMS

'1M / <1OpF

+8.4 / -8.4 mA
+9.1 / -8.5 mA
+19.1 / -15.1 mA

Dynamic response bandwidth 0 - 1.4H2, -3dB
(using specifled meter)

9-12V AC

Fig. 6 AC "wobble" circuit

BUYLTNES
The meter movement was obtained from RS/Electromail (0536

204555). Any 1001iA movement could be used but the PCB terminal

holes may not fit direct\i, All other cornponents are commonly

available from sources such as l\,4aplin; any Schottky barrier diodes

should work, Other N-channel FETs will also work, although their
'on'resistance may be higher,overload condition.

PARTS I,IST

RESISToRS All 0 6W i% metal film

R1 1tM0

R2 1k0

R3 2k2

R4 4k1

R5 10k

R6 22k

B7 1k

fi8 4k7

R9 2M2

810 4k7

811 2M2
H12 'rok

R13 10k

814 82k

R15 rok

R10 470k

470n miniature polystyrene lilm
120p miniature ceiamic

100n miniature polystyrene film

22r l6V axial

CAPACITORS

LI
(")

LJ

c4
c5,6

01,2

D3,4

LEDl

BAR28 or HSCH-.f001

tN914

high-elficiency Red LED

SEMICONDUCTORS

lcl LF34i or T1074

01 Jl12

R17 2k1

HV1 , 100k eernret

MISCEI.LANEOUS

l\4etsr 100 yA movement type 259,763 (RsiEleetrsmaili

PCB terminal pins if required

14-pjn lC socket

PCB

910R 1% resistor for testing

60
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That's what an incredibly sm_all number ntributingarticles to ETI. The rest of us have had to 
"d;;;;gTmoney for a couple of pints. Neverthel ,r".J yo,r,contribut -

FEATURES
If you know and it
hasn't all bee to add
to our wide r ures. If
you have a great idea for a feature or two. send
in a brief resum,5. If you don't have the ideas but
youthink you have a commanding knowledge of
a suitable subject area we want to hear from-you
too.

PROJECTS

Whatever you can contribute
We can offer a modicum of
fortune.

to ETI, take the plunge now.
fame and a very reasonable

Write in to:
The Editor ETI
Argus House

Boundary Way
HemelHempstead HP2 7ST

19' RACK CASES

^ ^ Panelsize FearBoxorderuode wiiir"h) w- H- o weight

U101 19x 1 75 17x 1 5x 10 2 4kg
U103 19x525 17x50x10 3skg

U212 19x35 17x30x12 33kg
U312 19x525 17xs0x12 4okg
U412 19x70 17x65x12 46kg

Please add t3 00 P&P for lhe first item and C1 50 lor each additional item

Please add VAT lo above prices Overseasorders welcome

CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRON ICS LTD
40 CRICKELWOOD BROADWAY, LONDON NW2 3ET

Tel:081-452 0161 Fax:081-208 1441

c
26.95
29.95

29.75
31.95
34.95

Wizard l(it-Packs
THIS MONTH'S WIZARORY
THE WIZARO PRECISION MAINS FILTER
250voltsAo13 h,4lEcoutputsock€ts,Mer dusApotter
Block BFI filter ................................Pr1ce d p&p Ct.7O
LOOK AT T}IE WIZAFD BENCH POWEF

e 35 to 22 volts at twin motors volts and amDs.
Itag6 adjustment, input and DC output filtorad,
. Builr and restod 66.00 vAT patd P&p c3.00
SSETTE UNIT

Twin VU m€terB, with
r e2O.O0 P&P E3.00

MOBE OATA - Send a 19p Stamp lor Latsst List.
Ring theWizard on 02257t6€,yjFax0225 708594for mor3 inlormation or avisittothe works.
PAYMENT Acc€ss, Ch6q Post and packing on components el.50 or C1 OO
for ordors over C2O.O0. P totalMERLIN SYSTEMS
Merlln Way, Bowerhil! Tlg Est, Melksham, Wiltshire SN12 6TJ

THE WIZZARD POWER CUBE
Specltlcallon

I 20 Amp Hour Dq/tit Bailery; 2 lnbuilt Mains Chargor:
3 RF Filtared; 4 Solar Cell lnput (Cells oDtional);3 RF Filtareq; 4 Solar Cell lnput (Cells optional);
5 Compact Size/Portable; 6 Merlin Mad6

Prlce C76.00+P&P C8,00

This range of t9" &5jr1G (1.5mm)steelfront pn6ts (no lixing holos visibl€),
with lhe rear box mm) stiel. The standard units aie tO,,1I*hm1 Oeepl'
NEW FOR 1 000 p and ara avaitable in th6 toilo,{ing poputar sizes:

19" RACK MOUNTING EOUIPMENT CASES

PROJECT CASES
Type H Price
PU1 1!h' e16.50
PU2 31/z' 118.50PU3 51/q' ) 120.50
Pu4 7' | 822.il
PU6 101/z' ) C26.50

EOUIPMENTCASES
U1 13/a" (44mm) t2070
U2 3%" (88mm) t24 15
U3 5%" (133mm) t27.ffi
lJ4 7'(178mm) t29.90

D€liv€ry included (UK only)
All prices includ€ VAT.

BLANKING PANELS, RACKING CONSOLES
and FACK CABINETS are also availabte
Please s€nd SAE for details

Teli 0275 823983 lor Acc€sdvisa Sales ncheqw
with ord€r tol

RACKZ PRODUCTS
PO Box 1402 Mangotsfietd, Brlstol, England, BSlT gHy

Mil ents

Send d label
Jor catalogue/clearance I ists.

All inglusive prices NO post, packing,
VAT etc to work out dnd add on. '

Brlan J Reed Electrlca!
6 Queensmead Avenue, East Ewell

Epsom, Surrey KT17 3EO
Tel: 0(7)l 223 5016
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PCB FOIL
PATTERATS

Some new corrections

Darkroom Tirner (June 1990)
Pin 4 of IC1 should be connected to the main
earthline D1 +veshouldbeconnectedtothe
output F line, and should not connect to C1
The circuit diagram is conect, as are PCBs ftom
the ETI PCB Service. The corrected foilpattern
is printed in this issue.

Superscope (March 1990)
On Figs 13 and 14, the polarity of C409, 509
should be reversed.

20 Metre Receiver (January 1990)
On Fig 4, C34 should ben 100n, not220u.

Smoke Alarm (November 1989)
On Fig. 2, SW2 and ZD1 should not be
connected to C4 (0V), but to the 9V rail above
C4,

Modern Dlode Circults 2 (July 1990)
Fig 9 voltage quadrupler circuit. Diagrams a
and b should be electrically identical Drawing
b is correct and a has been reproduced in this
issue under Modern Diode Circuits 3

o{ lt I t

FM Generator
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Temperature Controller

Iv
Dark Room Timer (ETl June 199O1
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ELECTRONICS
TODAY INTERNATIONAL

John Brasier
0442 66551 Ext 250
Send
ETI C ASp, Argus House,Boun psteid,Ftpz zSf.

printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request).

CAMBRIDGE COMPUTER SCMNCE LIMITED

prices in rders below qS OOArri 
i?;ii,?J].""

o_ept!!l_, 374 MILTON ROAD, CAMBRTDGE CB4 1SUTel: 0223 424602 or O83t +aO+Oe letease noG, Uaif OrOei o'niyy

DO YOU WANT USED
SCOPES . GENER.ATORS

POWER SUPPLIES
POWER METERS

DVMs .OSCLL.{TORS
ATTENUATORS

TEST EQUIPMENT
Contact:

COOKE INTERNATIONAL
Unit 4, Fordingbridge Site,

Main Road, Barnham
Bognor Regis,

ll'est Sussex PO22 OEB
Tel: O243 545111

Fax: 0243 542457
,X lllde ran-ge of-items available rEr

Send for lists

FM Transmltter Kits
Also a Telephone Bug Detector Klt

Feadybuiti FM tansmfl 6ra5@inctuding hsl! kki.g
Ihs.E Codm.rctd Ktu -W. lte.reka ctdtonot
SqnnlryRe@lrcG E bt.phm brt.rdretor!* br

I tmctbtrym

97 LEIGH BD, ATH
Telophone Atherton

FIRST IMPRESSIONS LAST! . .

30we6.80 - 60w87.95 - loOW
C9.95 - +To3 Heatsinks, leads &
Directions! K.l.A. Modular Audio-
ap0.s. .8 Cunliffe Rd, llktey (in-
clusive).

VOICE/SOUND ACTIVATED

W7 1NL.

PRINTED CIRCU|T BOARD de-
ggns -and glec/mech draughting.
For a fast efficient service, live u1
a call on: 081-443 1381.

Turn your surplus
transistors, lCs etc, into

cash. lmmediate settlement.
We also welcome the

opportunity to quote for
complete factory clearance

Contact:
COLES HAROING & CO.

103 South Brink
Wisbech, Cambs.

NOW ESTABLISHED OVER 15 YEARS
Tel: 0945 584188

Fax Number: 0945 S0BB44

PROTECT_ your Project! 5 amp
Thermal Circuit Breakers. push
button, panel mounting. Manfd by
Jackson U.S.A. [2.20 each inil
P&P Paramorr Electronics, 115
Ravenglass Crescent, Bristol BS10
6EH

CALL
JOHN BRASIER

ON
(,442 66551

TO ADVERTISE

ADVERTISE IN

ETI
o

CALL

044266551

NEW VHF MICROTRANSMITTER
kit, tuneable 80t15MHz, 500 metre
range, sensitive eleclret micro-

ETI AUGUST I99O

TRADE ENOUIRIES WELCOME

10 THURI.OW ST,, STOWELL TECHNICAL PARK
SALFORD i'52UX

Tel061.7457676
? Fax:061-7459167 n"4, & G EtEC?ROrylCS L?p"

ELECTRONIC COIlPONENTS TAIL ORDER COHPANY

Transislors. IC's, Diodes, Cables,
LED's, Capacitors, Transformers,
Potetrtiometers, Speakers, Solar
Chargers, Computer Dists,Video
Tapes, Test Gears, Aerosols, etc

I-w h Pilces !

SEND t,1 FOR YOUR COPY

Refundable uLh nrst order

. Seres X Mixer Kits up to

1,000 inpuls 6 auxiliaries
versions for PA record ng, radro,'
disco Frcm t992
a Crcuils lor: noise gales,

comp@$06, excilers tap€
machin6s. mixsrs

a 100mm lade6, silches
. Send,lop lorcatalogle

WE REPAIH
AUDIO EOUIPIVENT

Send 40p lor catalogue to:
K. Tek, P.O. Box 172A, Surbiton,

Surrey KT6 6HN. Tel: 081-399 3990

SURVEILLANCE &
COUNTER

SURVEILLANCE
EQUIPMENT

WE MANUFACTURE AND SUPPLY

,F+S('*;: :f-
including m crocassett€ recorders.

rece v€rs, cassettes and batt€ries

CCTV AND SECURITY
SYSTEMS SPECIALISTS

DEP', ET. I 

'2 
CAIEDONIAN NOAD, IONDON, Nt



it wofrh rheir while! An ICS
ne/ and have more fun out of
is the largest corespondence
you want under lheguldance
r phone today foryour FREE

PACKAGED SHORT COURSES
The National College of Technology (NCT Ltd)
offers a range of packaged short courses in
analogue electronics, digital electronics and fibres
and optoelectronics for study at home or at work.
The advantages are that you may.

- commence at any time- work at your own pace

- have a tutor (optional) and there is no travelling
involved. BTEC certificates are available subject
to the conditions of the award. These highly popular
packed courses contain workbooks, a cassette
tape, circuit board and components necessary to
provide both theoretical and practical training.
Whether you are a newcomer to electronics or have
some experience and simply need updating, there
is probably a packaged short course ready for you.
Write or telephone for details, quoting ETI to:

NCT Ltd, Bicester Hall
5 London Road, Bicester, Oxon OX6 7BU

or telephone (0296) 613067 Ext.202

N ATIO NAL
COLLEGE OF
TECHNOLOGYI

I

I

I

I

t

I
I

I

I

I

t

Electronlcs o Radro, Audio
and TV Sefricint tr

Basic Electronic
Ensineerins (CitY & Guilds) tr

Radio AmaEeur Licence
Exam (City & Guilds) tr

Electrical Engineerlng O Car Mechanics tr
Elecrrical ContBcting/
lnstallation tr

Computer
Puamminq tr

(rUE over40'O'and'A'levelsubiee tr

DO YOU ORGANISE A COURSE
THAT MAY INTEREST

ETI READERS?

IF SO, THEN CALL
JOHN BRASIER on
(,442 66551

FOR DETAILS

***

OMNIELECTRONICS
Sock a wide range of eledronic components al

174 Dalkeith Road,
Edinburgh EHl6 5DX

Tel:031 667 2611
Open: lllon.Fri 9am-6pm, Sat gam-spm.
Send 2x18p stamps for latesl cataloOue.

one oithe largestcomponenl retaileG in the UK Fast and elficient
same day peMnal seryice on'lN SfoCK ITE[4Si Very compelative

prices. No minimum order Call Cricklewood Eleclronics nm.
40 CRICKLEWOOD BROAOWAY, IOITDON NW2 3ET

Tel: 081.450 09951452 0161

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
are best seen at

FRASER ELECTRONICS
42 ELM GROVE * SOUTHSEA * HANTS

Telephone (0705) 815584

Barclaycard Access
COME AND BROWSE BEFORE YOU BUY

FOR MORE INFORMATION

ON SERIES DISCOUNTS

CONTACT

JOHN BRASIER ON

0442 66551

CLASS!F!ED ADVERTISING
TERMS & CONDITIONS

Our terms for new advertisers (semi-display and
lineage) are strictly projorma payments until
satisfactory reference can betaken up (excluding
recognised advertising agencies) Cheques and
PO.'s should be crossed and made payable to
ARGUS SPECIALIST PUBLICATIONS and sent
together with the advertisements to:

The Classitied Dept.,
Argus House, Boundary Way,
Hemel Hempstead HP2 7ST

There are no reimbursements lor cancellations
Advertisements arriving too late for a particular
issuewillbe inserted in thelollowing issue unless
accompanied by instructions to the contrary. lt is
the responsibility olthe advertiser to ensure that
the lirst insertion of every series is published
correctly, and corrections must be notified intime
,or the second insertion, otheruise the pub-
lishers will not accept liability or offer any

reduction in charges
All advertising sales are subject to Government
Regulations concerning VAT. Advertisers dre
responsible lor complying with the various legal
requirements in torce eg. The Trade Description
Act, Sex Discrimination Act & the Business

Advertisements (Disclosure) Orde|l gZ.
Full Terms & Conditions of Advertising

available on request

PROGRESSIVE RADIO
87193 Dale Str€et Tel: 051 236 0154

4TWhitechapel Tel: 051 2365489
Liverpool 2

,TH E E LECTRON ICS SP EC IALI STS'

Open: Tues-Sat 9.30-5.30

DIRECI ELECIR0]'|lCS
E L ECf R O N I C S C O M PO N E N T S P EC I ALI STS

627ROMFORDND,
MANORPARK

LONDONEI2sAD
Tel:081-553 1174

Mon-Sat l0-O pmlThurc l0-lpm
We stock a large range ol TV & Video spaw

ALLPARTS
TV & VIDEO SPARES EMPOHIUM

NOWOPEN
Trade and Public Retail Outlet

FEBG VIDEO HEADS FBOM C1035 . PANASONIC HEADS FROM 11O 95
vrDEo coPY KrTs rs39 0F scARr KrT 1999

FERG VIOEOLAMPWBE ENOS()p . FERGVIDEOLAMPWTH PLUG 6Op

MMM A/S FUSES C1 PER PACK OF TEN



Panel Engraving Service

AII you do is lll in the coupon stating clearly the code number, your
name and address and your remitiance rirade payable to: A.S.p.
Reader Services.

etters to the end of the
te lettering, RW - Red
black lettering, WR:-

Here are some recent popular projects to start this brand new service
on rts way. the prices are inclusive of VAI and postage and packing:

P8910-1 Multimeter f 5.95
P9007-1 Decision Maker I 8.95

TELEPHONE ORDERS
0442 665s1

Senices, Argus House, Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, Herts, Hp2 7ST

Total f ...................I

I
Signature Expiry ........................

I AddressI - ---

1 ETI Reader Services, Argus House. Boundarv Wav.! Hemel Hempsread, Herti HpZ ZSf

rYrr"Y.o.,tve1,

Name

I

I

I

I

I

$

ADVERTISERS' INDEX
ABt ELESIRoNtCS,....,....,.,,....,., tBc
BLUE ROSE ELECIRONICS.,,,..,,,, 31

BK ELECIRoN|CS....,....,,.,.....,,,.. tFc
BRIAN PRICE ELECTRONICS..,,,.. 43
ctRKtT H010tNGS....,,,.....,..,....,... 2s
CHICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS. 3,61
DtspLAy EIECIRoNtCS..,,......,,... 1 6
FLTGHT E1E9I80NtCS......,,..,,..... 37
GREENBANK ELESTRONICS...,,.,, 3
HAHI E1ECIRoN|CS.,,,,.....,,,...,,., 43
HENRyS AUD10....,...,.............,,,... 13
J & N BULL ELECIR|CAL............,, 22
LAB CENTRE..,,.,,............,,....,,..,.. s3
MUSTCAL tMAGES,...........,.,,......... 15

nce again, our September issue, will contain a mixed bag ol
goodies to keep you amused through the heat of the summer.

We present a feature on Data Communications to illustrate how
our screen information gets from one place to another at high speed.

Also starting will be a series of features and projects based on
microwave transmission, a subject kept much in the dark by elCchonics
magazlnes.

How well does your video cassette recorder keep hack ofrecorded
programmes? The a n programming the timer conectly
and correct transmi feature on the subject will teI u;
that there are other

On the projects front, there is slide projector controller to give a
more professional presentation including cross fading slides and the
ultimate diode tester giving simple clear indications.

All this and more including our final part of the series on diodes
and the workings of a modern synthesiser. Order your ETI today and
collect it on Friday August 3rd.

The above anicles arc in Neryatlon but citcumstance, may prcwnt philcation

ubjects covered in the July issue were:
9A compact digital frequency meter based on a single chip
design, A footstep inhuder alarm to protect vour property or

your melodic
Our features
ing electricity
and a round-

up of PCB Design software.
If you missed the July issue, a limited number of back

copies are available from Select Subscriptions (address on
contents page).
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Affordable standalone,

diagnosis /,/,//,///////////////// 
I I I t t t I t tH I

equipment.

PCB fault,

The most economical way yet to
improve the speed and efficiency of PCB

servicing and manufacturing defects analysis

€ 24and40pinVariants
Providing a host of features for
rapidly testing digital tC's in

circuit.

# SaveandCompare.

Data from a known good PCB

can be saved enabling a

suspect board to becompated

in minutes without circuit

documentation.

ffi AutomaticCirruit
Compensafuu An IC istested

in the way it is connected. No

need to program each test-

ffi SearchMode.Toidentify

unmarked lC's and give an

equivalent for replacement.

ffi ManufacturtgDefects
Analysirs, Rapid access to
circuit information to locate
production faults.

ffi Outof CircdtIEshg.
ZIF sockes make the units

ideal forgoods inward

i nspection and checking a

device is functional

before soldering.

Phone for your free daa and
informationpacknow!

02263101 4'
ABI Ele(,,priG Ltd Ma$n Way PlaE Common lndusnal llrk Baroley South Yorkshire 574 qIC
Tel flll6 l5OlJs Telex s47ql8 FXPFFIa I it {i]16 l5nJ83

CIRCLE NO. 156 ON REPLY CARD



Not just an equaiiser it's

ELECTRONICS
lJ ere are some of the things ETI
I I have to say about the Maplin C}TEDIT CARD HOTLTNE

Computer Memory Graphic Equaliser/
Spectrum Analyser. . .

.THIS 
UNIT IS STREETS AHEAD OF SIMPLE

EQUALISERS'. . .

.THE 
MAPLIN EQUALISER IS A TREATTO USE

AND (DARE r SAY rT)TO PLAY W|TH', . . .
.THE 

MAPLIN EQUALISER PROVES TRULY SUPERB' . . .

lf you are looking for an equaliser, look for THE EQUALISER,
from MAPLIN ELECTRONICS

ORDER CEQ30 TOP OUALITY VALUE FOR ONLY 8199.95 (+7sp p&p),

PHONE BEFORE

Spm FOR SAME
DAY DESPATCH

07(J-2 554a61
Item ts subject to avaiiability, price includes VAT

Mail Order to: P.0. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex, 556 8LR.
FOR A FBIENDLY WELCOME AND THE BESI OF SERVICE. VISII OUB SHOPS IN BIF[IINGHAI\,{.
BRISTOL LEEDS LONDON, (EDGWARE AND HAIVI\,IERSIVTH) IVANCHESTER, NEWCASTTE.

UPON.TYNE, NOTTINGHAIV, BEADING, SOUTHAMPION AND SOUTHEND-ON-SEA
Price may change alter'1s1 l\4ay 1990


